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This research examines experiences of health and social support among 

a sample of nine lesbian couples and two individuals in Manitoba. The 

project used a feminist, qualitative approach. The research goal is to gain an 

understanding of the experiences of Iesbian couples coping with an ihess or 

disability, and the sopal support in their Lives in relation to these experiences. 

Feminist standpoint theory sensitized this research. The sample was 

purposive and induded the use of snowbalI techniques. Qualitative, in-depth 

in te~ews  were conducted. The study focuses on lesbians' voices - as couples 

and as individuds - and the storïes they share about their experiences hying 

to stay welI together. 

On the baçis of the narrative accountç of the women in this study, it is 

evident that ihess and disabiüty are stressfd experiences, and that being 

lesbian (whether or not one is cioseted) may make accessing soaa l  support, 

and effective, appropriate heakh and social senrices difficult. Many of the 

women experïence a feeling of invisi3iIi~ within the forrnd health and 

social s e ~ c e s  sector. The women report receiving the most helpful social 

support £rom their partners, and generdy less support £rom CO-workers, 

family and Mends. While a partner's support is considered by al1 of the 

women to be vital, several of the women reported that excessive and 

exclusive dependence on one's partner as the primary source of social support 

placed inordinate stress on the relationship. Nevertheless, the women tended 

to rely most on their partners, daiming "she's all I've got," when other 

sources of support were wanting. 

The 6ndings suggest that there is a need to create more lesbian-fnendly 

seMces and policies, so that the health and welI-being of lesbians in generd, 



and those with serious Unesses or disabiIities are not further compromised. 

This research contdptes to the Iiterature on women's health, Lesbian studies, 

and lesbian hedth. 
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Prologue 
from Cancer in Two Voices 

"Streams of women move through Our house, responding to Barbara's 
Ietter for help. 1 continue to work because 1 don't know what else to do. 
It is so mudi an integral part of who 1 am. Without it 1 feel diminished 
- iess able t e  be the womm Barbara feu in love with. Less able to 
nourish and heIp her in this time. 

1 have to leam to allow others to help us, to do some of the care-giving. 
Yet 1 still feel tom and gui19 at the relief 1 feel to be back in my own life 
for a few days. 1 c d  home every four hours to be sure each woman has 
shown up for her shift, that there are no unforeseen symptoms, and 
that Barbara is in good spirits. 

She is losing her hair. Next month she wiH lose a breast. It makes the 
cancer less an intellebual realiv and more concrete, more physical. 

I wony about how 1 will negotiate the high wire of self and other. 
Autonomy and engagement Cornmitment and absence. How will her 
cancer force me to engage with the choices of being both in my life and 
in hers as well - and still keep my balance?" 

(Butier & Rosenblum, 1991: 17) 

Cancer in Two Voices is a book written by Sandra Butler and her partner, 
Barbara Rosenblum, descrïbing their experiences as a Iesbian couple coping 

through Barbara's terminal struggle with breast cancer. The book was an 
important source of inspiration for this thesis research. 



C h a ~  ter One: h traduction 

In my graduate studies in SoaoIogy, I was introduced in a HeaIth 

Sociology dass to the the story of Cancer in Two Voices. Set as a documentary 

and as a book, Cancer in Two Voices (1991) documents the Iives of Iesbian 

couple Sandra Butler and Barbara Rosenblum as they deal with Barbara's 

breast cancer and ultimate death. Before reading the book and seeing the film, 

1 only knew that 1 had a generai interest in doing research with the lesbian 

communi~.  Seeing the film, Cancer in Two Voices, however, was a 

transfomative experience. My reaction to seeing Sandra and Barbara as they 

described their stones was intenseIy emotional, and something told me 

immediateIy that 1 needed to follow in the direction that they began. 1 decided 

that the research 1 wanted to do should focus on the stories of lesbian couples, 

social support and heaIth issues. Cancer In Two Voices became the 

inspiration for this entire research project. 

This research examines the experiences of iIIness, social support and 

well-being among a sampIe of lesbian couples Iiving in Manitoba. The main 

objective is to listen to the voices of lesbian couples who deal with 

iIIness/disability (eg. with cancer, multiple sclerosis, drug/ alcohol 

dependency, depression), and to understand how experiences of social 

support from partners, social networks and health care providers ifiuence 

their well-being. Social support, which is known to be a positive infiuence on 

hedth and wellness @ean & Lin, 19771, may be particularly benefïcid for a 

stigmatized and margïnalized group such as lesbians. The literature indicates 

that compared to heterosexuals, Iesbians and gay men may not have access to 

the same degree of support from family, CO-workers, and religious 

organizations, because of homophobic attitudes and stigma associated with 

1 



being Iesbian (Ayala & Coleman, 2000; Wayrnent & Peplau, 1995; White & 

Levinson, 1993). In a heterosexist society, lesbianç often feel the need to be 

secretive about their sexuality even once they have "corne out" to 

themseIves, therefore social support received kom partners may conhibute 

substantially to lesbians' general welI-being, and to their ability to cope with 

illness. The existence of social support for Iesbians who are il1 (e.g., someone 

to listen, to offer advice, to drive and accompany them to appoinûnents) may, 

therefore, buffer the strain of these experiences. 

While living within heterosexist sotieq, tesbian communities are 

often hidden, and Iesbians are rarely heard kom regarding their experiences 

of illness and social support (White & Levinson, 1993). If, in fact, current 

formai practices and policies aimed at offering support to patients are not 

accessible to and inclusive of Iesbians, as anecdotal evidence suggests, then it 

is important to consider what tesbian couptes' experiences are, and where 

Iesbian couples find suppprt. 

Ln this research, I am interested in the experience of lesbians who are il1 

or disabled. 1 am Iearning about the social support that lesbian couples receive 

both from informa1 and formaI helpers, and how support h m  a partner 

influences well-being. I document couples' heatment by social response 

systems such as heaIth care providers when they are attempting to access 

support 1 dso  explore the impact of being closeted on lesbians' experiences of 

coping through ilhess together, and the lessons participants have Iearned 

through the process of deding with serious health issues. 

The intent in this research is not to formulate one grand narrative into 

which al1 lesbians' experiences of support must fit, but rather to explore how 

the varying experiences of illness and social support are affected by Iesbians' 



social positions. Time and context-based truths are constructed as lesbians' 

voices are heard, and it is hoped that some social and politicai action will be 

taken as a result of the research process and after (eg., education, support and 

advocacy both within, and outside of the cornrnunity for a focus on Iesbian 

hedth). 

Chapter Two offers a context to the research, including its theoretical 

kamework, a synopsis of the soaal support Iiterature, and a review of the 

existing Literature on Iesbian heakh. 

qualitative methods and procedures 

research. FoUowing in Chapter Four 

Chapter Three outlines the feminist 

which were used to undertake this 

are brief descriptions of the women who 

participated in the research. Chapters Five, Six and Seven are devoted to the 

main themes that emerged from the data. Chapter Five, "Stress, IlIness, and 

Social Support in Lesbian Relationships,'' describes the added straïn that 

illness places on women whose lives are already quite stressM, and portrays 

the dynarnics of these Iesbians' reiationships as they cope through illness 

together. Chapter Six, "Social Support and Social Networks Outside Couples' 

Prïmary Relationships," examines the other individuals who make up 

lesbian couples' social support networks. Chapter Seven, "Interactions with 

Health Care Providers," describes positive and negative experiences 

participants have had with heaIth care providers, as well as the strategies they 

use in order to access better heaIth care. Finally, Chapter Eight provides a 

discussion about the findings, as weII as the effects and limitations of the 

shidy. 

Feminist prinüples and theories are used to guide this research. In the 

objective of creating "usable laiowledge," participants were encouraged to 

reflect upon their experiences, to l e m  and share knowledge, and to continue 



the social action fostered by the research even after the projeds completion 

(Ristock and Pennell, 1996: 11). Qualitative, in-depth interviews dlow 

participants to communicate their diverse experiences of support in relation 

to an illness or disability. A feminist thematic analysis provides an important 

discussion of some of the factors that shape lesbians' Lives and experiences. 

Within this research, lesbians describe the supports they have both 

received, and from which they have been exduded. The project concludes 

with recommendations for Eurther work, and with the hope that direct action 

will arise in the spirit of lesbians "taking their health into their own hands," 

to create of systems and supports which are indusive of, and accessible to, 

lesbians and their families. 

The findings of this research contribute to the broad literature on 

women's health, and to the area of lesbian studies. E s  research will help to 

achieve a more compIete understanding of Iesbian couples health 

experiences together, and their experience of soaaI supports. 



Chauter Two: Context of the Research 

Feminist standpoint epistemology is used to sensitize this research on 

the experiences of lesbian coupIes deaIing with heaith issues. Within 

sociological theory, feminist theory transcends the traditiond micro-mauo 

debate, and demonshates the need for an analysis of both the private and 

public spheres of women's lives (Ritzer, 1992: 309). It is impossible to 

understand the larger structures which affect women's Iives without first 

looking at those persona1 experiences. The main question, "And what about 

the women?" has urged on the development of feminist theory within 

sociology, senring as a reminder that much of history and experience has been 

defined by maies whose Iives are not usuaIly mirrored by women's. Feminists 

see that women have historically ptayed diverse roles, and they often 

experience social Me differently than men, based on their socid positions. 

"[Tlhe particularities of invisibility, inequality, and role are profoundy 

affected by a woman's social location, that is, by her dass, race, age, affectional 

preference, religion, ethnicity, and global Location" (Ritzer, 1992: 310). Thus, 

rejecting androcentric knowledge as a way of explaining women's experiences 

is a key feminist prinaple. 

Feminist theory "begins with women, places women and wornen's 

experiences at the centre and names the oppression of women, [and] involves 

a holistic view of the world, an analysis which probes every facet of existence 

for women" (Rowland & Klein, 1996: 13, in Weedon, 1999: 37). As women's 

experiences are often exduded kom conternporary research in many 

disciplines, feminist methods provide an approach to research that is 



consistent with feminist aims of chanenging inequality and empowering 

women. Feminist theory and research seeks to validate, give voice to, and 

understand the experiences of women who have been marginalized by 

traditional research. Dawn Currie explains îhat there are two important 

insights to be extracted f m  feminist theory when doing research: that the 

personal is the politicaI, and that the distinction between objective and 

subjective experience is adcnowledged as faIse (Cumie, 1988: 232). 

Studying the daily Iives of women to learn more about, and thus create 

strategies to end women's oppression is necessdy a politicd act. Dorothy 

Smith's souological approach "see[s] women actively constructing and 

interpreting the socid processes and soaaI relationships which conh-ibute to 

their everyday realities" (Stanley, 1990: 24). Devault, commenting on Dorothy 

Smith, suggests that "the injunction to start inquiry from women's 

expenence is a way of pointing the feminist researdier to material sites where 

people live their lives so that anyone's experience, however various, could 

become a beginning pIace [for] inquiry" (Devault, 1999: 40). 

Ferninist standpoint epistemology, as discussed by Harding (1986) 

argues for a ferninist research "not only Iocated in, but proceeding from the 

grounded analysis of women's lived realities" (Stanley, 1990: 25). It is a 

socially constructed way of making sense of the worId, and it trezts women's 

lives as an empiricd point of reference (Jagger, 1983: 387). Standpoint feminist 

epistemology stems frorn soaal constructionist theory, and draws upon 

insights of Marx and Engels (Stanley, 1990), induding Marxist ideas about 

cIass relations. Standpoint feminist theory daims that people's material 

conditions contribute to, structure and limit their own understandings of 

their lives (Harding, 1991). Members of powerful, dominant groups will have 



opposing views of social reality compared to mernbers of oppressed groups 

(Neilsen, 1990). Less powerful members of society experience a different 

reality, and indeed have the potentiai for a more compIete view of social 

redity than others, preciseIy because of their disadvantaged positions 

(Harding, 1991; Neilsen, 1990). A group that is oppressed needs the 

knowIedge, awareness and sensitivity of both the dominant group's 

perspective and their own in order to survive (Harding, 1991). In theory, the 

more oppressed a group is, the greater the potentid for knowledge 

construction. 

Neilsen (1990) suggests that women, as an oppressed dass, have the 

ability not only to frame their own experiences of oppression, but to 

understand their oppressors' reaIity, too, and to do so more accurately, since 

the dominant group's view is "partial and perverse" in contrast to the 

subordinate group's view. Ferninist standpoint theory cornes as a response to 

the patriarchd notion that women's experiences are invalid bases for 

knowledge. In fact, feminist standpoint suggests that women's experiences are 

a more valid basis for knowIedge than any other, because they offer a wider 

porhayal of the truth through insights into their oppressors (NeiIsen, 1990; 

Stanley, 1990). 

While women in patriarchd society are abIe to understand the 

different interprehtions of reality of both mdes and fernales in society, gays 

and iesbians in heterosexist society "must leam heterosexual patterns of 

so~dization and interactions, as well as their own, if they wish to avoid the 

severest consequences of homophobia, and to build personaIly satisfying and 

meaninghl relationships" (Swignoski, 1993: 173). Lesbians, doubly oppressed 

by gender and sexual orientation, corne to understand their own realities, and 



the heterosexist soaal worId in which they Iive, in order to survive. It is this 

"double vision" that makes the voices and experiences of marginaiized 

groups extremely vaiuable (Swignoski, 1993). 

A standpoint is "a social position from which certain features of reality 

corne into prominence, and other aspects of reaiïty are obscured" (Swignoski, 

1993). A personfs standpoint cornes from her social location, and emerges 

from factors such as gender, culture, class, ethnic background, and sexual 

orientation, and how they a11 interad to influence a person's daiIy life 

(Swignoski, 1993). Stanley (1990) describes a standpoint as a position in soaety. 

It is a way of making sense that is affeded by, and can in turn help shape, 

sirudures of power. From different standpoints, some things can be seen 

more clearly than from otIiers. Knowledge is subjective, and is about ru h o 

knows, and h o zu they know, based on their standpoint. Stanley and Wise 

agree that "dl knowledge necessarily resdts from the conditions of its 

production, is contextually located, and irrevocably bears the marks of its 

origins in the minds and intellectual practices of those ... who give voice to i r  

(Stanley, 1990: 39). 

Ln Harding's earIy work on standpoint feminism, she outlines that 

to achieve a feminist standpoint, one must engage in the intellechial 
and politicai struggle necessary to see naturd and social Me from the 
point of view of that disdained activity which produced women's social 
experiences, instead of from the partial and perverse perspective 
available from the 'mling genderf experience of men. (Harding, 1987: 
26) 

Standpoints involve a tevel of consciousness about people's locations 

in social structures, and relationships of those locations to people's lived 

expenences (Harding, 1987). Standpoint epistemology does not impIy that ail 

women share a single perspective or position, but rather "insists on the 

8 



importance of following out the implications of women's (and others') 

various locations in soaally organized activities" (Devault, 1999: 60). Not oniy 

is there no typicai woman's Iife, nor any one particdar "lesbian standpoint," 

but it is also important to note that "women's experiences of their lives are 

not necessarily the same as feminist knowledge of women's Iives" (Harding, 

1991: 10-11). Harding (1991) further develops her discussion of standpoint: 

For a position to count as a feminist standpoint it must begin in the 
objective location of women's lives, and the authority for the feminist 
standpoint Lies not in women's authentic renditions of their Iives, but 
in the subsequently articdated observations and theory about the rest 
of nature and socid relations - observations and theory that start out 
from that look at  the world h m  the perspective of women's lives 
(Harding 1991: 124) 

Social location is a powerful factor in shaping and constraining one's 

perceptions of reality. The foIIowing, from Himani Bannerji's Returning the 

Gaze (1993) explains how it is possible to see the reIations of power in the 

lives of marginalized women, and hrther asserts the importance of using 

standpoint feminism to study women's daiIy Iives. This quotation adds to the 

relevance of sfxdying lesbians, and heIps to locate the direction of this 

research, and the way in which the analysis wil1 be carried out. 

The point is to shift the cenixe itself Erom the mainçtrean-t to the s e  
called m a r e .  By understanding "representation" to mean 
re-presentation of our realities, kom a foundationally critical / 
revolutionary perspectivef there can emerge the possibiliw of 
making our very marginality itself the epicentre for change. This has 
always ben the principIe of any hndamentally revolutionary or 
mtical perspective. After aI1, al1 reIations of r u h g  become more 
visible where they converge most €uiiy: for example, in the structures 
of the daily lives of non-white women, particularly if they are working 
class, and 1 would add, lesbian (Banne j i ,  1993: 31). 



Feminist standpoint research attempts to understand how the social strudure 

contributes to the probIems found in people's day to day Iives, and seeks to 

transform oppressive existing social structures (Devault, 1999; Harding, 1991; 

Stanley, 1990). 

Feminist standpoint theory is very relevant to issues of voice (Stanley, 

1990). Many womenfs voices have not been heard within mainstream theory, 

even by women, white the voices of dominant group members are most 

often heard. In the development of ferninist standpoint epistemology, theory 

is constnicted specificdy from the voices and experiences of margindized 

others (Harding, 1991). Two particdarly silenced standpoints even in feminist 

fiterature have historically been women of color and lesbians (Stanley, 1990; 

Devault 1999). Standpoint feminist theory asserts that a purpose of research 

must be to empower the subjects of the research, and to advance their causes 

(Cook & Fonow, 1990). A beginnuig point of action is the t e h g  of these 

women's s tories (Stanley, 1990). 

The primary forus of standpoint feminist epistemology is the 

situatedness of the subject or knower. KnowIedge is "situated" in the context 

of one's own experiences. (Harding, 1986). When listening to experiences of 

health crises and socid support, it is important to kame these inadents in the 

Iarger context of participants' [ives, and to took at where that speaker is 

located in the Iarger social structure. Lesbians' social positions, situated within 

a Iarger context of patriarchy, heterosexism and homophobia are linked 

dosely to their lived expenences. People's social positions become their ways 

of making sense of the world, and these in hirn greatly affect the ways in 

which they experience and think about health, ilhess, social support and 

relationships. Each wornan's expenence is produced differently, but common 



Iarger oppressive systems may resdt  in similar effebs, induding invisibility 

and inequality for Iesbians. 

Stanley (1990) says that standpoint feminist episternoIogy does not 

argue for women's separation, but rather to remove existing malestream, 

methodologicaI separatism, which ignores, because it silences. Ln a sense, 

traditional theory cannot 'see' the social worId from women's standpoint 

(Stanley, 1990: 39). With the creation of standpoint theory, women's 

perspectives are centralized in order to develop an accurate understanding of 

redity. Feminist standpoint epistemology argues that women and their views 

have a radically different vantage point than those of men. Using the position 

of marginalized women and their standpoint makes a dramatic difference in 

how knowledge is produced, and what knowledge emerges. 

As the main theoretical influence, standpoint feminism is suitable to 

shape this researdi. Standpoint feminism starts kom a consideration of the 

importance of women's values and Iooks toward the potential of feminist 

knowledge to change paradigms and veate a mer picture of realify (Harding, 

1986). it recognizes that alI knowledge is 'situated' in the context of one's own 

experience and sociaI location, and allows for muItiple realities to emerge. It 

gives testimony about marginalized women's experiences, and makes a place 

for it in analysis that will be focussed differently than mainstrearn research 

(Devault, 1999: 38). It values the voices of the rnarginalized, and recognizes 

that it is often those on the margins, outside of power who initiate societal 

change (Stanley, 1990). 

Placing this researdi within a feminist kamework has implications for 

both the methods used and analysis that emerges. Feminist standpoint 

sensitizes me to consider lesbians' social positions, their lived experiences, 



and their meanings of wen-being and soaal support. Research grounded in 

feminism cm more easily Iead women to empowerment and social action, 

and aI1ows me to keep the research and theoretical discussion grounded in 

the lived expenences of these women. A look now .at the existing literature in 

the broad area of social support wiII be useful in umderstanding some of the 

underpinnings and assumptions of the concept of s a a d  support in this 

research. 

A Revierv of the Socinl Sipporf Liternhire 

Lirnited literature exists which attempk to theorize lesbians' 

experiences of S O Q ~  support. However, there is a great deal of literature 

which describes the positive effects of social supportt on stress and hedth in 

the general population. This research project involves the application of a 

Çeminist sensibility to the study of social support, im view of the fa& that the 

extant Iiterature has mostly been siIent on women'ç lived realities. If social 

support is considered a buffer to the stress of living in a marginalized and 

often hidden society (the way some lesbians may describe their lives), then it 

is fair to assume that without this buffer, the weI1-being of comrnunity 

members would no doubt suffer. 

The concept of "social health" is important i n  the fieId of hedth 

sociology. Since the creation of the WHO'S broad definition of health, there 

has been an increased emphasis on viewing patients as soaal beings. 

&sea.rchers describe socid health- as "that dimension of an individuai's weH- 

being that concerns how [s]he gets dong with other people, how other people 

read  ta ber], and haw [s.be interacts with social institutions and societal 

mores" (Russell, 1973: 77). It is known that people w h o  are well-integrated 



into their communities tend to Iive longer, have a higher resistance to 

disease, and recover more quickty than those people who are socially isolated 

(Berkman & Syme, 1979; Cobb, 1976). Practical reasons for meamring a 

person's soaal health indude the significance of both examining the existence 

of social support available, and uivestigating the soaal ties açsociated with a 

person's well-being. However, dassic studies in the social support Iiterature 

have not considered what it means to be iIl and to seek support as an 

individual who is part of a marginalized community, like the lesbian 

community. 

Troubling assumptions exist in past research, particdarly with respect 

to the idea that it is dways possible and desirable for people to be well- 

integrated into their communities. To emphasize the limits of the above 

definition of social heaIth, Iet us consider as an example a lesbian who gets 

aIong well with others in her socid group, however, heterosexist, 

homophobic society responds negatively to her based on her sexuality, and 

she is excluded korn sociaI institutions because of seeming chosen "deviance" 

from and rejection of soaety's established norms for women. Social health 

and well-being may involve some modification to RusseIl's definition, and 

may mean very different things for women of different sociaI locations. 

RusselIrs definition would indicate necessarily that lesbians may not have 

control over alI aspects of their own well-being, as many of souety's attitudes 

and fears about homosexuality have negative effpcts on the well-being of 

lesbians. 

The differing stressors faced by lesbians in society and the make-up of 

their support networkç are not clearly acknowledged in traditiond research 

on experiences of social support. A few studies in the 1990s have considered 



lesbians' experiences of socid support, and Thoits (1995: 56) acknowledges in 

general that members of disadvantaged social groups are espeaally 

vuInerabIe to extemal stressors, and thus especidly in need of social support. 

Aïtemative sexual orientations have seldom been recognized as social 

statuses that may be potentiaIIy stressfd in general, or when compounding 

other issues in a person's Iife, such as a heakh aisis. Mu& current research is 

still Iaden with heterosedst assumptions about peopIefs experiences. To date, 

a great deaI of anecdotal evidence from lesbians who have dedt dosely with 

the hedth care system and s o a d  service agenaes indicates that support from 

fomd helpers is not easiIy accessible to Iesbians, nor is it sensitive to the 

different life experiences and stresses faced by lesbians. 

According to House (1990), s o a d  support consists of interpersonal 

interactions that inctude one or more of the foIlowing: emotional support 

(feelings of empathy, love, trust, caring, and support), instrumental hetp (aid 

in kind, exchanges, money, labour, and tirne), information (advice, strategies, 

and suggestions for coping), and appraisaI support (affirmation, feedbadc, and 

soaal cornparison). 

The concept of social support has emerged in sociological theory as a 

stress-mediating or buffering system (Dean & Lin, 1977; Gottlieb & Wagner, 

1991). Countless researchers have recognised the positive effects of support 

received hom a person's social nefwork in times of stress. Social support has 

been defined conceptually and operationally in three main ways, with 

emphases on the existence or ~uantity of social relationships in general, or in 

terms of the strudure of a person's social reIationships, or in terms of the 

hnctional content of the relationship. The latter method of operationally 

defining social support is the most widely used (House, Kahn, McLeod & 



Williams, 1985). The existence or quantity of relationships necessarily 

determines the structure of those relationships and, in part, their functional 

content and quaiities (House, et al 1985). 

The buffering role of soaal support may be specified in terms of three 

principal hypotheses: social support moderates the impact of stressful life 

events; the social support hypothesis holds for variant illness histories; and 

social support is a dynamic variable which wiIl be influenced by Iife-events 

(i.e, social support is not static) (Dean & Lin, 1977). The experience of soaal 

support can lead a person to believe that she is cared for, Ioved, and vdued as 

a member of a network of communication and mutual obIigation (Cabb, 

1976). Studies confirm that soaal support not only buffers the impact of 

stressful life events, but is also crucial to recoverïng from illness, and 

maintaining well-being (Berkman & Syme, 1979; Cobb, 1976; Cohen & Syme, 

1985; Croog, Lipson & Levine, 1972; Dean & Lin, 1977; Lin & Westcott, 1991; 

Pearlin, 1985). Conversely, "the effects of exposure to stress wil1 be more 

pronounced in the absence of social supports" (Gore, 1985: 271). 

Lesbian coupIes potentially face a variety of stressors within their 

relationships which require the existence of soaal support. An example of a 

stressful situation would be one partner having an iIlness such as breast 

cancer, and dealing with doctors, or Qing to locate inclusive support groups 

for both the patient and the partner. Another example would be attempting to 

seek help as an abusive Iesbian, or as an abused Iesbian partner. With the Iack 

of legalized unions, and the benefits assodated with maniage, many lesbians 

feel the need to create living wills or health prouies which attempt to proted 

the rights of the other partner in case of an accident. These few scenarios are 

some examples of situations which would be considered stressfuI for any 



person (heterosexual or homosenial, male or fernale), however, because 

lesbians dso face sewism, homophobia, heterosexism, and perhaps racism, 

ableism, and ageism, their situations, and their experience of stress is often 

compounded. Sociologists acknowledge the importance of a supportive group 

of Mends or farnily in times of stress. 

Lesbians may experience a change in their social network (Le, the 

group of people to whom they tum for support) once they have "corne out" 

about their sexual orientation and about their same-sex relationships. In tum, 

this change may resuIt in a corresponding shift in the degree of available 

social support. Negotiating an itlness through the existing medical system as a 

lesbian (and as a woman with another minorïty status) may Iead to great 

emotional and social stress, suggesting the importance of social support. The 

perception of the avdability of s o a d  support is crucial to maintaining a 

feeIing of well-being and to maintaining social health. In hct, Thoits (1995: 60) 

found that the perception of available support has an even stronger influence 

on well-being than the actual receipt of support. 

A social network is desmbed by M c W a y  (1980: 82) as "that set of 

contacts with relatives, friends, neighbors, etc. through which individuak 

maintain a social identiîy and receive emotional support, material aid, 

services and information, and develop new social contacts." Ln recent years, 

socîologists have looked more closely at the direct contribution of nehvorks to 

various experiences of health and iflness, and at how networks influence 

care-seeking and hedth behaviours. Hall and Wellman (1985: 24) studied 

socid support and social networks, and f o n d  that "interpersonal ties provide 

supportive resources, help people stay healthy, and heIp people ded with the 

pressures, opportunities and contingenùes emanating from large-scale soaal 



systems." Berkman & Syme's (1979) longitudinal study of AIameda County 

recognized that resjdents who Iacked soad  ties were more likely to die during 

the nine-year time span of the study. They theorïze that those people who are 

socidly isoIated in their comrnunities may deaI with more serious health 

consequences as a result (Berhan & Syme, 1979: 200). Lin and Westcott Say 

that the general positive relationship between being married and being 

healthy is very weil-documented (1991). Lin and Westcott note that marriage 

allows partners the opportunity to confide in each other, and to pool their 

coping resources. EssentialIy, two people in a relationship cope together better 

than an individual copes alone. Soaal support is most effective when a 

person has access to a wide range of supports from a diverse social support 

network (lin & Weskatt, 1991). 

One of the more interesting Iines of inquiry in this Iiterature is the 

concept "weak" ties in soad  nefworks (Liu & Duff, 1972). The strength of a tie 

is measured by a combination of the amount of time, emotionat intensity, 

and reaprocal services provided (Granovetter, 1973). Both the structure and 

the content of a person's network are important in considering the strength of 

the ties. Strong ties are characterized by a high degree of interdependence 

and/or consultation with a smdler number of peopIe, and weak ties are 

described as having Iittle interdependence and/ or the range of consultation 

contacts is diverse (McKinlay, 1980). People who soaalize with the same smdl 

group of Mends, and who engage in Iifkle outside interaction will al1 tend to 

have the same social network, fulI of strong ties. By contrast, those people 

who have a variefy of dose Mends n n d acquauitances will have strong n n d 

weak ties, and will have the opporfxnity to build bridges with other 

networks. 



Granovetter (1973) argues that weak ties in soaaf networks becorne 

very important resources during times of change or stress. The existence of 

weak ties makes it possible for members of one group to link up with 

members of other groups. Traditional studies of social support daim that 

there is often little change in the support received from family members 

before and after an iIlness experience, yet there is often a change or surprise 

regarding interaction with some of the weak ties. It rnay be the connection 

with a certain weak tie that becomes significant to a person during a very 

difficult period. For example, some studies, and a great deal of anecdotal 

evidence have revealed thaL lesbians, more so than heterosexuals, often 

remain close to their ex-partners. Although the frequency and intensity of 

these relationships rnay be low, it is often one of the partner's ex-lovers who 

can be counted on as a weak tie in times of stress. "Lesbian women and gay 

men tend to have more positive relationships with former lovers than 

heterosexuals do with former spouses. The "ex" in a lesbian or gay person's 

life rnay have the special status of best fnend and rnay often be called on in 

times of stress- (Sanford & Forrister, 1983: 16). 

In past studies of social networks, it has been noted that factors affecting 

variations in connectedness in ties include economic ties among mernbers, 

type of neighbourhood, opportunities to make relationships outside existing 

networks, physical and social mobility, and personal characteristics (Mitchell, 

1969). However, given that the outside stressors of Iesbians might not have 

been considered in these heterosexist studies performed in the 1960s, 1970s, 

and 1980s, it is necessary to examine other factors affecthg comectedness. 

Since many lesbians remain cfoseted, some of the factors noted earlier rnay be 

less relevant than others. Factors to consider rnay be sexual orientation, and 



shared experience of iIIness, along with others, such as type of occupation, 

and whether or not a person/couple has duldren. 

In considering the possible social networks and support of lesbians in 

relationships, it is interesting to note the work of Suzanne SIater, author of 

The Lesbian Familv Life Cvde (1995). Slater discusses the various possible 

IeveIs of interaction that a lesbian couple may have with the mainstream 

(heterosexual) communiS; with their families of orïgin, with the lesbian and 

gay communi~, and with other communities of affiliation. I t  is significant to 

conceptualize Iesbiqns' interaction with others, when an aim of the research 

is to locate Iesbians' social networks and sources of social support. 

The nlninstrenrn commtrnity is used to refer to both the institutions 

and the social reIationships that occur within the dominant, heterosexual 

culture. The majority of lesbians are employed at some point within the 

mainsh-eam community. Most lesbians also create additional ties to 

heterosexua1 people. Living outside of the heterosexual nom, lesbians daily 

negotiate their identities, and deade to whom they will "corne out." Some 

lesbians expend a great deaI of enrrgy and thought on selecting and managing 

externa1 relationships, and many choose to associate closely with only a select 

few oufside of the relationship. Depending on a couple's "outness," and the 

area in which they Iive (Le., in an urban or rural area), a lesbian couple may 

have varying levels of interaction with the mainsh-eam community. Dealing 

with a senous health issue means that lesbians might have increased 

interaction with services in the mainstream community for a time. 

The family of or ig in  indudes members of a lesbian's immediate and 

extended family. Family of origin generally describes blood relations. 

Younger, non-parenting Iesbians may identify their parents and sibIings as 



their farnily of origin, while oIder lesbian parents may identify their grown 

diildren as their Camily of origin. Regardless of the basis for inclusion of 

members, and regardess. of sexual orientation, a person's family of origin 

often holds great emotiond significance. When Iesbians' interaction with 

their familles of origin is viewed positiveIy, Iesbian couples may use the 

family of ongin as a mode1 for their own family. Families of origin offer a set 

of family values, customs, and a blueprint for farnily living (Slater, 1995: 32). 

When lesbian coupIes do not have connections with their families of origin 

(whether because a£ the leshian's sexual orientation, because of her same-sex 

relationship, or for other reasons), these disengaged familial relationships c m  

have profoound effects on the perception and redity of available support, and 

on the quality of life of lesbian families (Slater, 1995: 32). 

The lesbinrr. and gay co~nrnzinity serves as another social sphere in 

which lesbian couples may interact. Some couples may be "outr' about their 

relationships and their sexual orientation only to other lesbians and gay men, 

thus the gay c o m m u n i ~  may start off as a "practice ground for revealing their 

shared sexud identity in a quasi-public setting which is more likely to be 

supportive than that of other social groupings" (Slater, 1995: 33). Some 

couples reveal their relationship to others in the mainstrearn community 

and in the family of origin, only after positive interaction within the gay 

community. Others remain out as Iesbians only to select friends (heterosexud 

or homosexual). The lesbian community may be particularIy important in 

terms of offerïng indusion and affirmation for Iesbians who have 

experienced rejection by their families of origin or sociely at large. The lesbian 

community - rnost often an ambiguous entity - and its networks wiII Vary in 

size, frequency of contact, and co~ectedness depending on its location. 



According to Slater, Iesbians who have an additional p r i r n q  identity 

(assuming that being Iesbian is, in fa&, a prirnary identity) may maintain 

active membership in another s o a d  grouping, referred to as a cornnrzinity of 

affiliation. Many lesbians maintain ties to ethnic or religious groups, or to 

other groups of suriilarly identified people. In Canada, for example, First 

Nations lesbians may refer to themselves as "two-spirited" and may be 

invoIved socially with other two-spirited people. Lesbians with disabilities 

may be active in the disabiIity community, and black lesbians may be active in 

the black community. 

Researchers Wayment and Peplau (1995) adcnowledged that the 

experiences of lesbians, social support and well-being were completely absent 

in the social support Merature. They wondered if condusions about 

heterosexud women, social support and well-being could be made about 

lesbians, so they systematically compared social support among lesbian and 

heterosexual wonen- In th& research, Iesbian and heterosexud women did 

not differ significantly in amount or types of support received, dthough 

coupled women (in both groups) reported receiving more social support in 

total than single women (Wayment & Peplau, 1995: 1193). Participants' 

perceptions about the arnount of support they received from their networks 

were found to be significantly associated with greater well-being (Wayment & 

Peplau, 1995: 1198). 

While Wayment and PepIau's study foound similarities between 

lesbians and heterosexual women, other studies comparing lesbians and 

heterosexud women found some differences between the two groups. 

Kurdek (1988) noted variations having to do with Iesbians and gender, since 

both lesbian partners are socialized as nurturers and non-initiators. Unlike 



heterosexual coupIes, Iesbian coupIes may receive limited support for their 

rdationships from people in mainstrearn sociev (Deevey, 1995: 195). Because 

of the pe~asive  level of homophobia in our culture, lesbians are greatly in 

need of socïally supportive networks. 

Researchers who study gay and lesbian comrnunities find 

that gays and lesbians will often tun to non-family members for support in 

times of crisis, in particular, rnembers of the gay and lesbian community 

(Berger & Mallon, 1993; Levy, 1989). This finding makes sense considering 

that many gays and Iesbians experience rejection or distance from their 

families of origin, and create "families of choice" after coming out (Berger & 

Mallon, 1993; Dorrell, 19%; Çlaîerr 1995). 

Researchers report that social support fkom famiIy "contributes to the 

initiation, development, and maintenance of couple re1ationshipsr' (Bott, 

1971; Lee, 1979, Notarius & Pelligrini, 19%; Surra, 1988). When heterosexuals 

introduce their parhier to famiIy members and hiends, they are often met 

with encouragement and support for the reIationship, or sometirnes with 

disapprovd. Lesbians can not take for granted that their families will offer 

support for their relationship. Lesbians who do uihoduce partners to family 

and friends may not even receive acknowIedgment of their relationship, let 

done support or disapprovd. Women who are not out to famiLies about their 

relationships may not receive adequate soaal support h m  f a d y  mernbers. 

Research about couples who are doseted found that "doseting greatly lùnits 

the amount of social support available to Iesbians as they develop as 

individuds and as partners" (Caron & Ulin, 1997: 413). When a woman 

remains closeted to her network members, then the support they provide to 

her will not indude direct support of her intimate relationship (Caron & 



Ulin, 1997: 414). 

Sinding's (1994) study "Supporting a Lesbian with Breast Cancer: 

Weaving Care Outside Family" documents the lesbian soaal network of a 

Halifax lesbian couple. This friendship network supported the couple by 

providing the h l 1  range of soaal support as one partner underwent 

treatment for breast cancer. Participants spoke of feeling a sense of duty when 

supporting a family member, but that supporting another Iesbian friend was 

done out of genuine care, and/or a sense of sisterhood, and did not involve 

feelings of burden or obIiga tion (Sinding, 1994: 9). 

Bailey, Gurevich and Mathieson's (2000) study supports the tie between 

community and heaIth for Iesbian and bisexual women. They report that each 

participant who discussed her health, also mentioned the role of the lesbian 

community in her life. For many women, community was viewed as a buffer 

to stress, and a place to beIong that is free of judgment. The researchers 

surmise that lesbians need and want support from their community because 

the heterosexual society does not legitimate their sarne-sex relationships 

(Bailey, Gurevich & Mathieson, 2000). Lesbians in their study felt a Iack of 

support for their relationships from the mainstream heterosexual society 

(BaiIey, Gurevich and Mathieson, 2000). 

In a study of 17 Iesbian, gay and bisexual youth in Seattle, Nesmith, 

Burton and Cosgrove (1999: 95) also found that non-family members were 

more supportive than farnily members for the youth. In response to 

perceived homophobia and discriminationr some youth report that they 

choose to remain cfoseted to farnily, which Iimits the availability or 

accessibility of social support for them (Nesmith, Burton & Cosgrove 1999: 

96). For those youth in the study who had corne out, 72% of the people in 



their support networks were non-farniIy members, and 23% were family 

members. The researchers assert that for gay, Iesbian and bisexuai youth as 

weU as adults, Bnding and "developing a socid support system are 

fundamental elements in protecting against risks imposed by homophobia" 

(Nesrnith, Burton & Cosgrove, 1999: 97). 

Certain events may increase or deuease social support, especially when 

groups are faced with extemal threats (Dean & Lin, 1977). There has been a 

great d e d  of research regarding the gay men's community and the experience 

of H I V / A l D S .  Gottlieb and Wagner (1991) assert that support is more IikeIy to 

miscarry when the supporter is exposed to the same adversity experienced by 

the recipient of support. 

Green's (1994) study of W-positive gay men and soaal support found 

that many factors make HIV-infected people vulnerable, partly because many 

groups who become infected are already on the margins of society. Such 

groups' need for s o a d  support is increased, yet Green found that those with 

poorer prognoses may receive even less support than those who are still 

relatively healthy (Green, 1994: 83). When a group Iike gay men is hced with 

stigma and social isolation even in good hedth, it may be difficult to access 

support in times of crisis, or prolonged periods of il1 health (Green 1994: 84). 

Green reports that many gay men do not have strong links with their families 

of origin (Green, 1994: 84; Wolcott, et al., 1986). Green (1994: 85) suggests that 

"gay men in North Amerka in general report quite good support and 

adequately sized networks, although there is a tendency to have a degree of 

distance from their family, and fewer farnily members in their nefwork" 

(Donlou et al, 1985; Wolcott et al, 1986; Namir et al, 1989). Gay men in many 

large d i e s  have formed "buddy" programs, self-help groups, and HIV 



organizations to provide many types of soad support to HIV-affected 

community members (Green, 1994: 84). These are useful services, as it is 

known that the absence of social support renders a person vuInerabIe to the 

effects of adverse Iife events. 

Jane Aronson's (1998) study examines the nature of lesbians' informal 

care as partners and as friends. She echoes the hct that studies of soad 

support and informal caregiving focus ody heterosexual family structures. 

Aronson affirms that lesbians' caring work is less Likely than heterosexual 

women's caring work to be based on famiiy ties, and that lesbians who are sick 

are most often cared for by netwodcs of other lesbians. She compares and 

confrasts heterosexual and lesbians' caring work in relationships and 

concludes that Yesbians' caregiving is similar to, but distinct from 

heterosexuaI relationships because of the absence of cultural Iegitimation for, 

and prescription of lesbian domestic partnership" (Aronson, 1998: 170). She 

also acknowledges the difficulty stemrning korn a Ladc of language to account 

for and legitimize lesbians' relationships and kïendships (163). Her study is a 

cal1 to 

Iearn more about lesbians' rdatively uncharted journeys through 
caring for and depending on other lesbians so that we can work to 
change the institutional and cuIturaI processes that make those 
joumeys more periIous, joyless and isolated, and foster those praaices 
that ease and support them (Aronson, 1998: 164). 

The soaal environment is recognized by most theorists as a complex 

structural, cdtural, interpersonal and psychological system. It is affected by 

the Iarger shuctures in which people Iive, such as sexism, heterosexism, and 

homophobia. 

reduce stress 

Lesbian couples' social support systems may induce and/or 

depending on the extemd stressors and other factors in their 



Lives. No matter how many supports a person has in their network, or what 

types of support they provide, those who are satisfied with their social 

support networks have a greater ability to cope (Namir et ai, 1987). Learning 

more about the social support of Iesbians and their networks is crucial to 

learning about the experience of Iesbian couples hang  illness, and to 

promoting lesbian hedth and well-being. 

The literature on social support focuses mainly on heterosexual family 

ties, and is generalIy blind to the unique experiences of lesbians and their 

rela tionships. Few studies have addressed the differing stressors faced by 

lesbians in contemporary society. The existing research on gay men and social 

support does not indude a gender andysis about the lives of lesbians. Because 

of their social positions as women and lesbians, Iesbians are at risk of 

experiencïng sexism, homophobia and heterosexism, and do not always have 

adequate access to sociaI support from outside their relationships. 

A Revieru of the Existing Literntnre on Lesbinn HenZÉh 

In this research project, 1 speak with women in sarne-sex relationships 

who have dealt with an illness or disability together. It is helphl to be aware 

of the attention paid to lesbians within the traditional sphere of medicine, as 

well as by the women's hedth movernent. Advocates in the lesbian health 

movement argue that lesbians' health needs, concerns, and behaviours have 

been Largely ignored within the male-dominated institution of medicine 

(Rosser, 1994). "Avoidance and silence historically dominated both 

~rofessiond and soaetal attitudes towards lesbian health needs" (Solarz, 
I 

1999: 5). Often, the ÇaiIure to recognize lesbians' health needs 

assumption that lesbians do not exist, that their health issues 

cornes from the 

are the same as 



those of heterosexud women, or - Iess frequently - that lesbians share the 

same health concerns as gay men (Rosser, 1994). Some literahire in women's 

health suggests that none of these assumptions about lesbians' health is 

accurate, and that lesbians h m e  some different hedth needs. concerns and 

behaviours than heterosexud women (Ramsay, 2994; Rosser, 1994). Many 

researchers have acknowledged the importance of further research in the area 

of lesbian hedth so as to improve health care services for lesbians (Solarz, 

1999: 11). 

Some Iesbian wrïters, Iike Winnow (1992) desaibe the sfruggles of the 

lesbian health movement within a historical perspective. She says, 

Our needs, if noticed at ail, are placed on the back burners of the agenda 
makers. We are dways 'the other' in the lesbian/gay and women's 
movemenk, dthough we were often the exciting and driving energy 
in both ( W ï n n ~ w ~  1992 69)- 

Several issues in Iesbian health have been subjed to biomedical 

research in the past two decades. Lesbians, like heterosexual women, deveIop 

many forms of cancer, yet research indicates that lesbians (who generaliy have 

had fewer senial experïences with men) may be at a lower risk of developing 

cervical cancer than heterosexual women (Rosser, 1994). Very alarining, 

however, is the incorrect assumption held by many lesbians and health care 

practitioners alike that Iesbian women do not need pap smears (Horsley & 

Tremellen, 1995; OrHanlm 1995; Ramsay, 1994; Rosser, 1994). As pap smears 

are often conducted dunng a visit in which contraception is to be provided, 

this examination seems to be targeted only towards heterosexually active 

women (McClure & Vespry, 1994; Ramsay, 1994; Rosser, 1994). 

Misconceptions about health risks such as this can negatively affect lesbians' 

abilities to manage their health and seek health care. In a 1987 survey of 



nearly 2000 lesbians, 55.6% reported having had an annual Pap smear 

(Johnson, Smith & Guenther, 1987). In a 1988 study of 1925 lesbians, 

researchers found tha t 

50% had had a Pap smear in the last year while 5% had never had one. 
Forty-three percent reported occasiondly doing breast self-exams (BSE) 
and 14% reported never having done BSE. Thirty percent of the sample 
smoked agarettes daiiy, while 11% were occasional smokers. Fifty-four 
percent had never smoked. (Bradford & Ryan, 1988, in Roberts & 
Sorenson, 1999: I l )  

Lesbians visit their gynecologists far less often than heterosexud 

women - an average of once every 21 months compared to heterosexual 

women's average of once every 8 months (Rosser, 1994). Thus, Iesbians may 

be Iess likely to receive compIete gynecological care, which indudes being 

screened for breast, uterine, and cervical cancer. Lesbians may have a higher 

susceptibiIity to breast and uterine cancer than heterosexua1 women, due to 

the fact that they are less likely to bear children than heterosexual women 

(McClure & Vespry, 1994; Rosser, 1994). Whïle they are Ied faisely to believe 

that they are at a low risk of sexually transmitted diseases and cancer, in fact, 

medical evidence suggests that there is a srnaIl rïsk of contracting HIV and 

other STDs through lesbian sexual activity (Rosser, 1994). It is possible for 

lesbians to transmit HIV and STDs to one another through oral sex. Women 

who have previously been in sexud relationships with men may transmit 

HIV and STDs to other women through a variety of sexual activities. 

Some research suggests that there is a higher dcohol consumption 

among lesbians (Deevey, 1995: 199), although a recent survey comparing 

lesbians with heteroseuilal women found rates of alcohol and substance abuse 

lower among lesbians than heterosexual women (Hughes, Haas & Avery, 

1997). Because of the possible Iower emphasis on traditional beauty and body 
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image in the lesbian corrununity, more lesbians than non-lesbians tend to be 

overweight (McClure h Vespry; 1994; Rosser, 1994; Trippet & Bain, 1992). Any 

combination of these behavioural risk factors tends to increase the risk of 

developing breast cancer (Burnett, et aI, 1999: 38). However, infrequent visits 

by lesbians to a primary care physician or gynecologist may not allow for early 

detection of breast cancer, or any other health problems related to the 

previously mentioned health behaviours. 

Ayala and Coleman's study of predictors of depression among lesbians 

found that Iesbians in partner relationships have Iower rates of depression 

and higher rates of self esteem than single Iesbians (2000: 73). However, they 

theorize that lesbians in general may Iive with a greater risk of depression 

than heterosexuai women (2000: 73). Rothblurn (1990) indicates that being 

doseted as a lesbian, ladi of involvement in, or termination of a relationship, 

la& of employment, and Iiving in a rurd community, are ai1 factors that may 

place iesbians at risk for depression. Lesbians who abuse alcohol are also at a 

great risk of depression (Ayala & Coleman, 2000: 73). 

Bumett et al. (1999) i n t e ~ e w e d  139 Iesbians who had a family history 

of breast cancer regarding screening behaviours for breast cancer. They report 

that o d y  29% of participants were "overatl" adherers to age-specific 

guidelines for breast cancer screening (Bumett et ai., 1999: 48). The researchers 

conclude that "lesbians are more similar than dissimilar to other groups of 

women with the same risk factors and demographic characteristics when 

I o o h g  a t mammography screening adherence" (Burnett et ai., 1999: 50). 

Being Iesbian in and of itself does not place individuals at rïsk for breast 

cancer. Rather, any unhealthy 

soao-cultural variables rather 

behaviours, which rnight be driven by SES and 

than sexual orientation, are of greater concern 



as they place women at risk of breast cancer (Bumett et al., 1999: 51). 

It is essential to adcnowledge diversity and inequdity within the 

heterogeneous group "women." Within the health care system and social 

services, women have experienced various forms of discrimination (e-g., 

sexism, racism, ageism, dassisrn, ableism) and for some Iesbians, these factors 

are compounded by heterosexist assumptions and homophobic attitudes. 

Aside from medicd issues, Iesbians may face adverse social attitudes, family 

rejection, internalized hornophobia and the difficulties of coming out. 

Because health care systems and social services are microcosms of the 

society in which we Iive, then it is reasonable to assume that lesbians seeking 

help may experience invisibility, exclusion, isolation, and mistreatment due 

to ignorance on the part of support people. Stevens (1994) interviewed 45 

lesbians, and learned of 332 heaIth care experiences. She found that the 

participants evaluated 77% of their hedth care experiences negatively based 

on homophobia and/or sexism. (Stevens, 1994: 644). SoIarz (1999) says it is 

important for researchers and health care practitioners to identify the barriers 

that exist wkich prevent Iesbians from achieving adequate health care. 

Structural barriers for Iesbians indude the Iack of legal recognition of lesbian 

partners. There may be financiaI barriers for health care and medication that 

may affect Iesbians' use of services. Personal or cuitural barriers indude 

attitudes of health care providers who are unable or unwilling to make 

lesbian clients feel cornfortable and vaiidated (Solarz, 1999: 19). When Iesbians 

are not comfortabIe with health care providers, they will likely have fewer 

check-ups than necessary, and will not engage in regular screening tests. 

Some lesbians only go to the doctor in cases of emergencies. In Stevens' (1994: 

653) study, "44% of the [lesbian participants] had virtudly stopped seeking 



hedth care as a result of negative hedth care encounters. Lapses of 7,10 and 

18 years between health care encounters were commonly reported." 

While lesbians are generalIy not found to be at a higher risk for any 

partidar health problem solely because of sexual orientation, being a lesbian 

in contemporary society may pose various risks. Lesbians experience 

differential access to health care services, they may fear coming out, and they 

may be exposed to the damaging effects of homophobia if they do corne out 

(SoZarz, 1999: 15). 

Schwanberg found that "attitudes towards lesbian women have been 

found to infiuence the type and quality of health care provided to clients in 

various situations" (Schwanberg, 1996: 71). Deevey considers that the most 

&eus he;tlth issue fer lesbiit~tç- is thak "we M t  fed comforkble or d e  

seeking care when we need it (until an emergency arises), because of the 

ignorance, anti-woman, and anti-lesbian attitudes we encounter in most of 

the medical system" (Deevey, 1995: 1990). Negative interactions with heaIth 

care providers can very negatively influence Iesbians' weil-being. 

Winnow says that ArDS has had an enormous impact on the lesbian 

community and hedth. "Homophobia prevents funding for gays and lesbians 

and illness, but those who are not deterred by homophobia feeI they give 

enough by hnding AIDS related organizations" (Wimow, 1992: 71). Lesbiansr 

health needs are ignored and invisible. She warns that although health care 

practitioners have become aware of gay men due to AIDS, this does not mean 

that they are any Iess homophubic when dealing with lesbians (Wimow, 

1992). 

Lesbian women seriously weigh the costs and benefits of coming out 

about their sexual orientation to health care providers. Some Iesbians in this 



study, as in other s,@dies, do not reveal information about their sexual 

orientation to hedth care professionals for Çear of rejection, ridicule, 

disrespect and inappropriate treatment (Stevens, 1992; Stevens, 1994; Trippet 

& Bain, 1992). Disdosing one's sexud orientation in a heterosexua1 medical 

system to homophobic hedth care professionals can have a dehimental eeffect 

on lesbians' seLf-esteem, future help-seeking behaviour, and physical safety 

(Rankow, 1996, Stevens, 1992, Stevens, 1995, Tiemann, Kennedy, & Haga, 

1998; Trippet & Bain 1993). Sirniiarly, not coming out and presenting an 

inaccuriate self to othprs a h  has. costs- men lesbians come out, some 

expenence homophobic attitudes, while others endured awkward, 

uncornfortable medical visits. Many lesbians report that once they do come 

out, their doctors are not sensitive to or knowledgeable about the stressors, 

health risks, or counseIling needs of Iesbians (White & DuII, 1998: 97). Some 

feel very reluctant to return for medical care after a negative health care 

encounter. Nonetheless, Ayala & Coleman cite that women who are open 

about their sexuai orientation have higher levels of self esteem, and Iower 

levels of anwiety than those lesbians who are less open (Ayala & Coleman, 

2000; Jordan, 1995). 

Kate O'Hanlan, a physician and lesbian herself, camied out a large study 

on lesbians and health needs (1995)- She fourid that 72% of the Iesbians in her 

study felt ostraused by their doctors, and 84% said that they would not 

necessarily go badc to their doctors for treatment of new ilInesses" (O'Hanlan, 

1995). Some women said that at h e s ,  they were tempted to never again seek 

health care. 

Stevens found that many lesbians in her 1994 study also had stories to 

tell about hedth care encounters in which they were victims of sexism. 



Negative stories were about dominating clients, subordinating women 
while positioning themseives higher. There were mdtipte stories 
about the various ways providers, particularly male physicians, "kept 
women in their place." Tney dismissed women's complaints, failed to 
provide adequate information, prognosticated with Iittle sentitivity 
about how the women were incorporating bad news about their health, 
passed judgment on the appearance of women's bodies, diagnosed 
women's social hnctioning, and perpetrated sexual harassrnent. 
(Stevens, 1 994: 652-3). 

Lesbians face stigrnatization both within and outside of health care. 

After living in mainstream society in non-normative relationships, Iesbians 

become acutely aware and sensitive to language and signals that indicate 

safety with regards to disclosing their sexud orientation (Deevey, 1995: 190). 

One of the biggest problems lesbians face is dealing with ignorance, and 

heterosexism, or the assumption that all people are, or should be 

heterosexual. "Although less overtly violent than homophobia, heterosexisrn 

exerts an insidious, powerhl force on the lives of gays and lesbians who feel 

undervaiued or invisible within the dominant culture" (Ridson, 1998: 1567). 

Robertson (1993) says that "the traditional health care system has based its care 

and treamient of women on assumptions of heterosexuality" (65). When 

heterosexuality is assumed, and lesbians are nervous about disdosing their 

orientation, they endure embarrassing and awkward questions and 

procedures. In Stevens' review of lesbian health literature from 1970-1990, she 

found that "the studies were nearly unanirnous in showing that health care 

providers' heterosexual assumptions were a major hindrance to effective 

therapeutic communication" (Stevens, 1993: 19). Stevens continues that 

lesbians rarely have a cornfortable opportunity to corne out to care providers 

(1993: 20). Heterosexism is a bamer to iesbians' achieving appropriate health 

care and social support from formal systems. 



Winnow (1992: 75) calls for Iesbians and al1 women to a d  up to fight for 

safe, supportive, appropriate lesbian health care. 

1 finnly believe that we are on the brink of disaster, and that we must 
be very carew if we are to stop the destruction before there is no 'us.' 
We have to stop being nice girls and start fighting as though our lives 
depended on it Because they do. 

Summarv 

Health care practitioners and soaal service providers are beginning to 

realize that wornen's social locations withii society tend to have an impact 

on their life chances and well being. It is important that lesbians' expenences 

fkom the margins of health care are heard. "Lesbianç are outsiders to power, 

economic security, and social acceptance, yet they bnng a wedth of experience 

from the margins to challenge the oppressions of current health care 

delivery" (Stevens, 1993: 40). Many lesbians feel isolated from mainstream 

sotiety, and Iack acçess to culturaiiy sensitive services. Homophobia and 

heterosexism from health care providers present lesbians with great health 

risks. 

It is assumed that lesbians in relationships tend to reIy mostly on their 

partner for many types of social support during health crises, but lesbian 

couples' intimate lives have rarely been studied. 



Chawter Three: Methods and Procedures 

This chapter outlines the concept of "research as empowerment," 

which guides the rwarch. The chapter also addresses the goals and design of 

the research, the research questions, .and the research process. 

Research as E mpcnument  

The goal of empowerment is central to the feminist rnovement, and 

this proces of3en begins with the redaiming of voices and the tding of 

stories of women, or other oppressed groups. Ristock and PenneII (1996) 

provide a discussion of the concept of research as empowerment, and the 

ways in whidi researchers and communi~  members can collaborate to bring 

about this goal. Working toward the overaII goal of research as 

empowerment, as  described by Ristock and Penneii (1996), in the case of this 

research, means that the researcher examines power relations as they affect 

lesbians in soaety, considers the dlfferent d tu ra l  contexts in which. the 

participants Iive, and cultivates social action based on the research (1996: 2). 

Essentidly, research as empowerment committed to identifyuig, faalitating, 

or creating contexts in which silenced or marginaIized people gain 

understanding, voice, and Uifluence in th& Lives. 

As discussed earlier, standpoint feminist episternology offers 

theoretical insights and sensitizes this researdi. Research as empowerment 

involves îhe gods of building new theories, and changing the conditions of 

people's Lives, both individualiy and collectively (Ristock & Pemell, 1996: 2). 

Ln this research, two goals were to create new knowledge about lesbian 

couplesf experïences of social support and health, and to initiate S O & ~  action 

in the Iesbian corn muni^. This is consistent with the goal of research as 



empowerment, in that marginalized women are given voice to speak out 

about the conditions of their Lives, and to ueate strategies to understand and 

change these conditions. 

Ristock and Penne11 characterise empowerment research in three main 

ways. Firstfy, research as empowerment does not follow a soictiy defined 

route (1996: 17). Researchers and others (e-g., participants, advisory 

committees, comrnuni~ members) may be involved in different ways and at 

various points throughout the research process. In this project, plans were 

often changed and revised based on collaboration with people involved in 

the study. 1 met reguIarIy with the staff of the Rainbow Resource Centre 

W C }  (formedy known as the Winnipeg Gay/Lesbian Resource Centre, or 

WGLRC), as well as with members of my thesis cornmittee at the University 

of Manitoba. Because 1 shared the office space w*th staff at the RRC, Our 

interaction about the project consisted of both informal and formal meetings, 

and sharing of information about the work. 

Secondly, the researdier is not done in determinhg the research 

questions and design. At the beginnuig of the research process, advisors, staff 

at the RRC and acquaintances offered suggestions, advice and revisions on 

how best to carry out the study. Advice was given about how best to locate 

participants, how to narrow the focus of researdr questions, and how to 

handle andysis of the data. Throughout the research process, 1 consdted my 

University based advisors often regar&g questions and compIexities about 

doing the research. I found it was important that no matter how involved 1 

felt in the research, 1 remained reffexive, and so 1 often checked in with 

advisors and community members about the çignificance and progress of the 

work. 



Thirdy, "empowerment promotes the building of confidence, skiils, 

and support networks," sbrengthening al1 who participate in the process of 

research as empowerment (Ristock & Penneil, 19%: 17). Sarah said, at the end 

of her interview, 

I'm juçt redly excited h t  you're-dehgtktk I mean, 1 was 
thimking after we met l a s  &ne th&- ifs çhiklng that no one has ever 
asked us these quesftionsbe&e you kncw, so 1 Wnk it's redy great 
that you're doing this w ~ r k  Ifs  redy empowering. 

I know that cornmrmity groups, individuals and newspapers, have taken 

interest in the researdi. Some people at the RRC have tdked about Çollow- 

ups to this study &e., workshop, support groups, and pamphlets). Swerve, 

Winnipeg's gay, ieçbian, biseniai and transgendered (GLBT) newsrnagazine 

wodd like to do an artide upon the completion of the work. Many 

participants also informed me that they felt good about participating in the 

study. Many women had never spoken about their experiences before, and 

they were happy for an opportunity to share their stories. I learned more than 

I ever could have imagined hom the women who participated in this shidy, 

as well as from my advisors - both in the academy and in the community. 

The process of undertaking this research was empowering on many levels for 

me, and for many of the women who partiapated as reIayed to me several 

times during the debriefing that folIowed the interviews. 

One of the major p ~ c i p l e s  behind research as empowerment requires 

that the researcher be aware of her own power and use it responçibly 

throughout the research. So, aIthough I shared the status of lesbian" with 

the women who participated, other conditions of rny life were sometimeç 

very different. The major difference waç most often age, with me often being 

10 - 25 years younger than the women I interviewed. Other differences were 



related ta social dass and educational background. When there was an 

extreme difference in education between me and a partiapant, I was careful 

not to use academic jargon, and to speak in pIain language, as 1 wouid with 

kiends. However, when the participants had more education than I did, I 

lound myseif at times feeling intimidateci, wondering if they wodd be 

critiquing the project while at the same time partiapating in i t  The most 

obvious merence in power was that I was the researcher, asking the 

questions, and the women were the participants, responding to questions. 

L was prepared to deal with power and stahis differences between me 

and the participants, but what 1 had not expected was the difference between 

participants themseives. L had some assumptions about the sample which 

were not correct. For exarnple, I assumed that most lesbians would have 

supportive, high quaiity relationships, and that ail couples would shgg le  

through a difficult health issue with intense love and cornmitment. 

However, when I £üst came across a partner who was not all that emotionaily 

supportive, rny shodced reaction surprised me. 1 was not as prepared for that 

possibility as 1 couid have been. I needed to check in with myseIf regarding 

my own biases and assumptions about Iesbian relationships. 

Feminist research as empowerment is a process of building knowIedge 

and adiieving goals through its critical andysis of power and examination of 

narratives. There are many possible methods which may be used to adùeve 

empowerment through community research. Since the data collection was 

completed, 1 have maintained contact with many of the women who 

participated in interviews. Some caII to update me on their health conditions, 

and others tak  to me at community events. Many exciting developments 

have been taking place alongside the project, as weU. A few of the project 



participants have expressed an interest in helping to start up a partners' 

support group. Two young women who sfxdied Feminist Community 

Organizùig in Women's Studies at  the University of Manitoba approached 

me to ask about my research and knowIedge of lesbian health issues. Their 

goal was to create a pamphlet about lesbian health for use and display at the 

RRC Since this research has begun, 1 was asked to be a part of a national 

teleconference on lesbian hedth with seven other Canadian researchers. I 

have aiso given severai lectures and workshops about lesbian health, 

homophobia, and heterosexïsm in the disciplines of nursing, medicine, and 

hedth socïoIogy. 

1 have constantEy "checked in" with myseif while doing this research. 

My own self analysis throughout the process was key in aiIowing the flow of 

mutual seIf-disdosure to continue with the partiapants. Such an approach 

also keeps me open and reflexive whïie thinking about the anafysis. Findy, 

because 1 am able to relate to the women on some of their experiences, and 

because 1 am deeply concerned about the rdated foci on cornmunity and on 

fomd  systems of support from which Iesbian coupIes may be exduded, 1 

have personal interest invested in this research. 

Goals and Design of the Research 

The goal of this study is to understand how the experiences of social 

support from lesbim partners and others in the support network contribute 

to the well-being of lesbian partners who are coping with illness or disability. 

The r e s e a .  is based on interviews with lesbian couples in Manitoba who 

have dealt with, or currently ded with, a serious health issue. 

Knowing how important socid support is in terms of mauitaining 



well-being, and knowing that lesbians often expenence isolation as a r e d t  of 

being open about their sexual orientation, 1 sought out women's experiences 

that may have rareIy &en discussed outside the couple. Many of the couples 

told me that I was the h s t  person who had ever asked them these types of 

questions about their lives. Many researchers have acknowledged that 

lesbians live in a dimate which is hornophobic, however, it is not clear what 

it is Like to be invoived in a same-sex relationship, and to stniggle with health 

issues. 1 was interested in listening to what that experience was like - how are 

lesbians in relationships affected- by f i e s  or disability? En what ways do 

partners support each other? What khds of informa1 and formal supports are 

available to lesbian couples? Rom whom? How is this support negotiated? 

How do lesbians in couples think about well-being? What are their concems 

for the future? Through the interviews, 1 learned about the many factors 

which affect the iives of lesbian couples coping with serious health issues. 

1 want this research ta Uuminak some of the barriers that lesbians face 

in trying to supporf each other and maintain weU-being while coping with 

difficult health issues. As well, I want to determine if any bamers have been 

broken down for lesbians who are trying to seek care. 1 asked very concrete 

questions about support from partners, gaps in Çormal supports, and 

experiences of homophobia and heterosexism in service provision. I hoped to 

gain some knowlecfge in order to make policy recornmendations regarding 

hea& and socid. s s ~ c e s -  for lesbians-and th& families. 

I used a flexible, feminist, qualitative approach in doing the research. 1 

wanted to embark on the beginning. of social action through empowerment 

research. Answering questions £rom a loosely-structured interview guide, 

participants used th9i.r own language to constnict, describe and expiain the 



diversity of their experiences in a way that made sense to them. My own 

experience as a lesbian and as someone who has dedt with loved onesf 

illnesses and disabilities informed rny approachto the work, and is no doubt 

refiected in the research process. The study, then, focuses on Iesbians' voices 

and the stories they share about dieir experiences of trying to stay well 

together. 

Research Questions 

The interview guide inchdes questions about relationships, health 

issues and coping, social support, social nehvorks, weU-king and healthy 

lesbian relationships (see Appendix A, I n t e ~ e w  Guide - Couples). Questions 

were fonndatpd baçed on Ktides L had read,. and on conversations with 

advisors, family and €riends about the work Some new questions developed 

after the firstkw bkvïews. 

1 first asked about background demographic information, induding 

how long the coup19 had been together, what kind of commitrnent they had, 

their ages, education leveIs, occupations, and if they had any children. 1 dso 

asked if they are "out" about their senial orientation and their relationships, 

for how long they had been out, and to whom. 

I then asked about the health issue that the couple was coping with in 

the relationship, and we talked about how it had affected their relationship. 

Some questions focussed on power, dependence, and negotiating balance in 

the relationship, and most people responded in detail about these dynamics. 1 

asked both partners .about how they provided support for one another, and 

how this was negotiated. M a  thoroughly discussing support within the 

relationship, 1 asked the women to tell me about the other individuals in 



their support network. ui my efforts to £ind out if lesbians have "weak ties," i 

would ewplain to participants Granovetter's (1993) theory "the strength of 

weak ties," and ask them if they thought t k y  had experienced support h-om a 

weak tie, such as a person who-iives far away, or with whom one generdy 

has limited contact, but whose help becomes nuad during a dificult period. 

Sornetimes participants had aiready toId me about weak ties in their 

responses to questions about social networks, and other times, their answers 

were in response to myecpiaining the concept. WhiIe explaining the theory 

may have affected the responses 1 received from participants, 1 decided it was 

a usefd method in terms of jogging participants' mernories to eliat as much 

information as possible. Most participants codd think of at Ieast one weak tie. 

To h i s h  the joint interview, I asked the couples how they thought 

relationships stay "healthy" under the stress of an ilInessr and often with Little 

outside support. 1 asked the couples to think about their situations by asking 

them, "If you coddgive any advice to another couple who d l  be going 

through the same Wth issue, what would it be?" Putting the women in the 

expert role was effective in eliating important insights, as they shared the 

lessons they have le@. 

The 6lesemch Process 

Winnipeg is a aty with a population of approximately 650,000 people. 

There is a s m d  but visible gay comrnunity, and the city is the first in Canada 

to have an openly gay mayor. The RRC is well known and offers many 

seMces, and there is a monthly newsmagazine published by and for the 

queer communi~. vowever, there have been recent examples of intolerance, 

for instance when a school board wanted to include anti-homophobia 



education within the school's curriculum around diversity. Many gays and 

lesbians do not feel cornfortable being open about their relationships in 

public. There are few places in the city that are known to be gay-positive and 

many of those places revolve around alcohol consumption. Bars, bookstores, 

and restaurants were targeted as places to advertise the study, dong with 

University women's and Lesbian/Gay/Bisexual centres, health care centres, 

and counselling agencies. 

There are several methodological difficulties that researchers are faced 

with in frying to locate a sample of lesbians. Because of exîstùig social 

repercussîons, many lesbians remain "in the closet," or are out only to their 

parhier and a few close Mends. Many women who are in, or who have been 

in, same-sex relationships may not wen use the word "lesbian" in reference 

to themselves. In seeking a sample, kkre is the tendency for lesbians who are 

kvolved in political or &ai groups, or who are known to other lesbians, to 

respond. Kehoe reports, on research in the US, "Our studies of homosemals 

are largely studies of active gays, those for whom sema1 orientation 

constitutes a lifestyle*' (1986: 4-61. 

Since direct questioning and self-reporting are redy the only ways to 

determine a person's s e n i a l  orientation, and since the above characteristics 

describe generally the type of lesbians who will volunteer to participate in a 

study, 1 acknowledged at the outset of the study that it may be difficdt to 

achieve great diversity in my sample. 1 was nonetheless determined to use as 

many methods as I could to locate a heterogeneous sarnple of lesbian couples 

in Manitoba who have dealt witk health conditions- 

To begin, I placed an advertisement in the June 1998 G a y  Pride" issue 

of S w eroe, Winnipeg's gay /lesbian newspaper, which was distributed to over 



6000 people throughout the province. 1 then did a round of phone calls to 

people 1 know both in the lesbian and the feminist cornmunities in 

Winnipeg, and asked for ideas about where to start in tems of recruiting 

participants. I received advice £corn many individuals who had an interest in 

the research. 1 put up posters at various locations throughout the city which 1 

knew were frequented by lesbians and gays. The posters induded projed 

information, a local phone number wîth a private voîce mail, as well as the 

toll-free number of the RRC where messages could be lefi. Further along into 

my sampling efforts, one of my comrnunity advisors suggested that 1 acquire a 

letter of endorsement £rom the project's huider, the Prairie Women's Health 

Centre of Excellence (PWHCE), in order to add some legitimacy to the 

information 1 was sending out about the research project The PWHCE 

responded quickly fo the request, and 1 induded their letter in my package, 

along with a letter 1 iiad written about the study, and a poster detailing the 

projeb. This package was sent to individual comrnunity members, and to 

counsellors, doctors, clinics, and social service agenaes. 1 delivered posters 

and projed information to more than 50 organizations, public venues, 

businesses, and health or social senrice centres (see Appendix C, SampLing 

Site List and Appendix D, M e r s  for Çtudy). 

1 attempted to Iocate at least five rural lesbian couples, but 1 did not 

locate as many rural women as I had hoped. Despite my best efforts, few rural 

lesbian couples came fmward on theïr own to participate in the study. One 

woman twk advantage of the tolMee number listed on the advertisements 

for the study, and called the RRC to Iet me know she was interested in 

participating in the study (her partner was not interested, and thus this 

woman participateci on her own). In July 1998, I made contact with a woman 



in rural Manitoba who knew many lesbians-and gay men who lived in the 

area. She was helpful in identifying a few couples she thought might fit the 

study aiteria, and she distributed study information on my behdf at 

communiiy events. However, the outcome was that only one couple was 

interested in participatuig. 

In August 1998, &r no contact with other m a l  couples, some 

members of my adviçory cornmittee helped me by penetrating their own, and 

other known friendship networks, making phone cds ,  sharing information 

about the project, and invithg acquaintances to participate. I adapted the 

Letter of Introduction that 1 had been sending out, and in i t  stressed the 

importance of havirg a balance of urban and rural couples. While 1 located 

two couples by this method, 1 waç stiU disappointed at the s m d  numbers. 

Lack of mal response codd be due to a variety of reasons: couples may have 

deaded to live in rural areas so as not to be recognizable as an out lesbian 

couple; they may not want to be associated with the lesbian comrnunity of the 

city; they may not be on any mailing Iists or have networks that C could access, 

or perhaps the timing of the i n t e ~ e w s  (summer) was Iess than ided, as 

some people are unavaiiabie due €0 holidays. 

By the begin&g of Jdy 1998, people started to calI the private phone 

number at the RRC, where 1 had left a detailed message with more 

information about the study. Being. aware of confidentiality, my message 

asked the women to Ieave a time when they might cal1 me back, so that 1 

could be present to answer their call. On the phone, 1 would explain the 

research, tell the caller about my method of i n t e ~ e w i n g  couples together, 

and ask about the hedth issue being dedt with by the couple. 1 ensured that 

both women in the couple agreed to being i n t e~ewed ,  and sometimes 1 



spoke with both partners on the phone. 

When 1 met with couples for the £irst h e  - usudy in th& homes, 

although sometimes at the RRC - I toId them more about the project, and 

açked if they had any questions about it. The partiapants oRen wanted to hear 

about how 1 received hnding. Typicdy, they were exated by the fact that 

leçbian health researdi was receiving support I told participants that 1 am a 

lesbian (if they did not know), and 1 shared with them my experiences in 

terms of supporting many family members who have dedt with acute 

*esses, chronic conditions, and disabïüties. Once the participants' questions 

about the study were answered, 1 gave them a letter of introduction to read (or 

re-read, if they had seen one already). 1 foIIowed by reviewing the consent 

forms with the women, and reminded them of my assurance of 

confidentiality (see Appendk E, Letter of Introduction / Consent Fom). 

interviews were used to ensure the confidentiality of the participants. 

The original plan was to use focus groups with 6-8 couples in each group, 

however, due to issues of participants' codidentiality, and the sensitive 

nature of some of the topies, I d a  that interviews were a more 

appropnate method of data gathering- Some women are doseted, or simpIy 

are not comfortabie discussing their experiences in a group sett-g, and as I 

went on with the research, 1 redized that making the decision to use 

i n t e ~ e w s  only, was the best one. The topics discussed in the i n t e ~ e w s  were 

sensitive in nature, and often ùivolved tears and strong emotions. During 

ui t e~ews ,  couples reminded each other of events, dates, and feelings, and 

chedced in with each other as  to the validity of their accounts. In couples 

where both women suffered with a health issue, the narratives were even 

more cornplex. 



Interviews ranged from 60 ta 150 minutes. AU of the participants 

aliowed m e  to audio-tape their interviews, aithough some asked m e  to turn 

off the recorder at tirnes-b-çkaw-- p e r d  information that they did not 

want uiduded in the trançaipt of the interview. The interview guide was 

effective in eliciting a narrative-Eke response from the women. The method 

of active int eruiewing, as described by Gubrium & Holstein, recognises the 

cornpetence of interview respondents "not only as 'askers' and 'teilers' of 

experience, but dso as organisers of the meanings they convey" (Gubrium & 

Holstein, 1995: 4). The wornen with whom 1 spoke are experts on their own 

Lives, and so 1 Listened intentiy as they described their experiences in an order 

that made sense to them. 

Gubrium and Holstein desaibe the use of crentive i?tferoiewii~g, in 

which a reçearcher uses "many strategies and tactics of interaction, [which are] 

largely based on an understanding of frïendly feelings and intimaq, to 

optimise cooperative mutual disdosure, and a ueative search for mutual 

understanding" (Gubrium & Holstein, 1995: 77). I ofteten related to issues that 

the women were tallung about, and in most cases, f was cornfortable 

disdosing some of my owri experiences and feelings regarding relationships 

and socid support. The fact that 1 shared some details about my experiences 

dealu-ig with relationships and family hedth crises was heIpful in creating a 

comfortable environment for women to construct and describe their own 

stories. 

People sornetimes asked me of their experience, "Does this fit?", or "1s 

this what you're Iooking for?" I tried to convey to the participants that it was 

not crucial to have everyone's experiences &or the rest Rather, in this 

research, 1 was interested in Iooking for the diversity of experiences of lesbian 



couplesf experiences of social support and meanings of welI-being. It  is equdy 

interesting to find çùnilar themes throughout i n t e ~ e w s  as it is to find 

disparate experiences. 

m e r  each interview, the tape recorder was turried off, and the women 

and 1 had time to de-brief the interview, and to discuss any concems or 

questions they had about the research process. Often, 1 would stay and visit, 

t&ng about other issues, su& as sports, kids, cooking, university, or Iesbian 

communiS activities. Gubrium and Holstein state that "[dlrawing on 

mu tudy  familiar events, experiences, or outlook not only secures rapport or 

'communion,' but fixes the conversation on particdar horizons of meaning 

or narrative connections, encouraging the respondent to elahrate" (Gubrium 

& Holstein, 1995: 7). 1 strongly feel that by interacting with the women on a 

fnendly Ievel both before and after ehe couple interviews, 1 worked on 

establishing a sense of hirst that enabled them to speak more openly and 

cornfortably. 

One issue that stnick m e  while going through this process is that 1 was 

often the only person with whom participants had shared their stones in 

detail. Some people had either been doseted, or not out to many people, or 

didn't think that their experiences counted, or simply, as "Sarahf' 

(pseudonym) said, "no one's ever asked us  these questions before!" I sensed 

that many of the women who particïpated felt empowered by the research 

process, and duruig the debriefing, many participants asçured me that being 

involved in the research gave them a voice, and affirmed their experiences. I 

hope that the reseamh we have created will add  some new knowledge to ways 

of thinking about lesbian partners and support, and levels of Iesbian 

community support, and to confront some barriers on the part of service 



providers. 

Once 1 left the interviews, 1 taped a shortde-briehg of my own, or I 

prepared notes repding  how the interview went. 1 took notice of whether or 

not it was comfortable, or if there were questions I had regarding sorne of the 

thuigs participants said. 1 made a note of whether 1 felt there was tension 

between the couple due to m e - o f  the questions. 1 also thought about how 1 

observed the couple interad together, and with me. 1 made rough notes of 

themes that 1 found arisïng fkom in t e~ews .  Carrying my journal with me 

alwayç kept me in tpuch with the gods of the research, and reminded me of 

the saIience of the topic. Interviews were transcribed shortly after the 

interviews were completed. %me of the interviews were transcribed by me, 

and some by a professionai transcriptionist. 

Analyzing the Data 

The data analysis has been taking place on an ongoing baçis. In 

attempts to begin fomally andyzing the data, 1 gathered up the notes 1 had 

made on the interviews, and put them in the folder with their respective 

hiinscript 1 read trwscripts once through, and then listened to the tapes and 

read through the transcripts again. 1 made notes in margins, and 1 used 

several different coIoured highlighters to make note of key phrases or themes 

that 1 had noted in other interviews. 1 began to geta sense of what to look for 

in the transcripts, but a k o  was open to finding different, conflicting or 

contradictory themes, As 1 continued to listai to the tapes, make notes, and 

tease out themes, 1 compared each interview with the previous. I compared 

and contrasted similar themes by makuig lis& of many exampIes noting the 

transaipt ID, page number and h e  number of each theme. Some thernes 



could be more cIearIy combined with others rater in the process, and after 

several rounds of coding and grouping data, I began to see which themes were 

most dominant. The themes I identify provide JcEetaiLed descriptions of the 

womenrs experiences. 

My goal was to hear about Iesbian couptes' experiences of support whiIe 

coping with serious heaIth issues. As 1 suspected, the ways in which people 

relay their stories is often quite reveding of the social conte- in which they 

lïve. It is possible to examine feelings regarding the relationship and a 

partrier's support, fve1ings about support received from those in formal and 

informal networks, and thoughts on weII-being. 

Language is centraI to a thematic andysis. Interviews have been 

transaibed verbatim, and the women's original speech and grammatical 

patterns rernain unt~uched. The origind accounts, as told by the women who 

partiapated, are usefd in Iearning more about the meanings of their stories. 

1 began by teasing out themes of the narratives in broad, loose categories of 

illness, social support, welI-Mg, and reIationships. 

The women with whom 1 spoke do not Iive in a vacuum, and their 

Eves - and certainly their eqeriences of social support and well-being - do not 

go unaffected by the sexist, raast, dastist, heteropatriardiai noms of society. 

Standpoint feminism has a bearing on what types of themes emerge from the 

data in this research, and how they were examined. Keeping in mind Dawn 

Curriers (1988) description of the ben&& of using a structural analysis as a 

context to women's subjective accounts, 1 attempt to contextualize the 

womenfs experiences in the analysis of the data. It is not sirnply enough to 

Listen to women's stories- It is essential to examine the structural conditions 

and the ways in which they manifest themselves in women's daily iives. 



Lesbians' experiences are constantly being h e d  in terms of the realities of 

heterosexism and sexism. A discussion of the suad support and weII-being of 

lesbian couples is welI supported within a feminist analytis of the larger 

structures of complex soad relations Which in/directly affect the women's 

üves and experiences. FemuUst theory also helps me to analyze issues around 

gender or senial orientation, and how they affect the ways women provide or 

receive support. 

The analysis of the transcriptions is essentially based on my theoretical 

position that there are many voices to be heard. Stories about illness and 

social support can be told in very different ways. 1 am interested in 

çimilarities between couples, as well as differences that ernerge. The goal is 

not tirne and context-free generalizability, but rather the development of 

work that desaibes these Iesbian couples, their experiences with health and 

illness, and their feelings about the support in their lives. The research that 

emerges is refiexive and contextual, dowing for multiple realities, but also 

identifies some common themes and expenences about lesbians, health, and 

conceptions of social support. 

The profiles in the folIowing chapter provide relevant background 

information describing the couples' Iives, and provide a context for the 

presentation of the data that foIlows. 



Chapter Four: The SampIe 

The sarnple in this project is purposive, and was, in some cases, 

obtained through snowbd techniques. The sample is comprised of women 

who are fairly comfortable being "out," at least in some circumstances. That 

isf they cded  me to respond to an ad that asked for women in samesex 

relationships to participate in the study. Çome women were more worried 

than others about confïdentiality, but many women would have chosen to 

use their red names if possible (Ït was my deasion to use pseudonyms for al1 

partiapants). 1 knew some of the women ahead of time - both as friends and 

as acquaintances - apd many 1 met for the first time through the project. 

Interviewing acquaintances was a challenge only when 1 attempted to acquire 

background inform?tion during i n t e ~ e w s ,  as partiapants might Say, T o u  

already know the answer to that!" Interviews with acquaintances were 

comfortable on some occasions, and slightly uncornfortable when private 

information emerged that was previously not known to me (e-g., intimacy 

issues between a couple). 

The results of this study pertain only to women in the study. Clearly, 

self-selection into the study and the particular characteristics of the women 

who did participate suggest that the findings are not generaiizable to the 

Iarger lesbian population. 1 would expect that the resultç would be different 

had 1 interviewed women who were very closeted. 

RptWeea June D9& andQcîober EM,. L conducted interviews with 9 

lesbian coupies, and two individual lesbianç whose partners did not 

participate. I i n t e ~ e w e d  two women without their partners, because their 

partners decided during the process, not to participate. These interviews with 



individuals examined the same broad, generd questions as in the couple 

interviews (See Appendix B, Interview Guide - Xndividuals). In both cases, 

couples had planned to participate together, but one partner decided to 

withdraw £rom the study. The i n t e ~ e w s  willi these two individuai women 

still describe the experiences of lesbian couples, and the data were extremely 

valuab1p.s~ L.deciddtn incrludp_ thc?m hthediscussion, 

The occupations of the women ranged: 1 met with women who work 

in mate-dominated hades, women who are stay-at-home mothers, teachers, 

self-employed indi~duals, &dents, as well as social seMce providers. Some 

women had been out to their families for only a couple of years, while others 

had been out for many yearç. For some, this was a £Ûst lesbian relationship. 

Reiationships ranged in length from 2 years to 12 years. 

Participants ranged in age £rom those in their early twenties to those in 

the* la&- b&ies- Six of the women,. had- childzen- Two women had- Zess- than a 

Grade 12 education, three women had their Grade 12 diplorna, four women 

had coIlege degrees, eight had University Bachelors degrees, and three had 

Masters degrees- Seventeen women were White, two were of mixed hentage, 

and one was Aboriginal. 

There is quite a variefy in terms of health issues dealt with by the 

participants. Health issues induded alcoholism, depression, chronic pain, 

fibromyalgia, kidney disease, arthritis, and cancer. The sarnple was broad 

enough to learn about many of the conditions which affect the Lives of lesbian 

couples coping with ilinesses and disabilities. Most of the health conditions 

that the women. descebed to nze i n  the interviews were chronic in nature and 

included mental health as well as physïcal health conditions (e-g., depression, 

multiple sderotis), and some of those were dso characterised by serious acute 



periods as weIl (e-g, women with chronic illness such as MS or arthritis often 

experienced quite swous flare-ups during which they were hospitalized). One 

woman faced, and ultimately died as a result of terminal cancer. Four women 

with chronic illnesses had also dealt with, or were dealing with acute health 

conditions (e.g., serious injuries). Eight women were dealing with chronic 

heaith problems, four of which were mental health issues. 

In what foliows, I provide a brief proHe of the women who 

participated in the research process. This information provides a context to 

understand the data that are presented and discussed in later chapters. Each 

couple is unique, and many factors, çuch as the health conditions vary 

significantiy. Pseudonyms (chosen by the participants) are used for a l l  of the 

lw3ERen. 

Rene and Tamie 

LintPrviewdRene â11ciJamk in_June of 1998. Rene and jamie had 

been in a relationship for four years, and they defined their cornmitment as 

monogamous. Rene was diagnosed with a serious form of cancer, whidi was 

in rP_missinn at the the of the Sntwxi.ew:- Rene d e d  me a k w  months after 

the interviews to let me know that the cancer had returned. 1 learned in 

September, 1999 that Rene had died. 

Rene and Jamie are b ~ t k  W U  w~men. Ak the tirne of the interview, 

Rene was 37 yearç old. She had her high s b l  diplorna, as well as a college 

degree. Both Rene and Jamie worked in male-dominated professions. Rene 

had corne out within the p s t  few years to family, and select acquaintances at 

work and in the straight comrnunity. She had been out to herself and had 

dated women for nearly a decade. Since the onset of Rene's ilhess, she found 



she was more "out," and cared less about who knew and who didn't know 

about her relationship with Jarnie. The couple shared a large network of 

lesbian &ends. Rene was very active in sports before her illness, and had 

hoped to return to them once again one day. Rene was a very warm, outgoing 

person, and was very animated throughout the process of te lhg me her 

skxies. 

At the time of the i n t e ~ e w ,  Jamie was 33 years old. Jamie finished 

high school, and trained in the military for several years. Jamie was not "ouY 

about her seniaüty or her relationship with Rene, either to her family, or to 

people with whom she works. She feels the stigma of being lesbian in society, 

and fears the qualify of her relationships with her CO-workers would change if 

she came out  She Med to corne out once to her f d y ,  when she was 

involved in a previous lesbian relationship, but they responded by distancing 

themselves £rom her. She has regained contact with them (and has never 

again said a word about her sexuality or her relationship) and is not willing to 

risk the loss of that contact with them again. She thinks that her family, as 

well as some people at work suspected the true nature of her relationship 

with "roommater' W e , .  but she has. nat CO- it for them. Jarnie iç 

somewhat more quiet and introverted than Rene, and desaibes herself as a 

w h e r .  

Both women began to take their health much more seriously after 

Rene's diagnosis of cancer, and had very positive outlooks on Life. Rene and 

Jamie shared a very holistic view of what health is. Jamie and Rene were the 

k t  couple I in te~ewed,  and w e  au made an effort to stay in touch. We 

would occasionally get together, or talk at community events before Rene 

died. 1 now try to stay in contact with Jamie. 



Sarah and Kate 

&the timPd~intPr_uiPws,Sxahand-~ had-benin an 

"intentional, committed relationship" for three years. 1 interviewed the 

women on a warm summer morning, sitting outside on their porch. They 

had Iived together as a M y  for two of those years. They had a private, 

personal ring exchange as a sign of cornmitment, part way into the first year 

of their relationship. When the pair k t  started dating, neither was out to 

many people. While Sarah had been out to herself for several years, she had 

not corne out to her f d y f  nor had she dated. Kate was previously married, 

and met Sarah at the end of her marriage. She had not previously identified 

as a lesbian. This was the first lesbian reIationship for both of them. M e r  

becoming more "out" in the gay-positive neighbourhood in which they live, 

both Say that the issue of having a commïtment ceremony with £riends and 

famiIy has re-emerged as a possibility. Both wornen ded with chronic health 

issues. 

Sarah and Kate are both White women. At the time of the interview, 

Sarah was 35 years old Sarah is not out at work, but is out to family, and 

friends. Sarah is a very quiet, introverted person. She was diagnosed a few 

years ago with a chronic condition that  is characterized by great fatigue. 

Kate was 37 years old at the time of the interviews. Kate has three 

diildren. Kate - the more outgoing of the couple - is out as a Iesbian to her 

kids, to her family, to her kids' schools, at work, and in the community. M e r  

a few months of being very il1 in 1997, Kate was diagnosed with a serious 

chronic, degenerative illness. She has had both the experiences of being in 

aisis with her illness, and dealing with chronic effectç of the disease. 

Sarah and Kate spoke at length about the different effects of deaIing 



with acute versus chronic conditions. They spoke at Iength about how 

different factors, such as having chïldren, being women, and being 

chronically ilI affect their Iivep together to varying degrees. 

Theresa 

Theresa used the toU kee phone nurnber that I advertised on my poster 

when I was looking for participants. She was in a relationship, but she and 

her parber decided that only Theresa wodd partiapate in the interviews. At 

the timPof_ the in-* Theresa dPal t.ka serious chronic illness. 

At the time of the i n t e ~ e w ,  Theresa, a White woman, was 36 yearç 

old, Living in a ruralarea. She had a coUege degree. She disdosed personal 

details about her relationship, and the possibility of it ending due, in her 

mind, to her illness. Theresa is lonely, frightened, and in pain on many 

levels. She describes herself as an introvert, and Iives with her partner and 

her dog in a home that is isolated from a s m d  rural community. She does 

not have a network of hriends and family. She does not use a label to describe 

her sexual orientation, and has previously dated men. This is her first 

relationship with a wornan. She is open about this relationship to hiends and 

family . 

1 followed up with a few phone c d s  to Theresa. She wanted to tak, 

and said that the initial interview made her quite sad. She feels like everyone 

is hustrated with her because she is constantly si& and feeling depressed. 

Each time 1 spoke with her she exuded a profound seme of hopelessness. I let 

Theresa know that she could call me colle& at anytime at the research office if 

she wanted to taik. We also spoke about the importance of her seeing her 

therapist, as she did regularly. Theresa said she felt comfortabie using the 



aisis lines and her therapist as her main supports whenever she needed 

them. 

Jntle d Jitl 

1 met Jane and Jill in their home in Jdy, 1998. They had been together 

for several years in a monogamous relationship. Jane was diagnosed with a 

serious chronic illness over four years ago. The couple talked very sincerely 

about how the illness has affected their Iives and their relationship. 

Jane and Jiu qre both White women. At the time of the interview, Jane 

was 37 years old. Jane is out as a lesbian to most people, induding her 

colleagues and most of her farnily. Her family lives out of province, so they 

don? have a great ded of contact, but when they do, they indude Jill as part of 

the family. The unpredictability of Jane's qnnptoms is a tough issue to deal 

with, and she finds she must M t  her activities, as fatigue is an ever-present 

factor. 

At the tirne of the interview, Jill was 37 years old. Jill came out as a 

lesbian to her family many yearç ago, and disdosed her relationship with Jane 

four or £ive years ago. She relates that whiIe her f d y  wasn't 

overwhelmingly supportive, they weren't outwardly negative either. Ji11 

desaibes herself as mi exkemely active, phyçicd person, and considers 

"healthy" to mean the presence of a healthy, fully-hnctioning body. She finds 

that Jane's illness has a serious effect on the well-being of their relationship, 

as they can no longer share the physical activities they once did. JU openly 

shared her stress, disappointment, and frustrations about living with Jane's 

iltness. 



Dannie and Sam 

Dannie and Sam have been together for over four years. They Iive 

together, and consider th& rdationship "committed, monogamous, and life- 

long." Dannie and Sam deal with a health issue that is unique in this study: 

they are m g  to have a baby. They have no chikiren yet, but both women 

have undergone donor insemination, and they have Looked at the possibility 

of adoption and foster-parenting. They felt that their situation was related to 

the project in that Ï t  is an ongoing heaIth shuggte, and puts them in contact, 

as a lesbian coupIe, with a whole variety of health and socid service 

providers in Manitoba. Their situation may not require the same amounts of 

support hom outside ties as some of the 0th- health conditions, but it is 

diaracterized by many of the same feafxres, such as medicd visits, 

disappointments, frustration with the body, and stress on the relationship. 

Dannie and Sam are both White women. At the time of the interview, 

Dannie was 35 years old. Dannie is very out about her lesbian identity, and 

has had relationships with different women before Sam. Dannie had seven 

attempts at conception through donor insemination. Since Dannie's attempts 

were not successful, Sam deaded to "take over" the insemination process for 

a few months. 

Sam was 38 years a t  the tune of the study. Sam has hied four attempts 

at conception, and atthough the fourth was successful, the fetus 

spontaneously aborted wiWn the first week At the time of the study, Sam 

was taking a break from the insemination, but would start again after giving 

her body a couple of mon& to rest Sam is also very out as a lesbian, and.has 

had relationships with women. 

Sam and Dannie are positive that they will have a dUld, and their 



commitment to this goal i ç  unfal tering. T'heir commitrnents to each other, 

and to a &Id they hope they wiU know one day, are obvious. Dannie and 

Sam shared a great deal about how wdI they have gotten to know their 

bodies, and how important communication is when a couple is going 

through any type of heaIth issue. 

Leigli aiid Dawrz 

Leigh and D a w n  are among the youngest women to partiapate in. the 

study. At the ü m e  of the interview, Leigh and D a m  had been a couple for 

three years, and were Living together. We gathered in Leigh and Dawn's 

house, and they shared with me what it was Like to be in a reiationship in 

which both partners struggIe with chronic hedth issues. 

Leigh and Dawn are both White women. At the time of the interview, 

Leigh was 25 yearç oId. She is out as a lesbian to most people, including her 

family, and she has had relationships in the past with women. Her family 

does not acknowtedge her retationship with Dawn, nor do they adcnavledge 

her mental health issues. Leigh has deait with her own health issues for w e r  

four years. She says she has Iost some frïends because of her health struggles, 

but has dso  made some doser Mends once they corne to understand her lïfe. 

Leigh tends to socialize a bit more with people in the couple's network She iç 

an intense person, speaking with a sharp, sarcastic sense of humour. 

During the interviews, Dawn was 28 years old. She is out as a lesbian to 

most people, and while she doesn't "go down the street and announce it to 

people," her family and hiends know about and accept her relationship. She 

had one long-term lesbian relationship before Leigh. Leigh and Dawn 

frequently travel on holidays with Dawn's parents. Dawn has lived with her 



own health issues for well over a decade. Both she and Leigh are on 

medication to deal with their health issues. Dawn doesn't really fed as if she 

has a large network of hiends, and çhe says that her hedth mggles c m  be 

r e d y  w e a ~ g  on &ers' emotions. Dawn is the quieter of the pair, and she 

spends more time alone, away from Mends. 1 appreaated Leigh and Dam's 

candor throughout the intenriew process. Both parbers shared quite intimate 

details about their lives, and their thoughts about their future together. 

A d ~ e n n e  

1 i n t e ~ e w e d  Adneme and Dar in their home in the s u m e r  of 1998. 

They have been together for three years. Dar and Adrieme have a 

monogamous relationship and have ordered rings to symbolise their 

commitment They have a sh.ong, formal commitment to each other. They 

expressed interest in being in te~ewed about theu expenences, with 

depression and a sexualiy transmitted disease, and their struggles to maintain 

weII-being in the face of many Iayers of oppression. Since Dar Ieft 10 minutes 

into the interview, the data indude only Adrienne's thoughts- 

Adrienne was 43 at the ticne of the interview. She is White. She has 

three duIdren. Adrienne came out as a Iesbian five years ago, but is not ou t  at 

work, as she findç her profession to be quite homophobic. However, 

Adneme enjoys being within the gay and Iesbian communify. Her family, 

hiends and neighbours know about her relationship with Dar. Adrieme's ex- 

husband is not supportive of her or her relationship, and she and Dar had 

had many problems with his abusive behaviour towards them in the year 

prior to the interview. 

This joint interview was very emotional, and Dar became overcome 



with grief. She left the room about ten minutes into the interview, and -did 

not r e m .  Adriemespeakç very passionatdy about the many stigmas that 

she and Dar experience. She also describes the effects that hedth issues have 

on an individual, a couple, and a Çamily. Certain issues were extremely hard 

to tak  about, and the entire interview lasted aimost three hours. It was art 

emotionally draining process for us- d. 

Adneme says that th& celationship has been strengthened through 

dealing with theV own and each othefs health aises. They have ieamed 

Ievels of tolerance, understanding, and compassion that they hadn't known 

before. They reaiize, however, that they still have many struggles ahead of 

them in their efforts to maintain wd-beïng as individuals, and as a coupte. 

Sirshu and Hazel 

1 met Sirshu and Hazel for an interview at their summer home outside 

of Winnipeg in eariy September, 1998. Sirshu and Hazel have been together 

for 14 years. Sirshu and HazeI have lived both together and separately during 

their almost two decades together. The couple was recounting their 

experience several years ago, when Hazel ded with a n  acute injury, and how 

ttus injury has led to a chronic health problern. Sirshu also deds with dironic 

pain, however the interviews were mostly focussed on HazeI's health issues, 

and how they affected the retationship. 

At the üme of the interview, Hazel was 39 years old. She is White, and 

most of her family Lives in another province. HazeL's religious upbringing, 

with a sirong emphasis on communiS; is evident in her extroverted 

character, and her enjoyment of cooking for, and socializing with others. 

W i M  the past ten years, she has been out as a Iesbian to most people, 



induding her family and her employers. This is not her e s t  relationship 

with a woman. She is a great story teller, and shared many details about how 

her dironic health injury has impaded her Life. 

Sirshu is 40 years old, and White. She describes herself as an introvert, 

someone who needs very few other people arormd to be content. She Ioves to 

read, and is intereçted in New Age rituds and healing techniques. She has 

corne out to some of her family, only in the p s t  few years, but has never k e n  

out to empIoyers. Hazel teases Sirshu about her New Age intereçts, but also 

holds a deep respect for Sirçhu's need for solitude and space. Hazel and Sirshu 

are opposites in many ways but have quite a loving and supportive 

Amr atrd Dimie 

I met with 

been together for 

AM and Diane at their place of work. A m  and Diane have 

over six years. They have a monogamous, committed 

relaîionship. Their iives were affected greatiy when Ann became a5ticai.i~ il1 

in iate 1997, and waç hospitalized for three months. 

Ann was 32 years old at the time of the interviews. Raised in 

Winnipeg, she is of multi-ethnic heritage. Ann identifies as a dyke, and has 

been out to herself and people in her Iife for many years. Being si& and off 

work for three months has led to major financiai strain for the couple. When 

Ann became U, people from gay and Iesbian communities were very 

concerned and offered support in various ways. 

At the time of the interview, Diane was 43 years old, and describes her 

ethnic background as "Hein. 57," or mixed. Diane has one grown daughter. 

She has dated women for many years, and now identifies as queer. She is very 



out about her relationship with h. 

Ann will undergo aggressive batment  for her ilIness for a minimum 

of f o u  more years, and faces many more tests and drugs both during and after 

that time. The finanaal cost of being irr the hospitd and being cEvonicdly il1 

has caused the couple to have to cash in RRSPs, and mawimize their use of 

credit cards. There were çome very s c q  times throughout Ann's time in the 

hospital, when she was dose to death. The couple is very dose emotionally. 

They communicate a great deal, and both have an exceHent sense of humour. 

AM and Diane consider that the illness has made their bond to each other 

even stronger than it was before the health crisis. 

Pemi  and Rosie 

Penni and Rosie live in rural Manitoba. The couple talked to me about 

the effects of Rosie's health issue on the relationçhip, and on their f d i e s .  

At the time of the interview, Pemü was in her late thirties- She is a 

White woman who grew up in a srnaII Manitoba tom, and, as an adult, 

continues to be welI-knawn in the same tom.  She enjoys travelling to iarger 

cities, where she often partiapateç in whatever gay/ lesbian events and 

activities are taking place. She- opedy desaibed her own struggles to maintain 

well-being, and the effeds of Rosie's h n i c  health issue on her welI-being. 

Penni lives in a house with her two children. She and Rosie had Iived 

together in the past, but at the tune of the interview, were Living separately. 

Penni has been out as a lesbian for several yearç, and has dated a variety of 

women through those years. 

At the time of the interview, Rosie, an Aboriginal woman, was in her 

late twenties. Rosie has worked in conshuction in the past At the time of the 



interview, she was not working, but she had pians to retum to her 

conshudion job in the future. Rosie has two young children of her own, who 

Penni cared for when Rosiers healthproblems were escdating. Rosie now 

iives with her two diiIdren, withh wdking distance of Penni, in a basic, 

smdI house with no phone. She has dated women and men, and i s  open 

about her relationship with Penni. 

Both parhiers were talking very seriously about how much of an effect 

the health issues had on their cornmitment, and whether or not they could, 

or would stay together. 

Zïielma atzd Loziise 

Theha and Louise live in Winnipeg with Thelma's teenage daughter. 

The family has been together for over £ive years. 

At the time of the interview, Thelma, a W t e  woman, Kvas in her Iate 

forties. She identified openly as bisexual for many years, and was previously 

marrïed. She now identifies as a lesbian, and is out everywhere. 

Louise is aIso White, and in her thirties. She is out to some people, but 

is less open about her lesbian identity than her partner. Louise iç currently 

not working due to the extreme dironic pain with which she- suffers. 

Although quite shy, Loirise shared some intimate details of her struggles of 

living in extreme pain from day to day, and her fears for the future. 

Though aU of these lives are dilferent, most of the women Say that they 

participated in the study to have their storïes told, and also because they 

hoped their experiences might help other couples who are struggling with 

similar issues. I now to tunr to the main themes of the research, divided into 

three chapters. 



Cha~ter Five: Stress, u n e s  and Social Sup~ort in Lesbian Relationshi~s 

Lesbian couples may dready face d d y  s e e s  whether or not they are 

"ouif about their çerual orientation: Often, this is due to experiences of, or 

fez  of, perceived homophobia in rnauistream, heterosexud Society. %me 

lesbians dso face 0th- socid çtigmas-in tkir  day-teday lives, based on 

gender, and the type of health issue they experience. People's energy may be 

depleted, hances may be stretched, and womes rnay be great, as couples deal 

with illness and make the adjustments necessary to re-balance th& lives. 

Participants experiences revolve around three major issues: being a lesbian, 

dealing with an illness/disability, and being in a relationship. 

Ta Ozne Out or Not to Corne Ouf 

Some women do not corne out to people outside of their immediate 

network because of their profession, which they believe to be unwelcomùig of 

gay and lesbian people. Sarah is a minister, Adrienne is a nurse, Sirshu is a 

teacher, and Jamie is a security oficer. AIthough each is out to some peuple, 

none of these women is out in her professional life. Adrienne feeIs as if she is 

Iiving two separate lives, but is afraid of iosing her job if her senial 

orientation is discovered. Sarah expresses it this way: "There's a huge cost to 

not being out at work, and to deaiing with stressful health issues at home." 

Sarah says that while she and her partner Kate face serious health concems at 

home, it is a very lonely and isolating expenence not being able to explain the 

situation to CO-workers. People in a social network c m  offer support in many 

ways, but if they are unaware of the situation, they have no way of 

understanding the need for support. 



Like Sarah, Jamie is not out at work. Both women have very real fears 

of losing their partners to illness, yet neither is able to disdose these fears in a 

safe way to other people in their day-to-day envirorunents. Jamie has not 

even told her family about the nature of her relationship with Rene, Iet alone 

Rene's cancer because w h e ~  she t r i c d  to disclose her semal orientation to 

them a few years ago, they ceased communication with her, and exduded her 

from family events. 

Women who-are not out say they constantly worry about what they Say 

and to whom, for Eear that the truth would be found out, and that they wilI 

somehow become even more isolated. Jamie womed about losing her job, 

losing the resped of CO-workers and other students, and having decreased 

quality care for her partner. When Jamie's partner Rene eventually passed 

away, Jamie still did not feel safe disclosing the details of her role in her 

"roommate's" Me, illness, and death. No one in her family, nor any of her co- 

workers know about her experience, watching a partrier slowly die of cancer. 

Penni and Rosie are the only out lesbian couple Living in their srnall 

rural town, and thus deal with many issues of visibility. Both women are out 

as lesbianç, and both routindy ded with h~mophobia in their tam. When 

one of them began t~ go through several health issues, the stress in their iives 

was inaeased They explain they felt like the whole town was watdiing them 

to see how they dedt with issues, and with nmrole mo&k of other lesbian 

couples, the pressure was extremely difficdt. To cope, Rosie began to abuse 

alcohol, saying that she "always womed about what other people thought. 

Once 1 had a few druikç under my belt, weU ...." she became more cornfortable. 

Rosiers addiction led to even greater stress in her relationship with Penni, 

and more feelings of scrutiny and judgment kom neighbours and Mends. 



Homophobia from rnainstream sociefy, as weU as intemaüzed 

homophobia keeps some Iesbians in the doset Participants fear negative 

repercussions such as job loss, rumours, distance and awkwardness if they 

were to be open about their semal orientation. Being doseted, having to hide 

a signiôcant relationship, and fearing the effects of homophobia ail add stress 

to a situation which is s&essful enough (Le., facing a serious f i e s  or 

disability). 

Gender impacts on partiapants' experiences as lesbian couples coping 

through health issues in a variety of ways. Participants indicate that gender 

becomes intemvined with semai orientation and makes the experiences of 

stress, support and health even more cornplex. Knowing that women are 

often expected to be the caregivers in heterosenial families, 1 wondered how 

women in lesbian relationships felt about care-giving, and how couples 

experienced illness and support 

Many women facing Unesses together describe how gender can impact 

strongly on experîences with health care practitioners. Many partiapantç felt 

they were not ha ted  with respect by service providers because of their 

gender. In fact, most women at some point in their i n t e ~ e w s  echoed this 

theme that male doctors and medical specialists c m  be condescending, rude, 

and abrupt with fernale patients. Kate comments on one trip to the 

emergency room. 

AU of the emergency room doctors and the cardiologists that I spoke 
with were very patronizing, and what I'm dear on is 1 don't thùik they 
even bothered thinking about whether 1 was a lesbian or not, and they 
just treated me like 1 was a complete idiot, and just wastuig their tirne. 
So it's Like if a wornan is si&, iYs psychosomatic. It's appalling! 



Sarah relates micro incidents of sexism and disrespect to the Larger 

structure of the medical system. She describes her understanding of an 

irnbalance in funding and research accorded to women's hedth issues, 

compared to hedth issues that affect men: 

The gender stuff is so strong ... It's redy, r edy  temble that when you 
look at the funding for breast cancer and compare it to k d i n g  for any 
other ..... and the percentage of women who die from breast cancer, 
compared to the number of men who die from AIDS is açtronomicalf 
and yet the hinding is like 1% of the funding that A I D S  gets. And on 
the one hand, you don't want to pit these things against each other, 
and on the other hand, women are dying ..... and people don't care. 

It is important to consider being fernale and being Iesbian withui the 

Iarger systems of sexïsm and heterosexism. Sarah describes a sense of 

invisibility that some lesbians face, and she theorises about gender as it relates 

tn lesb-ian existence. 

1 think there are =me issues that would be different, because I think 
there are a Iot of assurned supports in the world that don% exist if you 
are invisible. So, even in tems of being able to just talk about your 
experience everywhere you go without thinking about it twice. ThaYs a 
cost 1 think we pay because we're lesbians and not normative in 
society, you know? And there's signifiant pieces to that like, for me 
espeaally where 1 work and not being able to Say, T o u  know, I have to 
leave at 11:OO because 1 have to take my p-er to the doctor," having 
to Say, Y have to leave becau se........ 1 have to Ieave." And also redy  
Mvid t . g s  about going to Safeway and I think in the straight world, 
you just kind of have more permission to Say, "Oh, my husband is 
really si&," and people kind of give you a lot of support, even if iYs 
just the cashier. But we just don? have that, I think, as lesbians, at least. 
1 don't daim it, for sure. And 1 thuik there's a pure gender piece, too. I 
just think as women we don't dways demand, or we don't always get 
the same respect or being taken seriously or whatever that men do. 
And then as lesbians, 1 think thars just heightened, 1 mean, we said a 
couple of times, especially when we were in the emergency room, like 
you know, if Kate's husband was there, it felt lüce it would have been 
really different People would have treated her with a lot more respect 
and a lot more attentiveness you know, if her husband had been there, 
saying, 'Zikef excuse me, could you take care of my wife?!" So, I think 



there's a difference, too. One other thuig is, çometimes 1 wonder if we 
were a straight couple and the woman of the couple was sick, I think 
the husband wodd get a huge amount of concrete support from the 
family and h m  neighbours and from Mends in terms of, ' l e t  me take 
the kids for an hour. Let me bring over supper," which just doesn't 
happen for us because we're both women, so everyone assumes, I 
think, that those things are no big deal because women are really good 
at making supper and doing the laundry and taking care of kids. So, 1 
suspect that, never having ben in this situation as a straight person I 
d d t  know thntfor sure, b-ut itfeektnrne Iïke there wodd be a 
different Ievel of practical support. I think it would be different maybe 
if it was the husband who was the chronically ilI one, but 1 thuik if 
the wife was chronically U, there wodd be that sort of, "Oh, poor guy, 
we shodd h v e  him Q V ~ L  Oh, he has to take care of those. kids. Oh, 
poor guy," which 1 just donft think Iesbians experience at aU. 

Many women in the shidy believe that women seem to be better 

caregivers, and that it is easier for women to juggle other tasks dong with 

caring for a partner or family member. The fact remains that although some 

lesbians challenge traditional gender role stereotypes, Iesbians are still raised 

in mainstream soaety, and may hold on to expected noms. In general, 

gender expectations of men do not indude nurturing, becoming family 

managers, and caring for others in the same way they do for women. Lesbianç 

in relatîonships who feel it is their responsibiliiy to be a main supporter may 

not feel cornfortable asking for hdp, even when they desperately need it. 

Lesbinn Life when Women Live with Other Stigrnas 

The women in this study are somewhat diverse, induding those who 

are mothers, students, Aboriginal, unemployed, poor, si&, disabled, and, 

obviously, Iesbian. Most women found at least one factor other than sexual 

orientation and f i e s s  that also compounded the stress in their lives. 

Partiapants Say that dealing with stigma and feeling different is draining, 

especidy in the case where a couple needs support to cope through a health 
70. 



crisis. Adrieme explains her own experience as a woman who faces many 

It's interestins Eke çometimes 1 think about the layers of oppression 
that we have to deal with. The fact that I'm large - to put it bluntiyf I'rn 
fat, and I'rn seen by a large percentage of society as asexual. Do 1 care? 
No. ThaYs just the way it is ... and then there's the fact that I'm Jewish, 
and that's a stigma. And I'rn a Ieçbian. ThaVs another stigma. And, I'm 
working class, divorced ... and you know, al1 these different things. 
Sometimes, it's hard to cope with. 

Like Adrienne, severai other women in the study deal with issues of dass, 

ability, and size. 

A stigma that was discussed frequentiy during the interviews was 

living with a mental health issue. Partiapants Like Adrienne recognize the 

"double-whammy" of being a lesbian and struggiing with mental health 

issues. Some participants feel that in fa& there is more sügma attached to 

being clinicaily depressed than there is to being gay or Iesbian. In a d a r  

way that many Iesbians handle coming out about their semal orientation, 

participants are cautious about those to whom they reveal intimate details of 

their health. Leigh found that it was far easier to corne out to her parents 

medical diagnosis of depression. Her partner Dawn agrees. She daims that 

"being gay is easy compared to dealing with a mental illness. People would be 

more freaked out if 1 told them 1 was in the hospital and had shock therapy, 

than I'rn gay." 

Adrienne, Leigh, Dawn and Penni all have a sense that some people 

perceive the use of medication for depression as a crutch. Penni says, ''If you 

had a heart condition, no one would question why you'd take medication, but 

people are really freaked out by mental illness and taking pus for it." Lesbians 



Like Adnenne who deal with mental ilIness, find that depression is not 

widely understood, there is €ear around it, and those who ded with it often 

They [soaety] don't understand how it can affect your whole Me: your 
job performance, your family life, your sexud Me, your soad Me, 
everythmg! I i s  a devastating condition. It really is, and if3 not simply a 
matter of 'smile' or 'lighten up.' No, it affects your whole thought 
process and outlook on life. There is still a stigma out there towards 
depression, and frankly, I don't understand why society doesn't 
understand it. 

One woman in the study also deals with a health issue that carries great 

stigma, and often causes guilt or shame in its sufferers. This woman deds 

with genital herpes, a senially transmitted virus that she will now deal with 

for the rest of her Life. It is with extreme difncdty that she speaks of this 

health issue. She and her partner recognize the stigma attached to herpes, and 

can rationalise the unfaimess of these judgrnents, but remain very 

emotionally affeded by the presence of herpes in their lives. This participant 

The thing that 1 find hard about it ... is that there's sudi a stigma, 
but 1 don't understand.where that cornes. from. No, 1 take that back. 1 
partly understand it, I mean, there's such a stigma about sex anyway in 
society that this is one more aspect of it. 

Lesbians are already an invisible minority in society, and carry stigrna 

in a society which does not fuUy accept homosexuaIity. Dealing with other 

stigrnas such as gender, and ilInesses which are not widely understood or 

recognised as valid can be extremely chdenging. Some women Iike 

Adrienne are not certain that those with power in mainstream society will 

ever understand the different layers of oppression, and how they affect 

lesbians' lives. 



They have no idea &et& some- 06 us- the e ~ ~ n p k x i t i e s d  oiu lives. 11% 
kind of hard to expl-, b& again, tkere's a I f k  of ttnde&aRding. 
There's a Iack of r f t  ~ p l e  iive their lives 
differently. To them, everything meônss#~aight, white, middle-dass, 
and thavs i t  Anything that M a t &  from ütat is suspect. 

Fnrstrations in the J o u r n y  Thrqugh Illaess 

Many women experience physical and emotional changes with regards 

to their bodies after dealing with a health condition. Dealing with new body 

issues can be extremely hstrating and overwhelming for anyone. Barbara 

describes the changes in her body as she deals with chemotherapy in Cancer 

in- TWO Vaices: 

What is it like to Iiveirt aboct). %h&-keeporr dxmging? It's 
rYtgktenWg, t - n g  and confusing. It generates a feeling of 
helplessness. It pro- atkention to  the body. It creates an 
unnaturd hyper vi- b w a d  ai+y and & sensatkms k t  ecew 
wirkift t k t e 4 a - e  body, One k e n e s  a p-r to-any 
perceptible change in &-body, any cwh, arty clifference in sensation. 
One loses one's s ~ & a b & ~  w i l i t y ,  as wd1 asone's 
sense of control over-rke .body. It forces you to give up the idea that you 
can will the body to behave in ways that you'd me. Predictability ends. 
One grieves over its Loss, and that further complicates the process of 
adjustment to an unstable body. Tirne becomes shortened and is 
marked by the space between symptoms. (Butler & Rosenblum, 1991: 
136) 

Supporting a parher through a difficult heaith issue may involve 

being sensitive to new or unique body issues. Many women found that they 

began to see their bodies in a different way, to have a new relationship with 

their bodies after dealing with their health issues. Adjushg to a body that 

does not work, look, or feel the way it did before the illness/disability is a 

dficult shift to rnake. Many women spoke of weight gain, scars, loss of 

feeling in different body parts, Ioss of haïr, and unwdcome effefects of new 

medications on- the& bodies. 



People often diçcuss iIlness to mark time and to divide periods of their 

lives (Charmaz, 1991: 198). A few participants compared their bodies before 

and after illnesses had occurred. For example, before Kate was diagnosed with 

polycystic kidney disease, she frequently jogged and did aerobics. Her 

condition no longer allows her to do strenuous physïcd acüvity, and the cysts 

have led to some weight gain. Kate describes her feelings about the changes 

that took place in her body after being quite iII. 

I gain& +en punds =ci iCs not Ieaving me, and I'm Iooking in the 
mirror and Pm seeilig~t). bec@ arid i Y s  going iri a bad 
direction.-and I'm j-feding like...fntmpy, and havîng been really 
sidc..:iH M, 3-tkteegM it wa-sjrist the cy*, m d  that 1 was going to get 
my body back one &y.,. I mean,-IVs aqu&on mark, but even if the 
ten pounds is just a .kenqxwaq &kg, it's zt symbol to me that the tirne 
&a* I had befme--e 1 wasgeing to-have to deal with these kinds of 
body issues - is gone. An&now, iYs ju& k e w e d  time. Ad- k t  
saunds kindof extremer but that!s h d  of how I feel. 

Like Kate, Rene was very active insports before she was diagnosed 

with cancer. She and her partner, Jamie, shared their love for sports, and it 

was a loss and a change for both of them that Rene had to cease her 

participation. At the time of the interview, Rene said that, although she 

loved sports, she was hesitant about retuming to sbenuous work-outs and 

games. She described how she was different in her relationship with her body 

after having had cancer. 

That's one thing that 1 have never r edy  felt before. I never had fear 
before. You know, um, if 1 smadced my knee, 1 srnadced my knee. But 
m y  M y  is s m d - ~ ~ ~ w  - it doesn't want to hurt anymore .... Um, 1 don't 
know ... 1 guess Pm not as - 1 don? have as much confidence in my body 
anymore, and my capabilities, and...the strength in my body is just not 
t h e r ~  And L know- Jamieis. hstrakd wïth-me - I kno-w it. And 1 was a 
Little hshated with me, too, but I just - I'm listening to my body, 1 
guess. 



For almost a year, Sam and Bannie have been dealuig with the 

overwhelming and costly~xperienc~ of trying to conceive a child. Both 

women have undergone fertility treatrnents, and at the time of the interview, 

Sam was the more Iïkely candidate. A month prior to our interview, she had 

conceived but the fetus spontaneously aborted withïn the first week Dealing 

with this loss, and seven unsuccesshI attempts at fertilisation behveen the 

two parhiers Ieads to an array of feelings, not the least of which are 

disappointment in, and frustration with, one's body. Sam shares 

I am...certdy h u s k d L  e s p ç i d l y  s k e f v e  aIways used m y  body 
and taken it for gr @....ad the  fa& th& I haven't rnissed a period 
s k e  1 was 12. Fm* cb&w&- M y  temperature chart is just iike the 
one that's in the te- arourid m y  men&maL 
cycle and my physicakb$dInd&&W I'm buiIt for babies ..... aU 
those things teIl me fbat.... 

Issues and changes around intimacy ofien present during or after 

experience with a serious heaith condition. Intimacy, affection, and sex often 

take on new meanings in the Iives of many women after they or their 

parhiers have dealt with a serious hedth issue: Diane and Jamie both çhared 

the experience of being womed and h a i d  of hurting their partners. lamie 

relates to a change in sex and intirnacy in her relationship: 

Um, L fOund th& w ~ ~ s k e w a s - s k k ,  even-bef- ~ ~ t ?  was 
diagnosed, because d the paizt çhe wasirr, and she coddn't move and 
stu ff.... like sex just ...- sort of bar+ ever happened. But it wasn't like 
an issue, because the intimacy - Eke, 1 me-, we dways held each other 
and whatever .... 1 just treat her so  gingerly, and .... 1 just don't want to 
hurt her. 

Charmaz writes that intrusive chronic ilInesses do take the spontaneity 

out of sex, and create changes in intimacy for mmy people (Charmaz, 1991: 

63). Sometimes it is hard for couples to shift badc into the Ievels or 



expressions of intimacy that they shared pnor to the iIlness. Kate taiked about 

how sewual intimacy had only recently become an issue, and descnbed how it 

was affecting the couple's dynamic. 

Up until recently, it% just I ike  ne- been a problem, never even been 
in conversation. It's @& been d v e  and fine and really great tiII now, 
and... w & e M  trpring to figure out wht it is, and iYs been a real 
struggle for us to try and kLntima-te *th ea& other and ifs 
interesting because &t& abmg &ne-before we could even talk about 
&ab .... believe -it wzts happening .... So, it has 
something to do wi* TA- what she's proeesaEtg and feeling, and whars 
gohg on and of CO- ivs  going- impact - eventudly it's going to 
impact your semai: relation&+ W&Il hth have to figure it out, and 
thafs bard- L d o R ' t m m  f'm-~& dkid Éh& Eke we won't work it out, 
but it doesn't makemë happy &a# we"e having to work it out The 

one thing that we copM hang on to that was dways great is ..... different. 

Çompfimes the i l l L  niçsblerl woman herself becomes iess interested in 

intimacy for her o v  reasons. Jark finds that MS has Ied to major shifts in 

how her body feels, and she has a very limited amount of energy. She has, 

therefore, had to make changes to her days so that she can still work M l  time. 

This is her main focus, and takes a great deal of energy, so sema1 intimacy has 

been made a lower pnority. Changes in her body also contribute to this shift: 

Yes ... our sex life bas- a greatd&- I mean, most of d, I 
lost sensation in m y  ,han&- due t e  the W. BaçicaUy, my hands feel Like 
yort d e  after you'v& had a- sh& of nwwitirr. ..Tou& wâs a very pIeasant 
sensation for me prïcrr=b+he-MS,anbn W...... any type of caress is .... 
unpleasant for me. 

Changes to the body, and patterns and expressions of intimacy have 

varying effects on participants. It may take a long period of time before new 

body issues are integrated and cornfortable expressions of intimacy cm be 



The Uncertain Nature of Chronic Illness 

A main difficulty in Sarah and Kate's situation is that each woman 

deds with chronic ilInesses, both of which are a h  characterised by £lare-ups 

that rnay be incapa~tating for a period of time. Sarah says that the shifts 

associated with acute periods of iIlness are easier to cope with than the long- 

ternt intbzdances & u d c m w n ç  Of &onic ill-ness. The nature. of chronic 

ilInesses is such that, at tunes, one's health may be manageable, and at other 

thes, daily living rnay be next to impossible. Charmaz writes, "Living with a 

serious chronic ilhess takes effort and devourç time. It means overcoming 

stigmatizing judgqents, intrusive questions, and feelings of diminished 

wortfi" (1991: 2). 

Intense acute episodes of chronic health conditions make balance 

unpredictable in re[ationships, a i d  this can be hstrating. "Chronic illness 

can set people apart , h m  others and take over their lives. [It] can catapult 

people into a separqte reality with its own d e s ,  rhythm and temporr 

(Charmaz, 1991: 4). At one point, after Kate had gotten over a particularly 

acute period in her mess, Sarah describes feeling relieved that the intense 

period was over. Saph's sense of relief, and "being able to breathe again" Ied 

to a c o d c t  and Sarah released some built-up stress. She relates feeling 

somewhat selfish about this, but thùiking, 

What about me? Like, when do 1 get what I need and when do I get 
what 1 want? When is it going to be my turn? 1 feel like I've been trying 
to hold everything t* for a long time, and 1 don't want to do that 
anymore, but it feds lLke 1 don't have a choie, and that feels unfair to 
me. 

Most couples, Like Kate and Sarah find that setting up power dynamics 

in their relationships helps in order to accommodate the shifting of balance. 



I think we've kept trying-to.de i& t e n e c  krmxnents-wkerr w&e 
- - in a particular moment hoar rd&ms&p wherethe paver is 

i z d d m e d ,  bet-iA-~tir 0veFail vision, it won't dways be üke this. Like, 
our overd  vision is one 06 equ&ty in power' so 1 feel Iike we've tried 
to be conscious of those issues ... But they're dso hard issues. 

Being flexible with pIanning, taking on more than one's share, and being 

generally understqding are aII feahires that participants Say heIp to ease the 

shift into different dynamics of power and dependency. 

Women in the study who experience dironic illness such as depression 

or MS find i t  the most difEicult to maintain wd-being over time, as the 

definition of '%ealthyYJ is c o n ~ l y  changing. As Chamaz desaibes in 

Good Davs, Bad Days, "A good day p d t s  an even schedule and is savoured. 

A bad day forces attending to immediate needs and may be dreaded" (1991: 5). 

Some days, says L e i . r  to be healthy is to be able to go to classes and study for 

school; other days, to be healthy may be "to be able to get up and out of bed 

without wanting to die.," People begin to understand their lives based on how 

they feel, as chronicilIness often becomes the lens through whidi days are 

experienced and judged. 

Leigh and Dawn ded with two chronic illnesses in their relationship. 

While they admit that sometimes one does get hstrated when the other is 

sick, both women agree that it is comforting and a relief to be able to relate to 

what the other person is feehg. Explains Dawn, 

When she's down? Sue, I mean there's this thought, "For one second, 
why can't you just feel okay?" So there's that initial teaction, but there's 
no underIying anger. There's no underlying confusions or questions 
about whaVs causïng it. because 1 know ..... 1 know what i fs  me. If you 
have the knowledge d whaeiYs Like to feel depressed, you c m  be 
sympathetic. 

On the other side, Leigh recognises that it can also be difficdt when both 
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partners deal with a M a r  chronic illness such as depression: 

The negative is thatsom-, even t b e g k  you can understand iVs 
r d y  hard te deal with because grw w i g l - b e  dealingwith the sarne 
thing or you're just t&d 4- wï& it, or you've had a long day 

. and you're iuçt m-g th& exkm p s h  t e k  empathetic and caIming 
yourseIf down and alI you want te do is&& go to sleep or pound a 
wal1. You might just be having one of those days ... 

The couple agrees, though that it would be much more challenging and 

draining to be in a relationship with someone who had no experience with 

depression. Understanding the ihess means not having to explain many 

experiences that people with depression endure. Dawn and Leigh Say that in 

their Lives, there is no judgrnent, no blaming, and Little misunderstanding 

and confusion. 

Penni and Rosie, by contrast, both face different health issues in their 

lives' but did not find that they codd share the2 expenences and relate well 

together when each was in crisis. Due to an inability to communicate (Penni 

says she often b e c q e  outraged and "manic;" Rotie was often intoxicated), 

and Penni's perception of not being supported by Rosie, the experience drove 

a wedge between them, and Led to a separation. Chronic illnesses impact on 

many areas of Me, induding relafi~nships~ social networks and well-being. 

The uncertainty associated with a chronic illness leads to frustration and an 

inability to make hime plans. 

Concerns abouf the Present' Fears for the Future 

Womes and fears often seemed to be difficult topics for the women to 

discuss. Where there is a serious health condition present, the women in the 

study wony about quality of life, finances, intzrnacy, duldren's well-being, 

getting sic. again, and the effects that one's i1l hedth wiII have on a partner's 
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well-being. Yet while most concems are fairly generalizable to any couple's 

worries about heakh and well-being, Merences such as facing homophobia 

from rnainskeam soaefy, and facing potential rejection and lack of support 

from family because of senial orientation are speabic to Iesbian couples. 

Lesbians who struggle with chronic conditions experience unique fears and 

wQIJies. 

Financial strain was felt by most of the women 1 in te~ewed,  and 

ahnost alI worrïed about their h a n a d  securify for the future. As Ann wiIl 

need chemotherapy for a  am^ of four more years, she and Diane are 

concerned about the hanaa l  cos& involved. During the time she was in the 

hospitai last year, Ann lost three months of her salary, as her position at work 

did not allow for any sick Ieave. çhe cashed in all her RRSPs. Ann and Diane 

do not have a medicai plan, and many of the drugs that Ann depends on are 

not axered. Diane bmâ)Eimised the Mtsoseach of her credit cards 

helping Ann pay for the medicafion she needs to stay weU. Without same-sex 

spousal benefits, the couple womes about their future. 

HazeI and Sirshu recounted to me their experience 12 years ago when 

Hazel fell and broke both her ankle and her leg. At the time of the break, 

Hazel had just graduated, and was about to start workïng and paying off her 

student loans- Çhe was renderd immobile for ten weeks and could not work. 

The foilowing year saw Hazel off work, and wallcing with crutches or a cane. 

This injury has since become a chronic problem, and she has trouble with her 

ankle, leg and hip. Hazel was on soaal assistance right after the accident, and 

began to work during the following school year. Because both Sirshu and 

Hazel work mainly only year-long contra-, and because the two women 

have slightly different financial goals, Sirshu worries a great deal about the 



couplef s financial future. 

Women who have children worry about how their diildren cope 

when someone in the famïiy deah with serious health issues. Penni and 

Rosie have shared the job of caring for Rosie's two young children since they 

became a couple six years ago. As Rosie is struggling to deal with her alcohol 

addiction, she also wants to become a better parent. Both women feel that 

Rosie's dcoholism has affected Rosie's and Penni's daughters in a variety of 

negative ways. Penni's teenage daughter wilI not speak to Rosie, as she sees 

how hurt her mom was by Rosie's actions when she was drïnkîng. Rosie's 

youngest chüd became very close to Penni who took over the main 

caregiving role in rdation to him. Now that Rosie is healthier and trying to 

play a more active parenthg role, the young dùld seems confused over who 

is "mom." Penni and Rosie agree that Rosie has depended a great deal on 

Penni in terms of caring for the children while Rosie was ushg alcohol, and 

that this balance of caring must be re-evduated based on what is best for the 

children. 

%;th aRd Kate thhk th& & i-s m e b s d i f f i c u l t  for Kate's tkee 

children to understqnd what it means to live with two moms and two 

chronic illnesses. One M d  was very womed when Kate was hospitalized 

during a serious acute stage, and his stress led to hypochondriasis. The oldest 

child seems unaffected except that she feels her friends' families "do more 

stuff." Kate and Sarah do what their energy LeveIs allow in terms of keeping 

up the activities of a "normal" famiiy. They find that keeping different 

methods of communication open with each of the kids is important in 

dowing them to express their worries. The reality for Kate's condition, 

though, is that it is relatively uncornmon, and she may live with it another 



five years, or ano*er twenty-£ive years. Having the unlaiown looming 

around them is stressful and worrisorne for the entire family. 

Almost d of p e  women who ded with a heaith issue (chronic and 

acute) and their partners fear that the health condition will worsen, return, or 

that they will die. Mfdang long-term goals may be chdenging or kightening, 

because at the back of their minds is the prospect that one parhier might get 

si& again, and the plan *lI have to be changed. 

Louise, who de& with severe chronic pain womes that she is 

..... goIrig tebewa~çe -rit& than b&e~ in a cwple 06 ye-. That 
realIy womes me. W d & t g r d & y  ~ b r n e ;  bektg able to bH an 
income, you know .... I -, ateré-aEwaysdisd&~-w w e k e  
?mk..+ne em8't-iive-en-tkat - and I &'t wartt to Gve on th&. Ie's jtt& 
not something 1 wank M; 1 gueçsi iM6ngsdo-@ much worse- with 
my badc, maybe 1 ..... s ' t  #eabk hhandle -&a pressure, 
-or ..... a ~ y b e  T k k ~ r u o n ' t  be a& to. 1 don't know... 1 have lot of 
unknowns, lots of questions. 

Adrienne worries about her own, as well as Dar's, health, and prays 

that Dar will not try to commit suiade again. Fears, womes and concems may 

be different for every indivi.dual, depending on a variety of factors. Rene and 

lamie had serious worries about the possibility of Rene's cancer retuming. At 

the time of the interviews, they were thiilled at Renefs remission status. 

However, Jamie shared her fears for their future together: 

1 didn't know many people &th cancer..... and then, y m  km, dL of a 
sudden, you know, my partner is ctiagtosed with it! And 1 - 1 saw the 
outcorne, and not knowingmudi a k k  c m e r  1 - you know, 1 thought 
that she wasgoing mdie. And1.didn't-tel.l k that ... but. .. yeah 1 really 
thought that. 1 didn't say it..no; it wasmy own thing ... I didn't speU it 
out or whateuer, bue& m,. iCstkere-.- So, of cous+ fear of her 
gettirig si& again. BI@ you can't live Like that, 1 mess. ThaYs a big fear, 
though .... from wlmt 1 hear or react, i6y- dogo back into the cancer 
after the fkst tirne, pw &-for stumva4 ..... corne down ..... (sigh) 1 
donft know ... what w~-we&&bo~thak ever happened..l don't even 
care about the financial aspects of the house, s>r whatever ..... I don't 



care about fbat, I just want her to be around ... 

As Sarah faces the prospect of living for the rest of her iife with 

fibromyalgia, and wiih Kate's chronic degenerative disease, she fears the 

future- It is 

the sense of just enctttr)ng~..&eiuçf. th& k i d  of feeling like we're just 
only barely making ik a i l  Me-time, in&& d being able to feel like 
there's joy ... and excitement and passion .... and aU that kind of good 
stuff. 

Charmaz (1991: 42) describes illness as "inhusive" when peopIe 

acknowledge that the effects of illness are not temporary, but will continue on 

with uncertainty. Living with intrusive iiInesses may lead to a Ioss of control 

on a variety of Ievels. When I asked Jane, who deds with a serious chronic 

Uness, whether she had any fears about the future, she described the reality of 

living with two potentia possibilities for the future: 

I have one where 1 M y  gsen &y able-bodied, p~obabky wodd 
be able to work &&&ne& dekg && 1 enjoy. The other possibiliq is 
I could wake up t o ~ ~ o u r  and begin ~ p r ~ e s s w h e r e  1 wouId be blind, 
or 1 would lose spee&tA-t beabk~swaIlow, or I woulcin't be 
able to dress myseK, or I have te wertr diape~+ those kinds of things .... 
It does feel out of my conh-ol. 

"The relative visibility, embarrassrnent or stigma produced by ihess  

or the subsequent loss of control can significantly define a day" (Charmaz, 

1991: 49). Jane obviously sees one of the possible futures as more positive than 

the other. The future in which she has more control, and is not as dfected by 

her illness is the one for which she hopes. When people are trying to recover 

kom, or accept an ilhess in their lives, often, Charmaz says, they put their 

lives and their identities on hold (1991: 14). As they evaluate each passing day 

as good or bad, essentially, they are evduatuig their own selves. "IIl people 



rneasw the quality of the day againçt the self they recognize, acknowledge 

and wish to be. Thus they judge whether the day is consistent with the self 

they wish to affirm and present'to others" (Charmaz, 1991: 50). 

Theresa described feeling trapped in her life- She struggles with a 

serious chronic ihess, is totdy uncertain of her hifxre, and her relationship 

is not emotionaily supportive. She shared that she feels people are giving up 

on her, and that everyone, uiduding her partner is mistrated with her for 

being ill. At times, she has wanted to Ieave the relationship, and to live alone, 

but she fears leaving. 

I keep gettuig worse; 4 how mueh wwe- a m  1 going to be in a 
month? I just don't _kiiow...artd i-f I'm am 1 going to be able to 
wak myself to get grocenes? What the *... ? 

Living with chronic i h e s s  involves many questions, frustrations, fears and 

uncertainties for parti apants. 

Healthy Lesbian Relationghips 

Many women described the benefits of behg in a healthy relationship 

while coping through a health issues. When discussing the notion of 

"healthy Iesbian relationships," many women spoke of the importance of 

being healthy indivjduals, and looking after their own weil-being even whiie 

enmeshed in the complex situaiion where one partner's health may be the 

focus of attention. In relationships in which two individuals are dealing with 

health issues, it becomes even more important that each woman maintain 

her own individual sense of well-being even while c a r h g  for a very i l I  

partner. 

In Cancer in Two Voices, Sandy describes the need to be individuals, 

and the fear and tension partners often fed when taking space: 
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Barbara has express& a desire tehave- quiet tirne to herself this fail. 1 
understand that the fKst s h g e - 4 -  -CF& ushuddled t o g e k  in the 

Istfeirf thiç -gdewn; W e  both want and need to move 
to a different level ofkepz&es--E ~ Z k s k ~ a -  to k&&eand 
protected by me, w k k  at-thesrwte-thte, I need to feek engageci with m y  

~ e - i r + a - ~ ~ .  I'm pr-g torent &%ce spacle b u s e  for a 
few hours each day, buy a cornputer, begin work on a short piece for an 
anthology. AU steps that generate guilt, uncertainty, and confusion in 
me, but some welcomedistanceas welL I f s  tirne for us to fïnd a 
Werent way forward (Butler & Rosenblum, 1991: 35). 

For Adrienne, being a healthy individual is important, and supersedes 

being in a hedthy relationship of any kuid. Women speak of taking many 

different steps on their own to maintain well-being. In addition to 

maintaining individual physical health, participants speak of "seLf-care," and 

how important it i s h r  both partners to attend to this in a relationship where 

an iuness or disability is presenk Despite the straui in caring for a partner and 

oneself, however, almost every woman could think of at least one thing that 

she took part in to feel good, Lift her spirits, or keep herself £rom feeling 

unweu. Adrienne describes how and why she maintains wellness as an 

individual. 

L sustain myself b y d o k g  thhgsthat- give me- pIeaxue. Even- if iY s 
something as simpleaç geMg &F a walk down to the creek to meditate 
or pray. 1 have to d 0 - e - X ~  OEI+ t e  minutes a day. I've 
bied ta.lking to Dar*% saykg-thak'sse important because it's 
Like the analogy of a d & .  Lf the- weU rcinsdry, there's no water for 
anybody, and we have a lot of demands on both of us... a lot of stress. 
And if we don? h a v g t  -t&& back- 0% Idce, if you don't have . 

yourself - what havg you got? 

Other activities in which women engage to maintain well-being 

indude meditation, d d y  exercise, walkuig, swimming, learnuig new skills, 

going out with a friend for coffee, dancing, coobg,  and eathg well. 

Participants said these sorts of things contribute to a sense of weU-being 
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physïcally, and promote positive self-esteem, which they Say pIays a role in 

being a hedthy individual. Women Say that whïie it may be difficult, givuig 

each other space and talring tune for oneself are two integral elements to 

preserving a sense of well-being as an individual, as well as to maintaining 

balance in the relationship. Hedthy individuals, participants report, create 

stronger, more satisfymg relationships. 

In the process of re-examining aspects of their lives during illneçs, 

couples may begin b think more about what a healthy relationship means to 

them. "Healthy" means difkrent things to different couples when they think 

in terms of intimate relationships. AU of the women explained in varying 

ways that maintainjng intimate relationships requires respect, care and 

attention. Dawn says, "a healthy relationship is £indùig the right person and 

working on it, I mean, no relationship is perfed. Everyone has their down 

days, and their lime differences." Jamie had always wanted a relationship Like 

hers and Rene's, and she found maintaining it to be quite simple: 

Ifs easy, you know? We have a great amount of respect for each other 
and a çincere desire b d e e a d i  & k r  happy. And Ws giving ... we're 
always more cowerned with giving to each other than receiving. 

Dannie and Sam desaibe a hedthy relationship as "being r edy  in tune with 

what each other needs, and carïng for the other when she is in a rough 

emotional spot." 

An important feahue necessary to maintain well-being in a 

relationship, Hazel says simply, is "Communicating - talking or screaming or 

whatever. Whatever it is, just make sure that - joy or pain, or whatever - 
youfre sharing it!" 

Leigh and D a m  find the qualities of a good relationship to combine 

rnany different types of support, induding being emotiondly supportive, 
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doing activities together, preparing food for one another, talking, and offering 

strategies and new perspectives. AU participants expressed the view that 

when one parfner i s  sick, a healthy relationship must indude patience and 

acceptance that things sometimes take a long üme to work out. Some couples 

give advice like: "do not argue when one of you is sick," "be aware of and 

sensitive to partner's limitations," and '%e open; don't have secrets." 

Most wornen in the study found that they were working at becoming 

hedthy individuals as weU as continually cultivating healthy lesbian 

relationships. Kate çummarizes the words of many of the women: 

Communicate with eaek 0 t h ~ .  De&e yotv control issues. Find 
healthy stress resp-. Stt- eadi *F in concrete and emotional 
w-. Don't try to c-ok d otker's iîves. Listen to her. Step back and 
figure out what the reM&&hip ntemskeyott. Respect each other as 
individuah Be sust&w&deas~ tndividuqL Do your own work, stay 
k&hy,stay-jpw&xi, skaFe ~ a t u e s , d  g r w  together as individuals 
in the relationship. 

Among the various descriptions of relationships, and pieces of advice, 

two main issues that wornen use to describe healthy lesbian relationships are 

communication and support from m e r s .  It is cIear that healthy 

relationships are influentid in maintaining well-being. Partners in such 

relationships are able i o  communicate effectively and to provide support for 

each d e r .  

"She's AI2 I've G o P  Social Support os the Main Fenhrre of Healfhy 

Relntionships 

When the tape was turned off in one interview, a woman shared a 

private story with me regarding the significance of her partner in her life. Her 

final words were, "she's all I've got." She explained that she may have 



attempted suicide if it were not for her partner's love and support. 1 began to 

notice that whde perhaps l e s  dramatic, this theme emerged throughout 

many of the interviews. Partiapantç rnostly tend to reiy solely on their 

partners for support, even when they have a social network. Many are unsure 

as to how they would cope were their partner not around. 

Some participants saythey know they have friends who they couid ask 

for help, but since they have both a partner and best hiend in their intimate 

relationship, they look to each other for strength in coping through hard 

fimes. Dawn says, 

We have people .... ics j & - w h h  w e d L  them or not. IVs nice to 
know they're there, kyrt &y we&s# rely on each other. We spend 
lots of time juçt toge-. 

Sarah and Kate also adcnowledge that they do not c d  on their £riends 

for support as mu& as they could. Sïrshu and Hazel refiected that they do not 

think they have ever tried to rely on other people for help - even though 

knowing the help is there is important- Of caring for Hazel, Sirshu 

rernembers that she "tried to do it as much on my own as possible ... besides, 

there's no one she r e d y  would have been cornfortable with to do some of 

those things." 

Relying solely on each other as partners while going through a health 

aisis rnay not be the most effective way to cope. Fïrstly, a couple that does not 

reach out for, or accept help £rom the outside begins to be isolated fkom their 

networks. Charmaz writes that people who become immersed in chronic 

illness often experience a "pulling in," or "shrinking" of their social worlds. 

Dawn admits this happened with hers and Leigh's friends. "Sometimes we 

feel ostracised from all the friends we had." If contact becomes sporadic, 

kie& and 4%sdies may drift away (Charmaz, 1991). The women may ais0 
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begui to feel that *e load which was once manageable may become too heavy 

after awhiIe, and it may feel Like there is no one Ieft to c d  on for heIp, since 

they have distanced thqmselves from their networks. 

On a very intense personal level, women spoke to me about the very 

frightenîng, senous phases of their own andlor their partner's illness. When 

asked how their ilIness experiences might be different without their partners' 

support, many women became overwhelmed with an outpouring of strong 

emotions. Many of the participants share very strong commitments and deep 

love for one another. In times of crisis, many of these women do give up 

their own lives and interests in order to focus on their partner's health issue. 

WMe many women articulate both how important it is to be a healthy 

individual w i t h  a relationship, and to access support £rom outside the 

relationship, when it .cornes to facing a senous health issue, most women 

corne to a point at wbidi ïndividuality and separateness may be overlooked 

for a time. Participants admit that during some points, they became 

completely involved in the care of their ilI or disabled partner. Sandy 

1 am excused. 1 excu-f. Catwer i s w u  1 d s m .  Cancer is 
my work. Barbara's swiw &&OF'S appoinimenk, F F W ~ ~ ~ S .  
M y  *gs .  Our w&hg togethep. AL& d it hasbeeome my centrd 
activity. Cancer swahws  upthe-stir d m y  && irtsi~~taks-its 
presence everywhere. Nothing remains untouched. Inviolate. 
So 1 am excused. 1 dm'+wantte-beseparate--nov~. Time is too 
valuable. 1 WU be sef3arate s- emug& 1 antexcused. 1 excuse myself 
from autonomy. 1 need to yield, to dlow the dependence on this 
woman who has become my Me. (Butler & Rosenblum, 1991: 48) 

Many of the women Say they could not bear to think about what the 

experience of illness would have been like without the support of their 

partners. A few even credited their partner's support as the one thing that 



kept them alive at yarious points. When 1 asked Adneme how she thought 

it would be different if Dar's support had not existed in her life,. she 

immediately responded, 

1 think 1 wodd haveMa- heakdown a long time ago if 1 
-&&eww&-I dort'+thi&I wouidbeabkto- 

function emotiondy ... 1 don't h w  ïf 1 couid go on. 

A m  answered quietly and seriously about Diane's support, "She's my support 

and vice versa. If she wasn't there, I wouldn't be ative today. Pd just be a shell. 

Partners and the support they p v i d e  are crucial for many women who cope 

with serious health issues. With parbers as the main providers of support, 

many participants feel they could not have made it through the experience 

without their partner. 

Participants cite ~ ~ a I  kinds of support that they provided or received 

in the face of a serious hedth issue. Women's partners were usudy the main 

source of support, providing emotiond, instrumental, informational and 

appraisal support (House, 1990). Not surprisingly, several women said that 

their well-being depends lwgely on the support of their p m e r s .  

The most common type of support discussed by participants was 

emotional support. Most I>itPticipants felt that the existence of emotional 

support is extremely important to their general weU-being. Emotiond 

support is most often provided by partners. For the women who were 

involved in relationships that they considered positive and supportive, it was 

a comfort simply knowing that they had that one person there with whom 

they could talk, cry, and face daily challenges. Even while enduring stressful 

health conditions, women expressed being comforted by knowing the* 

partners loved and cared for them. 

While Rene was undergohg treatment for cancer, her emotiond 
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connection with Jamie inueased tremendously. 

Just being together with her waç;..wow. Çhe- was just- tkre-.. ai l  the 
tirne, you know? .We haMt b e e  togeeher that Long before ail this 
happened, and uh .... even though y= ta&- sepport and id& that stt&, 
and '1 love you,' and-whatev er... yotl M t  knmv mti4 yoff- go tkougii 
something like this, how-much is-Éhere? And uh, the caring and 
suppo rt... And like, f W the W s -  are- inipo~tiuit - tellIng each other 
you care, and st~ff..;And-hearing'~Hove y-," every day is 
great! It was so go&+ehavehei. there. A l& of her being there helped 
me to maintain my He... I think if 1 didn't have her, um, I rnight have 
found myself going to my parents, and 1 don't think that would have 
been a positive situation at d. 

f%drieme and- Dar bkh- d d -  6 fiedth issues. Adrieme revealed her 

method of being emotionally supportive and keeping communication open 

in the relationship with Dar. 

Sometimes she'Il sapr shds dcay, but 1 knew uriderrieath çhe's not. 
ARd W s  hard tok sqqm-tive in a way so that the other pe~x>n dwdt 
feel like you're prying M. pttskting or &yirtg tepuil SM out- of the= 
that they donrt wan- trdk abut. Yve tewRed b k i d  4 Iet it be if she 
d~esft't want-b-kk ShdHakwkenske'sreâdy. Ço, r n j ~  approadtte 
Dar now is compassion, support, patieneeaRd Jeve-.. and just being 
there if or when she wants to t a k  

Lesbians participating . . in the study con£irm that ihess  and disabüity 

are easier to deal with if one has a partner who is emotional-y supportive. 

Emotionai support £rom a partner was described as beïng more significant 

than having extra money, a nice home, or having tasks done for them. Those 

women who did not receive what they perceived to be adequate emotiorial 

support from their pariners fomd that absence difficult to ded with, and to 

taik about. Theresa is not satisfied with the support she receives from her 

partner. While her partner provides some types of instrumental support, 

there is no emotional availability. Theresa explains what it fëels Like to be in 

this relationship: 
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No ..... 1 don? feel satisfied at d. IYs me, sort of, "Do you accept what's 
happening in your He?" E need toaeeept whavs happening, because 
Pve hied many m e s  to b v e ,  and thwghe about al1 the options, and 
you know, (sigh) I'm here-dy berause I rieed to be here. Because I've 
looked at alI the other possibi&ies- and can't do it rïght now. ... Ço, no, 
ifs not great but y0tt know-..; I'm grtW h t  she's here and I have a 
roof over my head, and .... but no. it's hasn't been a satisfying coupleship 
for a Long time. 

Along with emtional support, the women in the study mentioned 

instrumental help as something that their partners most often provide. 

Participants found that the various instrumental supports provided by their 

partners (e-g., cooking, deaning grocery shopping, and taking on more duties 

with the duldren) helped them t~ carry out day-to-day Living. 

When Ann was in hospital, Diane helped her with the financial cos& 

of being U, and took over some of Ann's shifts at work. When Hazel was 

disabled due to her ankle, leg and hip, Sirshu cooked ail the meds and 

cieaned their home. Sirshu also assisted with Hazel's mobilîty issues, 

induding taking her to and h m  the bathroorn, and in and out of the car if 

Hazel had to leave the house. Jiu look after the yard and the major cleaning 

in the house, while Jane cooks the meals. When Penni was dealing with 

mental health issues, Rosie took the children for drives or to the park in 

order for Penni to have some quiet time in the house. When Rosie herself 

was struggling with her addiction, Penni looked d e r  Rosie's children, and 

helped Rosie manage her household. 

Many women in the study found it helphl when their partners 

accompanied them to medicd appointment.. Dnving and accompanying 

one's partner to an appoinbnent is not ody an instrumentai support, but also 

often makes it easier for patients to rernember the information given to 

them, to make sense of that information, and to feel more cornfortable asking 
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questions of medicd professionals. 

Another important type of support is providing information and 

resources. When Ann was in the hospitd, Diane searched for information 

about Ann's condition in the biology textbooks she had used in University a 

few years earlier. AM and Diane were better able to speak with and 

understand doctors once they were prepared with the knowledge that Diane 

sought. Likewise, Japie Iocated information about the different types and 

stages of lymphatic cancer, and shared it with Rene. Rosie found it heIpM to 

meet with people at the Addictions Foundation of Manitoba to learn more 

ahout- the- effeds. of addidons- on k i m i k  bath fm her o m -  benefit, and so she 

codd share that valuable information with Perini. 

Appraisd support indudes affirmation, feedbadc, and social 

cornparison. The women in the study thought of many examples where their 

partners were able to offer this kind of assistance. After A m  was released 

from hospitai, Diane continuousiy remùided her not to worry about money, 

bills, or work, saying: "Don't worry about it - just get better. ThaVs your job." 

Sarah, who iives with a chronic condition, finds it heIpful that during her 

low times, Kate provides positive affirmation, such as: 'You're doing a good 

job. Ifs not your fault that you're sick. IVs not a personal fadure." As D a m  

had dedt with her own mental health issues for many more years than Leigh, 

she was able to draw upon her own experiences to help Leigh make sense of 

sorne of the feelings and questions she had about depression. Most of the 

women find that appraisd support goes dong dosely with emotional 

support. A parhier who is able to be emotionaiIy supportive is more Iikely to 

offer appraisal and positive encouragement to the parfner who is si& 

The existence of social support £rom partners is critical to maintainhg 



a healthy relationship. 

Participants Say it can be overwheImuig to cope with the sudden 

changes of a health crisis. Couples describe the tensions of deaiing with 

illness, and they portray the challenges they face when each partner copes 

differently. AU the women discussed the impacts of health changes on their 

careers and education. Participants share a mu< of emotions about the future, 

uiduding frustration, hopt$essness, worry and fear. 

AU of the women i n t e ~ e w e d  agree that the onset of an iuness or 

disability interrupts a couple's Life for better or for worse. Despite differences 

in style and copuig, d l  Say that when a hedth crisis occurç, the balance in the 

relationship and in every day responsibilities needs to be shifted. The partner 

who is well must take on more roles, and when balance and power are 

changed, both partners may face some stress or aruriety. There were many 

depictions of "shifts" in power between partners, and feelings of dependence. 

Relating these shiftulg notions of power and dependency to me in the 

interview setting came easily for rnany, as most of the women had aIready 

articdated these feelings, patterns and dynamics to their partners. 

Many women "took the role of the other" when shifts occurred in their 

relationships, and hied to make their partners feel more secure about losing 

some power or becoming dependent in some way. Many shiftç have to do 

with one partner's health condition and its effects on the si& woman's 

absties. 

Women in the study Like Adrienne, Jamie and Sarah spoke about being 

overwhelmed by the initial diagnosis of their own or their partner's serious 

acute illness. Jamie recounts the moment Rene was diagnosed with a serious 

type of cancer. She describes her imrnediate feehg of a need for a shift in 



balance. 

1 just remember feeling redy  ovenvhelmed! 1 Mt, you know, like, Yve 
got to take care of everything, 1 got to take care of her, Pve got to take 
care of you know, all the menid tasks in Pve got to work stilI, and 
you know, continue and put on a smiley face and - and ..... 1 
just .... xemember feeling, yeah .... redy  overwhelmed ... 

Sirshu echoes the feelings of Jamie, feeling stress that what was once divided 

evenly in the relationship now feu solely upon her, when her partner, Hazel 

was injured. fWsually we shared tasks, and then, aU of a sudden, I was doing 

it ALL. And yeah ... that caused some s&ess." 

AM and Diane Say that when Ann becarne seriously il1 in a very short 

period of the ,  the balance was quite dismpted. Diane began to work around 

the dock, heading towards exhaustion. She took over Ann's tasks at home 

and at their common workplace, organizing information regarding Ann's 

condition, and spending every possible moment at the hospital. Once home 

frorn the hospita& Ann reniembers how hard it was not to step up to do her 

equal share of the work. Since AM was so ill and her recovery so slow, the 

pair negotiated that Ann's primary "job" at that point was to focus on getting 

well, and not to worry about o h  tasks. 

In Good Davs. Bad Davs, a book about living with chronic illness, 

Charmaz says that "immersion in illness means experienchg the 

Mùnerability of one's body: facing dependenq" (Charmaz, 1991: 80). Several 

of the women said that it is difficdt to feel as if one is dependent on another 

person, thus it is helpful if the weII parher is understanding, and reaüzes 

that this imbalance in power needs to exist during the acute stages of an 

ihess or disabitity, but is, in most cases, temporary. 

Sarah and Kate jokingly report that their lives have been fzed with 



crisis since they began to see each other four years ago. They have had several 

different periods in their relationship when dynamics shifted dramaticdy, 

due to their health conditions. Sarah recounts a time when she says the 

dynamics of power and dependency changed. She and Kate verbally 

negotiated what this change in the balance of their relationship would look 

me. Sarah expands, 

This question takes me back, too, to the beginning of our relationship, 
when Kate entered into a k i d  of persemai eriçisand weh.ied to be 
r edy  explicit at that point, Uiat we were- s-g up some dynamics that 
we didn't want to bepermane~t-in our relathnship. Ço, it  was dear for 
a given period of time, and we- dorr't b w  how lofig %ers going to 
be a power imbalance for a whde b d  OE reasms. Like, because I'm 
working and she's not Because she's in an emotional critis and I'm 
not, like for a whok bunch of reasons. 

When partners feel they cm relate somehow to the person going 

through the health crisis, it is easier for them to provide support. 

Understanding that one person is more vulnerable, and articulating that the 

relationship's balance might be dismpted for awhile is important when 

supporting a partn~r through a health crisis. Adneme and Dar understand 

this, as they had a dramatjc change in their lives when Dar stopped working. 

Finances have been hard ... Dar's not working- She dedared 
bankruptcy .... Sometimes ifs hard being the sole wage-earner. I fs  a 
little better now because she is getting money from EI. She was on 
Soad Assistance for awhüe which just tore her apart - right apart 1 can 
understand that If I was on Social Assistance after years of eaming 
money as a nurse I wodd feel the sarne way. And SO, Pm telling her, "It 
can happen to anybody," that kind of thing. 

For Sarah the hardest thing about having balance shifting around is the 

feeling of powerlessness. Whether one is the ill partner who cannot maintain 

the same tasks and responsibility in the relationship, or one is the welI 

pariner who has no power to improve life for the other, it is d.i£ficult to adapt 



to these fypes of shifts. As Dawn says of her experience with her own and 

Leigh's depression, 'Tt's awfd, like you can't just give your partner an ice pack 

or an aspirin to make her better." Living with a pariner who is iII can be 

fnistrating on many levels. Shifts to the balance of a relationship may be 

hiightening and challenging for lesbian partners. 

Many partiàpjmts who are dealing with their own heaith issues feel , 

that they do reciproçate support to their "caretaking" partner, and many of the 

same types of supports already discussed emerge (Le, emotional çupport, 

instrumental help). Louise experiences severe chronic pain, and admits the 

balance is not even in her relationship with Thelma because of Louise's 

Limitations. However, Louise reIates that she hies to reciprocate support for 

her partner in whatever ways she is able: 

Well, 1 think Pm there for her emotionally p r e q  weLI all the time. At 
tirnes, when she's n ~ t  feeling that great, 1 try, you how, to keep Jen 
[teenage daughter] ....... away kom her, leYs Say, or distracted. Or just Let 
her know, you know, "Jen, she's not feeling good. Maybe you could 
leave her alone. You don? need to c d  her every £ive minutes ..." S M  
Like that. And if she [Thelma] needs to come home from work and 
vent and stufftuff... absolutely. And Pl1 like come and make supper, 
whatever. Keep the peace. 

At times the stress of the relationship and a breakdown in 

communication rnay make it difficdt to support a partrier. Taking the role of 

the other, and trying to understand how one's partner is feeling may be 

difficult, especidy if one has never experienced a chronic health problem. 

When we taked about support in their relationship, JiLl aclaiowledged 

frustration with Jane, and Jane responded,''I thuik the difficult thing is that I 

iive with this illness every day and she doesn't," and Jill replied,"That's not 

me,  1 do, too!" Jane proceeded to explain,"WeIl, you do, but you don't live 

with it in my body." Jane's partner JU has a difficult time understanding the 
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nature of the Jane's chronic ihess. During the interview, both women are 

clearly frustrated as Jane tries to explain what it is like to deal with an iIlness. 

Jane describes Jill as "emotiondy unavailabIe," and Jane says she is unabIe to 

comUNcate effedively how draining the IIlness is in her daily life. 

Jane Pve been fatigued sinee A@, & 3% knew that Ço, 1 figured it was a 
Little redundant to say, every- &y, "WeE, Pm tired. I've been tired for 
this many months now." It seemed obvious to me. 

Jane's experience is evidently not as clear to Jill, who replies, 

Ji11 Well, obviously it wasn't that obvious to me. Fatigue goes up and 
d m  - It's ROt- constant. 

Jane WelI, it feds constant to me. 

Jane realizes that her ilùiess "is real, and if3 not going away, and iVs 

impacting," while JilI seems unable to accep t this fact and move on with it. 

Because the two are at different places in Uieir acceptance of the health issue 

and its impact on their lives, it makes it very difncdt to support each other 

emotiondy and deal honestly with issues together. Their lack of 

communication and understanding leads to great fnisfration for both of the 

women. Each said that she h d s  it difficult to provide emotional support for 

the o+her. 

Participants agree that a supportive parhier is very beneficid during a 

difficult health experience. Since having the experience of supporting each 

other emotiondy through a health aisis, many couples even fïnd that their 

relationships are soiïdified. Jamie shares, 

Ifs a positive ... J can't think of a negative thing that you know, had 
an effect on our relationship. It's brought us doser together, and 1 just 
feel Like we can conquer anythuig now. You know, we'U get through ... 
hey, honey? 



Diane said, 'T didn't think I was able to love her any more than I had pnor to 

the ihess  but it just keeps m growing ...." 

While some couples h d  ta\& comnitments solidiaed and 

strengthened by coping through a health problem together, some 

relationships become very strained from the extra stresses associated with 

dealing with serious health issues. The stress on an individual or couple 

dealuig with a difncult health condition may result in fears about the stabiliv 

of the relationship. Some participants Say that the experience of an ihess, 

and needuig to cornmunicate and be supportive causes them to see thW 

relationship in a more rei$îstic, and sometirnes more negative way. 

Jane and Jiu each describe different tensions they face around relating 

as a couple. When I asked Jane and Jill how Jane's illness had affeded their 

relationship and cornmitment to each other, Jane responded matter-of-factiy, 

and without hesitation, "Oh, 1 expect her ta leave me any day." Jiu was 

shodced, and repeated the phrase in question form back to Jane. At this point 

in the interview, Jane and Jill entered a didogue among themselves, and Jane 

shared with Jiu some of her fears around this issue. She told JiII that she 

sensed JWs frustration and anger at her for being si&. Ji11 did not deny these 

feelings. 

In this sample, the majority of partiapants Say it wouId have been 

harder, lonelier, more devastating, and more draining had they gone Uirough 

their health crisis without the support of their partner. Some women are 

quite certain that without their partner's support in their relationship, they 

would either be in hospital, more ill (physicdy and mentally) or dead. 

Indeed, many women Say their well-being is due in large part to the support 

of their partners. This finding, that people in positive marriage-type 



relationships feel a greater sense of well-being, and cope better than 

Uidividuals, is similar to dassic studies of social support with heteroseniaIs, 

such as Lin & Westcott (1991). While many women Say it is important to 

maintain individuality when possible, in times of crisis, couples may become 

focussed o d  y on their immediate situation, Le, serious health issues. 

Summary 

The stress faced by these lesbian couples deaLing with illness is quite 

high, and haWig to take time off of work or sdiool is incredibly dificdt for 

many of the women. Not only did taking time off work add strain to their 

lives, but it was demoralizing for some women. In generai, Iesbians face a 

double-bind because they do not confonn as stereotypical women. If they are 

not out in the workplace as Iesbians, they are oEten viewed as "single" 

women, due to a cultural lack of understanding of the experiences of lesbianç 

and their iives. Thus, the demands on lesbians' time due to iUness or 

caregiving may not be recognized, and they may find it difficult to take tune 

off work. If they are out at work as Iesbians, then they may fear losing theV 

jobs, or d e a h g  with discriminatory attitudes from CO-workers, dients and 

supervisors. 

Stress is compounded when lesbians feeI they are unable to talk with 

others about theV situations and h d  outside supports. When lesbians 

expenence stigmas and do not feel comfortable being open about their lives, it 

becomes highly stressful for them to cope. WMe heterosenial couples may 

take for granted receiving family support, and speakîng openiy without fear 

about their experiences, .these are not guaranteed to lesbians. Womes and 

fears escalate when a lesbian couple faces illness, and when nothing feels 



secure, stress increases. 

Women did a great ded of thinking about what i t  means to be healthy 

as an individual and as part of a couple. A strong relationship often buffers 

the additional strain that illness places on people's fïves. Participants 

described the qualities and actions that they believe make relationships 

healthy, including commUTùcation and support. Many lesbians recognize and 

aclçnowledge the steps they take to maintain healthy relationships, 

particularly after the balance has been shifted due to ihess. Couples also 

identify factors which complicate the process of restoring balance in a 

relationship. Sorne women corne to see that their relationships are not 

healthy, and they are u n m e  about their futures. 

Participants' relationçhips have ail been tested after facing major health 

aises. In coping with this stress, what women Say is that where there is 

emotional support exchanged between partners, the strain of illness is 

buffered. Couples fa&. futures with chronic illness deal with their own 

unique questions around identity. Social support within lesbian relationships 

is essential to coping effectively with stress and ïLlness. 

While this discussion points to the importance of a foundation of 

support in the couple, Lesbians facing health issues also need the support of 

others. It is to a discussion of the many S p e s  of social supports and the 

various sources of support outside couples' relationships that 1 wiU now turn. 



Cha~ter Six: Social Sup~ort  and Social Networks Outside of Women's 

P n m ~  Relationshi~s 

A soaal network is deçcribed by McKinlay (1980: 82) as "that set of 

contacts with relativesf friends, neighbors, etc. through which individuals 

maintain a soaal identity and receive emotiond support, material aid, 

services and information, and develop new social contacts-ff 1 asked women 

about the contribution of rtifferent types of networks and support to their 

various experiences of health and ilhess. Pmtiûpants share some negative 

and positive experiences with regards to their soaal networks and the support 

they provide. 

Lesbirrns' Nefioorks 

Most often, wornen in this sttxdy ate other Iesbians as the main source 

of support in their informd social networks. More specifically, rnost 

participantsf hiendship networks involved other lesbian couples. Once they 

had corne out, participants Say they met other lesbians through sports, 

support groups, and cornmunity groups. In aImost d cases, lesbian friends 

were mentioned as people who ranked higher in social networks than family, 

and Iower than paroiers. Some participants were distant from theïr families 

because of the family's inability to accept thek sexual orientation or their 

health condition (e-g., mental ilIness). Some women, like Rene and Kate, 

describe long histories of family confLict that has Little to do with sexual 

orientation, but which has a lasting impact on the farnily's ûbilify to support 

thc?m_Qthec ~ 0 1 1 ~ e n , l i k P ~ . w e r e n a t .  too ho lved  witk their families 

simply due to geographic location. Some women, like Dawn,. Louise and 



Penni, remained dose to their families of origin. 

Most partiapants said that to have a supportive soaal network 

induding non-family rnembers is extremely important, especially durhg 

health aises. When lesbians corne out, they may create a "farnily of choice" 

made up of other community members of varying ages and genders. If they 

have been isolated from their family because of senial orientation, the 

support from this family of choice becomes especïdly important. Most of the 

partiapants had soàaï networks made up of close friends. Each network 

ranged in size (£rom two to over 20 people) and type of support provided. 

Even when famiIy of origin support was present, many women Say they are 

emotiondy doser to fheir "chosen family" than they are to their families of 

origin. 

In this sampIe, most families of choice included other lesbians alrnost 

exdusively. Mmost every one of the women mentioned how satisfying it is 

to have friends to talk to, go out with, or depend on for other fypes of support. 

In general, friends in participants' social networks provided the entire range 

of supports. Rene and lamie's hiends offered a variety of supports during 

Rene's ihess. D e h g  with cancer, Rene found she often needed different 

fypes of support £rom the network than did Jane. While Rene wanted to go 

for coffee with fnends and be able to laugh and make light of the cancer, 

Jarnie needed Mends' emotional support and appraisal to help ded with her 

own fears. Rene depended on Jamie for emotiond support, but Jamie turned 

elsewhere for this type of support. The network they shared was good at 

assessing what the parfners needed and when, without being asked. Members 

of the network were able to offer different ty-pes of support to Jamie and Rene 

at varying points throughout the ihess. 



Dar and Adrienne, dong with Sarah and Kate, also find that their 

informal fnendship networks cmsist mostly of lesbian fnends. They Say that 

this group offered the most valuable types of supports. Kate describes the End 

of support she appreciated receiving from her friends. 

People who could c m  an& REALLY t& about it. People who were 
stressed by the en*e experience were not helphil, but generaily it was 
the people in our liyes whowere fak& gr-ded that were helpful. 
The people who wepsh.esse& ha own Iives were not redly so 
hdpful, nor were the people who needed to be made feel better by the 
situation. 

Sarah also commented that while theV lesbian Mends are helpful in the 

sense of being ernotionally supportive, those Mends who are chi ldes  did not 

recognize the added stress of looking after kids when one is tick, and did not 

think of providing i n s v e n t a l  support such as child care. 

Most of the women Say they share the same network of friends as their 

parhiers, aithough they may have a couple of individual Mends from work. 

While couples most often share one network, sometimes one parhier is more 

social by nature, or cdIs on the nehvork more frequently for support. For 

example, Kate says she is better at reaching out for help, while Sarah, who 

describes herself as an introvert, prefers to depend only on herself and Kate. 

Likewise, Dawn is less apt to use the network of fnends that she and Leigh 

share, partly because she does not drink so~ally, as the group does. However, 

D a w n  does feel supported by the group, and is getting better at calling on the 

group for help. 

Leigh has the support of the friends that we have, and she draws on 
that more than 1 do setha&dcaj~, F m ,  she-'sahwed b-do%&. 
And that actually helps me, 1 mean, if 1 ever need it 1 just tell thern, 
"Could you corne over and help me?" you know, or 1 go, "Could you 
cnme over a n d l o o k  after her?'! andin the. last six months, we've had 
to draw fiom o u  support network extensively .... like spending the 



night, going to the hospital ... 

Jane does not seek out a great deal of support kom her network, and 

prefers not to dwell too mu& on her illness. She realizes that in a crisis, she 

and Jill have a strong soaal nefwork to depend on, and although she chooses 

not to access help Erom the group at this t h e ,  she adaiowledges the support. 

f cto feer that they are supportive and W y  wouid be very supportive in 
very concrete kinds of ways, instpttEnen-td tasks and stuff- They would 
r edy  be quite supportive, and some of them even now, around the 
emotiond stuff, are okay. 

Kate reflects on the difficulty for lesbians in having a soad support network 

of other lesbians, given the streçs they are aIl faced with in daily Me: 

%wwM issallkkd-ofse# rip asswnhg that we have family support 
They're asçuming yctasésng~honie &be cared for by your famity. 
And for a lot of lesbiiatç, they dgdt  have farnily support because of 
~ ~ t - J o r i . ~ ~ ,  friendsare great, but you how,  so many 
of our fnends are in &Y own crises and.., 1 think it's just hard to be a 
lesbian. 1 just think that I've workecl-rdy hard to try and have a 
supportive comrnunity around me and it's hard to sustain that and 
there were a lot of supporfive people around me when 1 was sick 
and that was great 1 sort of compare it, you know, how poverty impacts 
on weU-being because you don't have so many reçources in your Iife. 
W d ,  1 wouldn't Say that I'm like a poor person, but there is a poverty 
of resources when you're a Iesbian. You have to work hard to make 
your own community. It's not built in. And when you're tired, or 
si&..... it's everrhader. 

Support from Families of Origin 

Even when wornen had contact with their families, and support was 

available, most women still tended to rely first on partners, then on friends, 

and then on family for social support. Thelma explains: 

It's interesting about the Mends thing, because ... 1 am r e d y  close with 
my mom and my brother, and they're very supportive .... but it's the 
hiends that I go to. 



Only one couple ha@ adult dùldren, and Diane says that her daughter was 

wonderful d w k g  the time that Ann was dl. Ann boasts 

she took over everyt-iig - the  ~~, she drwe whes DIIwe h& 
no sleep and was afraid to drive because she was so tired. She worked 
and helped out as mu& as she codd  ... She was there. She ignored her 
&and came-te her- nf s - side. 

There seemed to be a dear division between hiends and family, and 

the types of support provided by each. Accordhg to the women in this study, 

frïends generally prmded adequate emotional support and appraisal support, 

while families, if in the picture at d, were more apt to provide instrumental 

supports such as diild care, meal preparation, and dnving. A couple of 

participants cite family members who are supportive in different ways, 

induding seardiing for information, and spending tirne relaxhg with 

participants. Howeyer, most women in this shidy had little to Say about the 

support of family during heaith crises and its impact on their weU-being. 

Either families were out of town, participants were not emotiondy dose to 

them, or families were close by but were simply not able to provide the most 

effective social support for participants. 

Some women do not have any famiIy support during a time of crisis 

for themselves or their partner. Jamie almost lost her entire family when she 

came out to them several years ago. She informed them later that she was not 

a lesbian, and the family welcomed her badc Then in 1999, unprepared to Iose 

family ties again, but faced with a partner whose iUness was terminal, Jamie 

had no support. Jamie was not out to her family, thus she could not access the 

same types of support thaf may be taken for granted by some other couples. 

Leigh's family does not know about her mental health issues. Her 

parents responded very negatively and with judgment when a family 



member was dealing with depression, and so Leigh has felt unable to talk 

about her own depression openly with them. However, she finds that 

dthough her parher Dawn's parents live in another province, their 

ernotional support in phone calls and letters, and during holidays is quite 

valuable. Even the perception that support exists is an important feahve of 

feeling supported. Leigh illustrates this when she speaks about Dawnfs f d y :  

Her f d y ,  actually, is an extension of Dawn, and dso, her family has 
been a big support to me. Yeah, irs just Like unconditional support 
from her and her farniiy. I know they wilI dways be there ... 

Sometimes, even when a couple is not certain how farnily members 

wiII respond, the need for support becomes too important to wony about 

secrets. In their attempts to have a M d ,  Dannie and Sam negotiated who 

they would tell, and how, as they became engaged in the process. 

T h P r e w a s - a b i d  ~ - w ~  ME d t e l L  OUE moms because 
they wodd worry, M we did.... and a & d # wasthat K felt like it was 
an emotiond joumey thqt we were ping on, and what if it doesn't 
work? We need the-& of eur-kk& a d  fandies, & ig &y 
donrt know whaYs *-on in ouz Li- - our friends and family - then 
how can we expect them to support us? And so, we deàded to tel1 
them. 

In sum, while families offered some types of support to many 

partiapants, they were never considered the main source of support. 

Weuk Ties Who Provide Unexpected Support 

Many participants received surprises in tenns of social support coming 

from a person or group from which support was not expected. Such support is 

very meaningful when one is ûyhg  to make it through a crisis. AImost every 

woman who partiapated could think of at least one "weak tie" (Granovetter, 

1973) that helped in some way while she or her partner were dealing with the 
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stress of a dificult health condition. Weak ties were CO-workers, relatives, and 

£ciends kam. outaf_tawnXk -had eiîhernot seen the weak tie for a 

Long thne, or were not usuaily very emotiondy dose with them. Participants 

themselves Say they would not have cdled upon these weak ties for support. 

Jamie was not out at work, but found that her supervisor was quite 

supportive and understanding: 

I was prew sure he was on to me and stuff, and he suggested that I 
d c h  over b a n & e s i t e s s L d " b e  able to m-home at a 
momenfs notice if yms roorrrmate g& si&" And when he knew - like 
the day we were w- for the news to corne in, and I got there to 
show up for the b e m g  of m y  shift and he sent me home like an 
hour into it He said, "Take the whole day off - youflI need it." 

Penni and Rosie Say that despite the fairly regular homophobia they 

experience in their smail town, there were two weak ties who proved to be 

supportive in significant ways: the minister, who provided counselhg for 

them for a short time (even though they do not have any religious 

affiliation), and the wife of Penni's manager at work. Penni d e s d e s  a feeling 

of relief that at ieast two people were willing to provide emotiond and 

appraisal support to pelp the couple deal with their problems. 

Many womenfs weak ties helped out hancially. Rene and Jamie were 

experienang some financial difficulties, and when two acquaintances leamed 

of this, they gave Rene and Jamie a cheque for $1,000. The couple was quite 

shocked as they were not dose fiends. Rene explains her relationship with 

They're not dose friends or anything, they're just acquaintances, you 
know ... 1 used to be doser to them, but um ..... it just slacked off. They are 
sort of the kind of people that take people under their wing, like when 
I k t  came out and so then I was a little doser to them and then as 1 got 
more comfortable with the community and coming out and whatever, 
they just sort of ...y ou know, went back into the woodwork .... and I 



mean, they're just g o d  people. 

Ann and Diane work together, and Mice the word spread that Ann was 

si&, something surpnsing happened. A group of women in the community, 

only some of whom were fnends of Ann's, raised money through their 

informal network to help with some of her medical costs. 

Siblings and other more distant relatives were often weak ties who 

provided important social support. Sarah's brother and his parnier came to 

visit h m  during a time when both Kate and Sarah were unwell. They 

affPrecLafrln timP~thPcnnstanLfocus.onjlIness, 1ooked.after the 

children, and tookcare of household duties for a week. 

Jane says that whatshe fhds quite comforting is the understanding and 

a sense of a shared experience she finds when she occationalIy visits with her 

friend from another provipe. 

Z-$e_4weaarieEEd_*--a-of &LWEL& ks*. ~~ illness, 
and 1 find her good W te grou know... when L feeL m e - r e d y  
shakuig someone..... part; ofiit i s E  d e d k  k e  bsay a lot. Shdsbeen 
&&dy il5 i. a VueV long tirne. Se, y- €art Say like whatever. IYs 
nice to have someow wbhwvs  -wheFe yw're coming h m .  OF, I 
went for a walk wi- waAk-++e&ky an8 E dienit 
feel like we had to --&& beause of me. I Mt h t  we-botk 
needed to turn around because it was enough. 

Another group that often provides social support as weak ties are ex- 

partners. Several women noted that ex-girlfriends, and in one case, an ex- 

husband, were exhemely supportive in helping to deal with the effects of the 

health condition. Past partners, having known participants over a longer 

period of time, are able to provide some emotional support, appraisal, 

information sharing, and instrumental support. In several cases, past female 

parbers are induded in the lesbian couple's shared Mendship network. 
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The appearance ~f weak ties and the support they offered for these 

participants is beneficial not only in terms of whatever irnmediate relief the 

support provides, but also because they offer emotional satisfaction to 

participants. Each partiapant identified at least one weak ue. Participants Say 

they felt surprised and pleased that support was received from someone from 

whom there was no consideration or expectation of support 

Disappoint ments from Social' Networks 

Along with surprises in support which pleased participants, a few 

women also experienced disappointments in informal support systems. 

Women in the study may feel let down when expected supporters do not 

respond at ail to their heaith condition, or do so inappropriately. One male 

fFien& of-We's-wwmable tacorne- ta terms-.with-the seriousness--of her 

iUness and did not visit her even once after hearing about her health 

condition. She says that the news of her iIlness elicited quite a range of 

responses from her Wendship network: 

It reaily brought interestingresponses from people, and some of it was 
kind of sad, you know ... especially because some of my Mends are in 
+k&stry....- ,and- swing them not respond, well .-. that was really 
disappointing. 

Rene also found that some people responded inappropriately to her 

while she was undergoing freabnent She wanted to maintain a positive 

outlook, and to not focus on the negative aspects of her cancer. Some people 

she encountered and hoped she could count on to be positive with her 

wanted only to a-y with her, tell stories about others who had died hom 

cancer, and speak in very "negative, dreary" terms. 

Jane is also disappointed and uncornfortable when people do not 
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respond appropriat~ly to her illness. She considers her illness a very personal 

aspect of her life, and d o s  not share details about it openly with those dose to 

her or with strangers. People who attempt to be supportive by taiking about 

ïUnesses ail the time only irritate and disappoint Jane. In her goal to to 

continue working, and to be as independent as possible, she does not 

appreciate help which she sees as underrnining her ability to do things for 

hesself. 

When support is expected but is not carrïed through, participants felt 

sad, confused and disappointed. 

Social Netzoorks Respond D p e r ~ n t I y  to Chronic Illnesses 

Women spoke differentiy about support from their networks 

depending on whether their ilhess was chronic or acute. In generai, women 

report that they receive more help during acute or aisis periods of their 

ïllnesses, and that support fades if conditions persist in a chronic nature. 

Women who experienced chronic ihesses, or whose acute conditions took 

longer than expected to heal often experienced disappointment that the 

support they received at the omet of their health struggles faded and in çome 

cases became almost non-existent the longer the illness progressed. 

When Ann was in the hospitd during an aacte penod in her illness, 

she received much support from lesbian and gay Mends. Rene was also weLI- 

supported while going through cancer. However, Jane, Kate, Louise, and 

Adrieme, who deal with long-term chronic conditions, experience support 

from the network differently. During the Bare-ups, exacerbations, or 

hospitalizations due to their Unesses, they are certain they would be able to 

access support. In the non-crisis h e s ,  though, that support is not so dearly 



defhed. Sarah is not surprised at the variations in support. 

1 know ehis is not u 7 ; b u . t  I tkak w ewperience w a s  
that in the crisis, in l$e-wor* aisis, w e  got quite a lot of support Once 
the immediate crisishadpaçsed, people w e ~  kind of not so supportive, 
but thaCs human notme... phone someone and say, 'We're 
on our way to the h~spita.1- codd you please corne over?" they tend to 
respond. When you .m-y, "Kate doeçn't feel well and is on the couch for 
the ninth week" e*, "Oh, Wstoebad." IYs net quite the 
same response of, "W, can we bring dimer?" or, "Can we take the 
kids?" 

Sirshu was disappointed that as Hazel's long recovery period went on 

after her f d ,  fewer friends came to visit. Sirshu would have liked it if people 

came over to spend tirne a Hazel so that she codd have some space alone: 

1 wodd have preferd a 4-ittfe more tirne just to do my own thing - 
&a book or +vh&we,-d  m& worr). abou$ k. Like Éhat one tirne, 
when 1 went out ... shefen. And if somebody had been there .... well 
then... I wouldn't have womed. 

W m e n  w h ~  Lve with a c h r ~ m d h  - .  
ess. are. h t r a t e h  that the nature 

of chronic illness is not widely understood. Participants Say their entire life is 

put on hold as they try to stay weU while living with a chronic illness. When 

fiends and farnily rnembers do not understand that chronic illnesses are not 

going away, it can be fnistrating. It is often a challenge to remind friends 

about fatigue, the difiïculty of making plans in advance, and the consequences 

of overextending oneself. Offien, Charmaz says, while people begin to cope, 

they often "tighten their essential relationships and loosen problematic bonds 

d d t i e s "  (199k 82). 

Living in a Rural Aren Affects Support 

Another factor that affects support is the experïence of Living in rural 

Manitoba. 1 interviewed two couples and one single woman from rural areas, 
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and there were some dear similarities, particularly around the issues of 

support. In rural communities, which are often more consenrative and 

homogeneous, anyone who does not conform to the noms, like lesbians, 

may face predictable sanctions. "They are gossiped about, shunned, ostracised, 

encouraged to Ieave, and they may face a& of violence." (Tiemann, Kennedy, 

Haga 1998: 63). Some researdiers even describe being Iesbian in a small- 

minded rural community as a health risk "l3ecause negative attitudes about 

lesbians and gays are nmat ive  in rural locales, being a known lesbian is 

potentidy hazardous to one's health (Tiemann, Kennedy, & Haga, 1998: 65; 

HPllek_91). 

Penni and Rosie Say that people in their s m d  town are less open- 

minded and more conservative. Tolerance of gays and lesbians may not exist 

in some rural areas. However, Penni daims that after living in her town for a 

number of years, people got to know her, and she gained their respect. 

Gradually, her senid orientation has become less of an issue, and she feels 

she is now judged on her character and not her sema1 orientation. Penni and 

Rosie like where they live and speak of the benefits of raising children in a 

small town. She relates that because "everyone hows" that her children's 

mother is gay, and there are not a lot of people rnoving in and out of town, at 

Ieast the diildren do not constantly meet new people and have to explain the 

famiiy situation over and over again. 

Some people, Like Theresa, feel isolated living in mal areas, and rarely 

find other gay or Iesbian people with whom to soàalize. She wishes she had a 

social network she could count on for support. However, while rural women 

said that having a soaal network in dose proxïmity was important, 

particularly when they are unwelI, they do not expect to have many other 



lesbians in their networks. They agree that it is rarely possible to have a 

network of other lesbians in a rural area. Most often, women travel to larger 

towns or d i e s  to se9 Iesbian networks, however, if one does not have a car, or 

money for child care, this is a Luxury that is not possible. The few rural 

participants in this study have mostly heterosexual networks. 

Summary 

Social support means different things to different people. For this 

sample, the existence of emotional support is key to maintainhg well-being. 

Partners of il1 women are most often cited as the main providers of support. 

Participants also receive support hom the* networks, which most often 

indude other lesbians, and sometimes farnily or heterosexual hiends. 

Support may fail or change if an illness is chronic rather than acute, or if 

people in the network are unprepared for dealing with the serious nature of 

an illness. Lesbians in rural areas do not find as much support, particularly 

£rom other lesbians as participants fiom the city. Clearly, social networks and 

the support they provide are important when frying to deal with a serious 

health issue, although the support of a partner is considered more important- 

While most participants admitted they tend to rely primarily on their 

partners for support, they admit that it is still helpfui for alI of them that they 

also be in, and have access to support h-om, a soaal network. 

Participants who are il1 or disabled will also corne into contact with and 

rely on support from health care and social service providers. The next 

chapter examines women's varied experiences and interactions with health 

care professionals in Manitoba. 



Cha~ter  Seven: Interaction ~ 6 t h  HeaIth Care Providers 

When a person is i11,often they must be in contact with health care 

professionals more hequently. Women in this study had mixed expenences 

when they sought support from forrnal services such as hedth care providers. 

Some participants report fairly positive experiences, but most ated at least 

one negative experience with a health care provider in which they feeeel they 

were discriminated against because of their senial orientation. Some theorise 

that they were treated poorly because of homophobia, heterosexism, and/or 

selasm. AI1 of the participants agree that there is a need on the part of seMce 

providers for greater understanding of lesbians' lives, and a need for 

acceptance and indusivity. 

Positive Experiences with Health Care Providers 

Some lesbians in the study Say they have had positive experiences with 

health care providers. Çome women exped and demand this w e  of 

freatment, while others are surprised when it occurs. When Adrieme had a 

supportive, positive experience with a nurse during one of Dar's 

hospitalizations, she was totdy caught off guard. Adrieme sought out the 

nurse later and thanked him for the care and respect he gave them. He 

shrugged and replied to her matter of facüy, "1 was just doing my job." 

Ann and Diane Say they never experienced any homophobia during 

Ann's lengthy hospitai stay. They recalI letting care providers know from the 

beginning that they were a couple: 

There was no response, really. It was just fact. Or, 1 suppose, 1 did corne 
out to them, and explained that Diane was my partner, and the 
response was... we wep treated n o m d y .  



Ann continues: 

I kept on saying par tner and- the). confirmed, 'When you Say 
parhier ... ?" and 1 would Say "Yes, my- life-long comrnitntenk" They just 
askat-& co&mm+hn that I was gay5 andthat was i t  1 think it was for 
darity or curiosity. Iuvould ask if I was in their shoes. 1 mean ... they 
don't want to make wrmg ~~~. They needed to assess the 
-situation, &fe&ze w h a ~ ~ ~  people in my life are. It wasn't 
like it was something hidden. We were open. 

Only a few women relayed positive experiences in response to questions 

about experiences with health care practitioners. Several women provided 

accounts of feeling disrespected and invisible in health care settings. 

Negntioe Experiences y>ifh fare  Providers 

It was easy for most of the women to recd  times when experiences 

with health care providers have been uncornfortable. It is not surpnçing that 

some lesbians FeeI invisible when they seek formal supports (individually or 

as couples), as much of their Lives remains ignored and exduded. Our 

Ianguage is not yet inclusive so that it d o w s  lesbians and their families to be 

acknowledged. Health care providers ask lesbian patients questions about 

partners and farnily which are heterosexist, or assume that everyone is 

Some women report that it is in the emergency room where they 

eïperïence the greatest Lack of respect or understanding. Usually, the 

problems occur with the very first person they contact, the intake nurse. 

When Jill broke her ankIe, Jane accompanied her to the emergency room, and 

spoke to the nurse with her. Ji11 recalls, 

fane wheeled me in and is standing next to me. The nurse is taking 
all of the information down, and she goes, "Next of kin?" And 1 gave 
them her Dane's] name. And the next question is, "Relationship?" 1 



said, "Partner." She *'FM?" E say, "Partne~." Again, 'Triend?" 
And then the third&mewe corpect her and we Say, "PARTNER!" And 
then she writes F-R-1-E-N-D on the chart! 

This example and others make it dear that there is not always recognition of 

Iesbian patients and fieir significant relationships by health care providers. 

Some women like Kate are less cornfortable disdosing to strangers personal 

information about the nature of their relationships with their pariners. 

Nonetheless, Kate says the treatment she and Sarah received hom the intake 

nurse in the emergency room was terrible. 

You know, in the initial intake when theyfre asking you who brought 
you in, and what you're in for? f said, "My house-mate, Sarah." 1 didn't 
k R e w w h e & s - k b d d y  paFgleF or Rot 1 was worried about 
negative readiow t e  ~~~~ of Sarah's profession, like, 
your people are everywhere, and I don? know that the files are that 
tonfidenkd. M SQ 1 said, "house-mate" and you know, like just 
mde response .... peopfe were just rude to me about what that rneant 
anci- who she- was- 

A heterosexual person may have their support person accompany them 

while waiting in the emergency room. By contrast, a lesbian cannot, due to 

the "family only" poiicy. Jane sees this as homophobia. 

They certauily saw as a £riend k b - t  brought nie irr. They d i M t  see 
her as a significant 0 t h  - they wodddt. mat  was definitely an a d  of 
homophobia. 1 leamp&I+om ÉtUs-experiexe a few months later. Iwas 
part of a study, had.bgsto hkospital. I h c w  that they don't 
understand the word-parber, se% hg&,  "Okay, I'm gohg to be really 
clear." SO, they give me the form, to HI out, and I'm very happy 
WS a b1-so_L-satne-sa. lover because 1 want them to 
understand the relationship of rny next of kin. Then they findy get to 
the marital status and they have the usudly choices, and 1 go, what the 
hedc, CO mmon-Law, so I h t e  that in, and 1 give it to the receptionist, 
and she look at it, and says, "Oh ... we call that single." 

Again, even though pertinent information about her life and her supports 

might be revealed through Jane's responses, her and other Iesbians' lived 
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realities are invisible and ignored by îhe health care system. 

Heterosexist questions which use exclusive language are easy to 

identify during interactions with health care providers, and some people c m  

stand up and correct them with ease. Homophobia itself, however, which 

may manifest itself through heterosexism, is a Iess visible form of 

discrimination which is somefimes harder to identify or narne. 

Adrieme had been se* a doctor who had always been quite 

supportive of her lifesfyle, or so it seemed. On one visit, Adrienne decided to 

bring Dar into the examining room to talk with the doctor about Adrienne's 

depression and plan of care. The doctor was very awkward and short, and 

would not look at or direct conversation to Dar. The visit ended abmptly, in a 

different fashion than normal, Adrieme says. When the couple talked about 

the incident d e r ,  both shared that they had feelt wry uncornfortable, and 

decided it might be homophobia coming from the doctor. 

What exactly is homophobia, and how can participants be sure that is 

what they were experknang? Some of the women discussed these questions, 

in attempts to explain how a person knows when she is a victim of 

homophobia. Adrienne thinkç back to her experience with this particular 

dodor, and desaibes a sort of intuitive knowledge or feeling a person gets 

when she encounters any kind of homophobic response: 

Well ... initially, I thought 1 was imagining it .... I thought of writuig a 
letter, but how could I prove someone is homophobic? That's the 
whole thïng. ICs so insidious. ThaYs what I'm finding. Tt's like, how do 
you know when someone's a dyke? What substantive evidence do you 
have? Çame thing when you know someone is homophobic. You just 
feel it .... you h o w  it. But, then, what is that .... ? 

Jane and JîU Say they have dealt with a great deal of homophobia on 

the part of health care providers. JU rerninds Jane, "They always had 
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problems with me c6ig into the office with you." Ji11 adds: 

Other times peopleMe said, teaie, "WeLE, what are you doing here? 
Like the nurse wiU d-k- in, d s h e l l l  go in and 111 go with her, and 
the dodor will comeittattd-@*me a gare, and you bow,  Iike, "Who 
e FU?" In  the^^, Pm thinking "WelI, Dane] knows I'm here. 
What's the d i f f e r e n w  & a d - % e  d w - k d y  had no groblem with 
it." But twice thafs bppned. Ad-theoÉher U, it's "Wb are 
y=?" And 4 4 ,  "Ym her partna,'' and one of them gave us a reaI1y 
annoying response %e doctor was obviously very uncornfortable, and 
the other one just totally ignored me. 

Sometimes homophobia is suMe, and sometimes it is more ove* In 

another example hom Jane and Jill's Iife, even though a care provider was 

gay-affirmative, members of a support group were Iess accepting of Jane and 

Jill as a couple. When the couple decided to attend a monüily support group 

for couples dealing chronic illness they called the group faalitator ahead 

of time to let him know that they were a lesbian couple, and to ask if he 

thought that wodd pose a problem within the group. The faalitator assured 

the couple that all coupIes are welcome, regardless of factors such as sexud 

orientation, age, or dass. When they introduced themselves as each othefs 

partner during che+in every week, other group members' reactions seemed 

fine. However, during one session, when Jane and Ji1 were absent, the group 

watched, "Towards Intimacy," a film about couples who deal with dironic 

health issues in their relationships. The group Ieader phoned them shortly 

after this meeting to alert them to the fa& that during a segment which 

depided a lesbian couple discussing the impact of illness on their lives, there 

was a great deal of  vert verbal homophobia kom the group members. Jane 

and Ti l l  were invisible as a lesbian couple, despite alI their efforts to be open 

and honest, and had been sharing details of their lives and trying to seek help 

from a group which was induded individuals espousing 



ignorant, homophobic . - attitudes. 

Sometimes the attitudes of health care professionds are blatantly 

disaiminatory. Jill relates what happened dunng another trip to the hospital, 

Ço-& nurse says, "Fm going to-whed h e ~  &te the Mway mer here, 
and the doctor is go* tesee-ker Fig- away." So she grabsmy 
wheeldiair, and 1 sas 'W&, I want her to come with me." And the 
nurse says to fane, 'Wo, no, she's not going to be very Iong. You can 
just wait hem. IYs vey wwded badc w e .  There's no room to have a 
whole bunch of p e ~ ~  & *witing in the hdway." So she 
w k e k  m e  inte-tkAakwy, and I'm sitting there waiting for an hour, 
and there's basicallyjtist a widlseparatliig ;S. And like the whole wall 
was littered with peppiesu&ing, and they all have two people with 
them - someone wh*-b~os--t them-in, whoever they arer and the 
injured person. A n & =  si&n&ths& & alone. And so &-- thne the 
nurse wodd come bp, I'd Say, " M t  I have Jane come badc with me- 
and wait?" And she'd say, 'Ve& ywfregoing to see the dodor in a few 
minutes." After .ab-.-hurse. came back.and said,. "Oh, 
your fnend Jane asked how you were doing." 

While severd women experienced inappropriate and offensive 

treatment from health care providers, m e  are unsure whether it is because 

of their sexual orientation or another factor. Penni is puzzled about the 

awkward treatment she received at a srnall town crisis stabilization unit. "1 

Iesbian, but the staff was realiy wekd." When Diane and Ann were thinking 

of past negative experiences with care providers, they thought of this 

particular issue. Diane remembers 

The only cornplaint 1 have was that one doctor not taking the time to 
explain as much to me as I wodd have liked, because I'm more 
familiar with the termindogy. And 1 realize that Ann had the ihess, 
but if she's on heavy medication, and I'm the one who will be 
providing home care for her once she gets ba ck.... I sometimes felt I 
-shedci have beemiduded more. A lot o-E doctors do that, just assume 
that you won't und&, seC.key dm't bther tryuig to explain i t. 
They always assume iYq beyond you and 1 find that a little .... annoying. 



Some participants in this study (whether or not they are out as 

lesbianç) feel as if they are treated condescendingly by male doctors, and some 

Say they are made tp fed as if they are wasting physicians' time. %me think 

that if they were (he&rosenial) male patients, their feelings and medicd 

concems might be taken more seriously by physicians. Kate rernembers with 

irritation the way she was aieated before she was diagnosed with a serious 

degenerative kidney qsease. 

ALI the emergency r -  doctors and the cardiologists 1 spoke to were 
ail very patronizing, -btir 1% deas, 1 dorr't thInk they even bothered 
thinlang about w h b  1 witsa ksbianw W. They just treated me like 
it was all -c and 1 was a cornpiete idiot and just waçting 
their t h e .  I'm sure Wget 4 a e e d d  sackpt. But ho- w& I e 4  
tell, nobody who w+=tk hespitd was-e just for fun. I donft 
~~w~~ ire& y w  wkh that sense of, 1 mean, the 
assmption out of t h q  f k d k m  is that you're trying to hoax 
them_ som&ow. 

Participants feel that women's concems about health are often 

overlooked or dismissed as invalid. Dawn, who has been deaihg with mental 

health issues for over 10 years, was.recently put on a dmg which causes sexud 

dyshction, or a marked demase in her sex drive. When Dawn recognized 

this side effect and brought her concem to her psyduatrist, she was told that it 

was likely the only drug that would work for her illness, and she had little 

choice but to continue taking it She seriously considers that if she were a 

male, and in particular, heterosexual, and had cornplained that this side effect 

was unacceptable, her mcerns would have been heard, and more would 

been done to help salvage her sex drive. 

Feeling diminished, invisible or disrespeded by a health care provider 

may lead to serious consequences, where women Say the experiences with 

dodors have been so bad that they do not want to return to seek medical care. 



Kate felt UUs way after her ~ s i t  to the emergency room: 

It was terrible trea-. T!bW+kae at +he hospitai, 1 said, "ThaVs it. 
Pm never going back Pm just not going to go again, because it was so 
bad-.If 1 didn't taxeif-L+ed. 

Strategïes Lesbians Use to Achieve B e t i e r  Health Care 

Many participants went on to teIl me about the strategies that they now 

use to avoid future disappointing interactions with heaith care providers. 

The strategies revolve around three main ideas: being assertive as a patient, 

being out and open as Iesbian couples, and locating services that are lesbian- 

positive. 

After experiencïng negative treatment by health care professionais, 

many women like w e m e  are learnirig to become more assertive and 

proactive in deman$ng good heaith care, and negotiating their way through 

the system as women, and as lesbians. 

This is probably the case with a lot of he&h things, but I'm Ginding 
4 . d e p - a R $  çee a c o n u e n t i d  d&orr 1 have te 

be very assertive and-aho&, not exactly mde, but quite vocd, and 1 
have to ask a lot of cp&ensad malce swe 1 understand things. I 
b b b e  w y - ~ v ~ a t e  E kmd-  with Dar's iIlness, I have to be 
her advocate, too. 

Through her assertive communication skills, Adrienne hopes to send the 

message that she wiIl not be heated as anythmg but an equal. M e r  a 

homophobic experience with her general practitioner, Adrienne switched 

doctors. She remembers the tone on which she began a relationship with her 

new doctor. "The new dodor asked why 1 was coming to see her. 1 told her, 

'Because the other doctor is homophobic. 1 won't tolerate that.'" Adrieme 

says that being assertiye "scares" doctors, but when a patient is assertive, 



doctors will respond in a more appropnate and respectful way. 

Dawn shares the same attitude, sayuig: "1 donrt like to see people as higher 

than me, 1 see them as human beings. They have no power over me. .. but 1 

know other people feel that-" 

Some wornen Say that being proactive and assertive is helpfd in 

creating good relationships wîth health care providers. Even if the first vint is 

awkward or uncornfortable, they contider that may be typical for any patient. 

Starting off the interaction in a proactive manner, though, will lead it more 

quickly into a positive relationship with which patients are cornfortable, and 

are treated with more respect by doctors. 

Dawn and Leigh find they must be assertive about demanding good 

care as lesbianç. They must also deai with mental illness which brings up a 

whole host of other issues. D a m  needs to make it very dear when she sees a 

new psychiatrist that being Lesbian is not her reason for oreking help. If she is 

not understood or respeded, she will not continue to seek services kom that 

doctor. She explains: 

Being gay is not m y  central focus when 1 see a psychiatrist, but it often 
is ~ ~ . O R . f k e ~ - r s f : v i & ,  pçjr- 

- - 
&en t h h k  y w  are there 

because of problernsnith- y- d o r i e n t a t h ,  lIke it must be so 
hard or traumatic to &i&-&kutfier#-epedy right away- % a &&QF 
was going to ~ e f  stuck on that, 1 wodd just leave. 

Each participant recognizes the barries and the extra strain of being assertive, 

but dl Say it is essential in maintainhg good health care. 

Being out in the worId as a lesbian couple is another strategy that 

Dannie and Sam and some other couples find is extremely helphil when 

dealing with a major health issue, and navigating through the health care 

system. Being out as lesbians works together with being assertive. Sam says 



the health care systew always makes us give over power to them. Our 
approach, though, is to be redy pro-active about setting the tone, going 
b-every appeintment together, ancl king visible as a couple. If we 
push the fact that weke a couple, they have no choice but to see us that 
way. 

Dannie and Sam h d  that these strategies have worked, and feel very 

comfortable with the dodors and nurses with whom they have frequent 

contact. Sam jokes that she and Dannie are informal educators about lesbian 

Iïfe when they meet with doctors and social senrice providers, and they Say 

they are patient as heiealth care practitioners corne to understand their 

positions. Dannie says that after being didenged or puvled initidy about 

their sibation, most health care practitioners are now usually relaxed and 

ireat them with respect and dignity. Dannie and Sam are also comfortable 

being out, and neiyer woman is womed about losing her job or family based 

on sharing this information. The couple goes together to appointments with 

a sense of entitlement. They are assertive health care users, proud of their 

relationship, and happy with their decision to conceive. Dannie and Sam 

"never wanted to compromise our identities as lesbians in order to be 

parents." 

For some women, being out is notas comfortable or as simple an 

option. Sarah still womes about being out in her profession, as do Sirshu and 

lamie. Lesbians in this study who are not out Say there is greater sbess and 

anxiety around the whole process of interaction with health care providers. 

Medical visits may be less honest, and patients may have to deal with d l  sorts 

of questions (e.g, "Are you married?" "Are you using birth control?") and 

procedures (e-g., pregnancy testing) that may not be relevant to their Iives. 

Each person's comfort level with coming out to health care providers 



wiLI be different, and fears and concerns are based on varying factors in each 

individual's Iife- Those women who are stiU in the closet have valid reasons 

for not coming out. Sarah shares her concems: 

1 didn't corne out ex&&iy because 1 was womed, and 1 wanted her to 
get good care, and 1 manteci to laiow what was happening. But .... I 
wasn't in a place where 1 -was going to work on justice issues. 

Coming out to doctorç is generally thought of as positive by the women 

who have done so, and who have had at least one positive reaction. 

Sometimes being out means one is faced with homophobia. For couples like 

Dannie and Sam, it becomes an opportunity to educate others. They certainly 

do aduiowledge the barries involved in being two women accessing care and 

support from health and soad  services, but they feel that by being out as a 

couple, they are the ones who can begin to break down these barriers. 

In this study, participants who were out (like Dannie, Sam, Ann, 

Dawn, Adrienne and Diane) expected to be treated fairly and with respect, and 

for the most part, they have cultivated satisfying relationships with their 

health care providers. By contrast, the women who are more doseted (like 

Sarah and Sirshu) and womed about receiving a homophobic response £rom 

health care providers more often report recent negative experiences. The fear 

that keeps people in the doset is intense, but perhaps it can lead people to self- 

fulfilling prophecies. It is no doubt difficuit to be out, assertive, and demand 

fair health care when you are sick, but those who have done it Say the results 

are worthwhile. 

The third main strategy that the partiapants use is to Iocate services 

that are "Iesbian-hiendly." This strategy is one employed in particular by 

those women who are less cornfortable being out as lesbians seeking care 

from mainstream services. In Winnipeg, women Say they go to communih/ 
125 



health centres Like KIinic, Village Clinic, The Fort Garry Women's Resource 

Cenfre, and The Women's Health Clhic for medical care and counsebg. 

Each of these is known to be a dinic welcoming of diversity. Sarah, Kate and 

Jamie all feel that going to a place which is known to be affirmuig takes away 

some of the stress that is already associate with going to the doctor. Some 

women asked other lesbians for advice on gay-positive dodors and health 

care providers, or consulted a List kept by the Winnipeg Gay/Lesbian Resource 

-tre. 

Summary 

When participants Say they have had negative experiences with 

homophobia on the part of health care providers, their stress and anxiety 

around the whole visit increases. It is often difficuk enough to communicate 

with health care professionals without worrying about whether you will 

receive sub-standard care based on their judgments of your lifestyle. When 

lesbian couples are made to feel invisible, different, or unwelcome, this 

creates tension and awkwardness, and obviously makes it difficult for both 

partners to feel like they are being included in the plan of care. As Ji11 

d* even. whe.nsamew~tne~l;il.le assertive. and de& that their 

partners be present with them throughout medical visits, this is not always 

met with understanding. 

Even with al1 the strategies that wmnen employ to achieve better 

health care, their responsibility also needs to be met with effort on the part of 

heaith care providers. Many women Say they have endured awkward, 

uncornfortable situations with health care providers. Feeling invisible or 

disrespected are not feelings which support positive health care. Even when 



care providers are known to be positive, the women in the study Say that it is 

not enough. There are too few resources for Lesbians in Winnipeg. 



Cha~ter Einht: Discussion and Condusion 

I a m  an invisible mm. Ne, I-it~tee#-rc+ like t h s e  w b  haunted 
Edgar Allen Poe; nor imi I one oE your Hoilywood-movie ectoplasms. I 
a m  a man of-mhtéme, &--dh, fi& and iiquids - and 1 might 
even be said to p o s w .  -1 airt ~~, und&& simply 
because people refuSe-to see me. 

1 am not complainin-&ner a&+ 1 -g &the. It is something 
advantageous to be ttnçeerr, atthough-it is most &en rather wearing 
upon the nerves. Then toc, otc-'re-eons&@& being biintped aga&&-@ 
tkoçe of poor visieR;Or again, you &en doubt if you really exkt You 
wonder whether y o q a ~ ~ ' - k  sierpiy a pkwatom in other -peopWs &ds. 
Say, a figure in a ni-e whi&Ike Sieeper tries witk a I L  kisskengtk 
-kdes&oy. IVswkeayeu-led k thk+h.a-t, oiit of resen-nt, you 
begin to bump p e o p w :  And, 4ekme-ax&sr you f d - t h &  waymest 
of the time. You a c h e 4  t h e 4  -krromince y o ~ ~ z t t  gmi-do 
exist in the red worid. ... And al*, it's seldom successhl. (ElIison, 
199k 3-4) 

Lesbians, like Ellison's "invisible man," are invisible in mainstream 

society. Lesbians are stigmatized because of their sexud orientation, and they 

face daily challenges, living in a heteropairiarchal world. When a lesbian is 

deaIing with daily life as an invisible minoriSr, other strains such as ihess 

can be an unwelcome interruption, as it brings even greater challenges and 

This thesis examines the experience of lesbian partners coping through 

major heakh issues together. Other oppressions, stress, quality of 

relationships, social support, so6al networks, interadions with health care 

providers, and the Iessons leamed throughout the process aLI affect lesbians' 

experiences of welbbeing. This chapter reviews the impact of the study, 

fouowed by a discussion of the fïnuidings of the study. Then, the iimits of the 

study are assessed, and areas requiring m e r  investigation are discussed. 



The Impact of the Study 

To begin, it is ùnportant to discuss the impact of the study for me and 

for rnany of the women who participated. Lesbians who shared their stories 

were given the rare oppominity to discuss their concerns together about 

support and well-being as women, as lesbians, and as partners. The process of 

participahg in the research was not only empowering for some, but 

refkeshing for others, and a reminder of the important things in their lives. 

Cornplethg this research has had effects on me persondy and will 

endure, I beiieve, throughout my Iife. Leaming about the women's Lived 

realities proved to b9 extremely profound. With each interview 1 redized that 

there was so much that needed to be said. It was often overwhehing and 

difficdt as I tried to organize the e e ç  without loçing the authentiaty of the 

participants' meaniqp of events. Participants had a great deal to Say about 

relationships in particdar, and the nature of soad support within 

reIationships. I was continuaIiy amazed at how much participants Iearned 

from their experiences of k i n g  ill, and humbled at the fact that 1 was privy to 

these lessons. The experience of being engaged in this work was, whiie 

difficdt at times, quite positive. 

It is dear kom the foregoing chapters that this study provided voice 

and visibility to the experiences of lesbians who ded with health issues. Their 

everyday experiences were shared, as were their unique and often 

uncornfortaide intexactions *the worLd around them. Their stories make 

visible the nature of the problerns with which they often deal silently - 
sexism, heterosexism and homophobia. Heterosexism is the most commonly 

faced obstacle, and it manifestç itself in a variety of ways in their dealings with 

family, Mends, CO-workers and health care providers. Heterosexism leads 



some of these women to remain doseted to the outside world even thoiigh 

hiding the true nature of their lives exacerbates the stresses assoaated with 

illness and/or caring for a partner facing hedth problems. Lesbians' 

experiences with heterosexism can affect theIr relationships, their own 

identities, their networkç, and their access to heaIth care and social support. 

"The heterosexism qf the broader d t u r e  manifests itself within farnilies in a 

range of straïned and stigmatizing dynamics - whether in the form of dences, 

social distance, and disapproval, or of complete rejection and hatred of Iesbian 

farnily members" (&onson, 1998: 161). Few of the women in this study - even 

those with supportive networks - were immune h m  the adverse effects of 

this type of bigotry and piscrimination. 

Gender and senial orientation are dosely Luiked, and each can be 

dangerously oppressive to varying degrees. When compounded by other 

stigmas, the experience of oppression is even greater. Living as Iesbians 

within heteropatriarchal society demands of lesbians a sense of hyper- 

vigilance to the world around them. Lesbians may feel forced to stay in the 

doset, because they fee1 threatened by homophobia. Some women shield 

others from knowuig about their Iives in order to protect themselves and 

their families. They then face the consequences of being doseted. When 

women are in the doset, the stress of caring for a partner and being invisible 

to outsiders becomes overwhelrning. When lesbians do corne out and speak 

the truth about who they are, the hct that there are many barriers in place to 

finding acceptance and respect, creates feelings of invisibility, isolation, and 

stress. These women are in some cases constantly being "bumped up against" 

by a mainsiream culture that is ignorant or indifferent to their needs and 

concerns. 



Clearly, there are distinct power differences between many groups in 

society. Many lesbianç are aware of these differences, and recognize that based 

on the categories uito which they do/do not fitf theu Iives may be rendered 

invisible, and their reaiities ignored. Haying lesbian couples' experiences and 

Lives recognized is critical, particularly when a serious health crisis or death 

occurs. 

From this research, it became apparent to me that lesbians' experiences 

are different £rom those of heterosexual women because they face negative 

soaetal attitudes, the possibility of family rejection, homophobia (induding 

internaiized homophobia), and the sfruggIes uivolved in continudy having 

to corne out. The double burden of being women and being lesbians means 

that Iesbians have even less power in so- than heterosexual women do. If 

they are poor, non-yhite, or old, their power is diminished even further. 

Living as a stigmatized person, with very little power, and no voice in 

mauistream society impacts negatively on health and well-being. As one 

partiapant, Sarah, said, "There is a cost to being lesbian in this society." The 

strength of patriarchai and heterosexist oppression against lesbians can be 

overwhelming for some women, and this has been s h o w  in the stories 

women tell about theïr expenences. 

Lesbians' everyday lives and experiences are excellent starting points 

for creating theory and action. To date, much theory desaibing women's lives 

is androcentrïc. When theory is male-defined, patriarchal, and heterosexist, 

lesbians' realities of oppression and exclusion are ignored. Feminist theory 

and methods support exploring women's experiences of oppression, and 

indude methods which allow women to opedy discuss their day-to-day 

realities. Standpoint feminism acknowledges the multiple oppressions faced 



by lesbians in normative society, and calls for change to try and end injustices 

faced by lesbians. 

One of the main benefits emerging Erom tbis study is that lesbiaxts did 

have their stories told and their voices heard. Telling stories is a form of 

taking action and empowerment Participants' stories offer insight into many 

different aspects of coping with ihess, dealing with inadequate access to care, 

and maintaining supports and relationships. Most notably, the women's 

stones demonstrated that, even in the face of extreme stress, Iack of support, 

and barriers to adequate health €aref lesbianç did h d  ways to stay strong, to 

survive, and to adualize their own sense of agency. The support they 

received kom partners and others is crucial to them staying welI and 

maintaining a positive identity. The strength of womenfs love for each other 

is powerful. Many feel stronger having gone through this, though each can 

think of very necessary changes that need to be made to ease the experience of 

iIlness for lesbians and their partners. Many have now leamed lessons that 

they wiIl use to guide them throughout their lives. 

That said, even the strongest of women and the support networks were 

challenged as they siruggIed to support the* loved ones who were dealing 

with ihess. When a person's status is marginalized, they may have fewer 

supports to begin with. in this study, whether or not women were out, they 

aimost dways sought support from partners first, then fnends (mostly other 

lesbians). Choosing partners and lesbian friends for support indicates that 

these lesbians are more cornfortable sharing stresful and personal aspects of 

their lives with those who they are certain can relate, and who wilI not judge 

or question them. Some of the women in this study are not using 

mainstrearn support s e ~ c e s ,  which they view as inaccessible or 



unwelcoming. As a r e d t ,  some lesbians rely almost exdusively on their 

partners for support, which may place tremendous burdens on the individual 

women, and therefore intensify sh-ess in this important relationship. 

Throughout this experience, couples work at  staying well together, but it is 

& a ~  th& tkiis- is- oken di&cUIt- 

Couples camot face illness done, and need support from outside their 

relationship in order to maintain weU-being and protect against the risks 

imposed by homophobia and ïntolerance. Lesbians are often invisible to the 

outside world, and even to each other. The experiences of not receiving 

adequate support might be reaected upon and understood as a cal1 for 

developrnent and social action in the lesbian community so that dl Lesbians 

begin to consider how to provide social support as a community, and to fight 

for appropriate access to supportive and appropriate health care. There is also 

a need to educate service providers about anti-heterosexist attitudes and 

procedures. 

Learning Jrom the Experiettce of Illness / Disability 

Through the difficult penods of being unwell, lesbians and their 

partners in this study learn great lessons about life, love, relationships, 

support, and well-being. The illness, then, becomes a sort of "interruption" to 

their life, and offers them important inçights they otherwise may not have 

acquired. Wess  is transformative for many of the women in this study 

(Er& 1995.). and.~al la .~~ta-re=e. .a l i ia te- .  their Iives, and. teaches them a 

new way of living in the world. 

There are a lot of leççons that corne with this diseaçe, or maybe iCs just 
that you Learn to make them into lessons. I am a very different person 
now: more open, much more righteous, much more honest, and more 
seIf-knowing. After getting cancer, 1 saw that being a sociologist was 

133. 



just the smdest part QE wheE m. W e  we so many riches, se niany 
interests, so many 0% pa&solmyseIf. Instead of losIng wyseE, 
instead of being CO- by &s-$Isease... L grew. Etumeà it into a 
possibility for opening up to myself, for disewefLng and  for exploring 
n e -  areas. (Brttler &- Rosenblum, iWLl6O) 

Barbara's words in Cancer in Two Voices are echoed by many of the 

women who partiapated in the sfxdy. They have stories to tell, and lessons to 

share about their own identities, hedth and well-being, and the importance 

of hd ing  and giving posiGve support. 

In The Wounded Stowteller, Arthm Frank (1995) describes the 

transfomative nature of illness, and how ill people come to find their voices 

through story telling. Sharing stories about ihess  is very important to many 

who have suffered through a d i f i d t  health issue, but people who have 

experienced suffering are often denied a chance to talk about their 

experiences. While empowerment can manifest in many ways, one way is 

giving people who may have been silenced a chance to speak about their 

lives."One of our most difficult duties as human beings is to listen to the 

voices of those who suffer" (Frank, 1995: 7). 

Frank (1995: 118) says that many people feel transformed by illness, that 

they emerge from it with new knowledge. Women in the study desaibe 

thinking about weU-being in rnultidimensional terms, particularly after being 

faced with a serious health issue. Most of the participants refleded on their 

emotional, mental, psychologicd, spiritual and physical health. Almost every 

woman says she leamed something new from the journey of being iUr and 

each began to view @dth differently aftenvard. Many come to re-define the 

meaning of weU-being, and to take health less for granted. 

For both the woman who is i.LI and her parher, often the meaning of 



weU-being changes. Ekne reminds me that physical health can go far sooner 

than you are ready for it to go. Mer  Jane's decrease in physical ability due to 

her illness, she began to value ail the other factors that contribute to being 

healthy, and focussed l e s  on the phyçïcai aspects of health. She speaks at 

Iength about being transformed by îilness, re-defining heaith, and 

understanding a new way of living with chronic Uness, while stiil 

maintaining weU-being. 

Women in this study also Say that welI-being means feeling 

comfortable with yourself and the path that you have chosen. Some women 

re-examine their identities, and c d  into question the importance of being out 

versus being in the doset Lesbians in this study &en Say that the stress of 

being closeted adds tremendous pressure to an already strained situation. Kate 

finds she is more out now that she is sick, and that being out is one &essor 

she does not have to think about: "1 can't add to my üfe the stress of hiding. 1 

need to speak the huth.'' Sarah is still doseted, but recognizes the value in 

not having to hide, especidy during a crisis. She says that "there is a lîmit to 

how long you can hide [your] sexuai orientation when things are falLing apart 

around you." Rene said that when she was si& she started to care Less about 

who knew that she was in a lesbian relationship. She had previously been 

quite secretive aboqt üûs. Through their stories, she and some other women 

who are doseted offer encouragement for other women to come out Many 

partiapants recognize the stress of hiding one's identity in order to avoid 

potential negative situations, but they dso come to realize that it is a burden 

too big and unnecessary to carry forever. 

Placing significame and value on positive relationships is another 

Iesson that becomes much more dear for many women. Women who are ill 



and th& partners corne to recognize that life is short, and it is important to 

priorize things. Rene and other women Say that their partner relationships 

are so important, and need to be celebrated even or especially in the face of 

the siresses lesbians experience in the outside world. As outlined earlier, 

some women feel that living through a health crisis has brought them doser 

together, and they feel as if nothing could break the bond that secures their 

relationship. Many describe having a renewed sense of relationships. They 

value their partner more than ever before. Regrettably, however, some 

couples in this study found the stress of ilhess to be too great, and were not 

able to overcome the challenges together. 

%me women feel that a positive way Co take action is to offer advice to 

others who may be sharing the same experience. Women gave advice about 

how to stay healthy in reiationships, how to maintain individuality, how to 

deal with doctors effectively, and how to make your life meanin@ even in 

the face of illness. Kate shares that weU-being means living the best that you 

c m  each day, and hinduig  both intemal and extemal peace. Rene suggests 

living life as fuIly as possible, enjoying srnd things, and not taking for 

granted the things that you cm do. Sharing these words of wisdom dows 

women to speak of the lessons that they took from their own illness stories. 

A final main lesson participants share is to seek help outside of the 

relationship, and to not rely only on one's partner. Surrounding oneself with 

positive support is essential to feeling cared about and to maintaining well- 

being. For some couples, dealing with illness becomes a "wake-up call" that 

they cannot rely sole1y on each other, and that they need to speak honestly of 

their heaith issues and their relationship to others in order to receive 

support. Some women also Say that coming through the experience has made 



them more aware that they need to extend their support to other lesbians 

who have limited supports, (e.g, young lesbians who are struggling to come 

other sick lesbians, and. t h a s e h  a~ senior citizens), 

Women in this study did not aiways receive appropriate, supportive 

responses £rom heiJZh care and service providers. Many participants daim 

that they have expelienced homophobia, heterosexist assumptions about 

women's hedth issuesf and negative treatment based on theïr gender. 

Homophobia and heterosexism are indeed health rïsks for lesbians, and 

barriers to lesbians receiving good heaith care. Sometimes, the women " 

bump back." Heterpexïsm was confronted by the women, particularly in 

regard to heterosexist policies (e.g., not allowing a same-sex partner to sit in 

the emergency room), medical assumptions (eg, if a woman has stomach 

pains, there is always the possibility that she might be pregnant), or in-take 

forms (eg, there is no language or category for same-sex partner). Some 

women work hard at accessing positive, sensitive health-care, workïng as 

"informal educators" in each encounter. This hard work at making the 

system work for lesbians takes a toll on women when they do not see long 

term reçults, and when they are facing ilhessf it is hard to maintain this 

attitude. Lesbians' Lives and needs are invisible in both mainstream sociely, 

and within the realrp of hedth care. 

Health care professionais need more education around homophobia 

and the lives of lesbians, so that they cm move beyond stereofypes rooted in 

sexism and heterosexism, provide appropriate responses to women who do 

come out, and adequately addreçs Iesbiaw' health care needs and concem. 

Physiâans must educate themselves with regards to sexual orientation in its 

application to specific lesbian hedth issues, and become aware of the overalI 



stresses of lesbians' lives in heterosexual society (Mathieson, 1998). 

Lesbians in this study had many ideas about where the gaps are in 

senrice, and how services to lesbians codd be more appropriate. Forms and 

procedures need to be indusive of aLl different types of relationships. One 

simple way of creating inclusive in-take forms is to use language like 

"partner" ùistead of "spouseff and to ask about a personfs support network 

inçtead of assumùig that everyone is in a heterosexual relationship. In-take 

nurses in particular must be trained to be non-judgmentd and supportive, as 

they are often the first person with whom a patient deds. (Se Appendix F for 

Policy Recommendation~ made the the PWHCE.) 

Women in the study would like to see more out and open lesbian 

health care providers. As it stands now, there are no out lesbian doctors 

commonly known Winnipeg. Participants Say there are barriers 

everywhere if you are not heterosexual, and sharing one's sexud orientation 

with a hedth care provider might make health care interactions more 

comfortable. Heterosexual physicians need to be gay-positive, meaning that 

they are "open-minded, knowledgeable about iesbian heaith needs, and able 

to create and sustain a safe place for disdosure" (Mathieson, 1998: 1637). They 

can make this obvious through posters and magazines in the waiting rooms, 

and the use of appropriate language on all patient information forms. 

There is a lack of service and sensitivity for those who are mentally U, and in 

partidar, for the many Iesbians who deal with mental hedth issues. 

Similarly, there is a need for services for lesbians and their families who deal 

with addiction issues. Lesbians facing addictions and mental health issues are 

often overwhelmed by judgment and discrimination. Illness-speafic groups 

for lesbians might be beneficial. Support groups for lesbians with cancer, 



chronic iUnesses, those who are mothers, disabled, and non-white may also 

be of value to members of the lesbian community. 

As the participants in Mis study indicate, some women are becoming 

more assertive and proactive with regards to their health. The data suggests 

that çome lesbians are better able to negotiate their way through the system 

together, developiv strategis for how to deal with health professionals 

together. However, severd of the women in this study indicated that during 

&es of extceme stress (e.g, dealing with a serious health issue) it was more 

practical to neutralize the issue of their semai orientation, and focus all of 

their attention on what they can do to help themselves and/or their parfmers 

become well again. They may also downplay the issue of the* orientation in 

hopes of maintainhg the best quality care. This notion of neutraking sexual 

orientation supports countless other studies which suggest that lesbians stiH 

do not feel safe being open about their lives (Stevens, 1993: 2). In this respect, 

they are like Ellison's invisible man. Lesbians fear receiving inadequate 

services, having their Iives ignored, or becoming the target of judgment and 

violence if they do corne out. Lesbians' double-burden as women and as 

lesbians diminishes the quality of their lives, and their power in this society. 

Summary 

The experience of lesbian couples who deal with health issues, and 

their expenences of social support in this case has not been widely studied. 

This study provides empirical data on a small sample of lesbian couples' 

experiences of soaal support from partners and others, and the ways in which 

they were treated by formal helpers. It contributes to the research on lesbian 

health, and adds diversity to studies of soc@ support. The themes emerging 



come from the women's lived realities, and while no two participants share 

the exact same story-, there are some themes that are çimilar throughout 

Lesbians' lives stU remain unacknowledged by medicine and research, 

and the realities of lesbian Iife in Canada are still not recognized or valued. 

Being a lesbian rnakes the experiences of relationships, illness, social support 

and interaction with heakh care providers different. Along with the soaal 

identity "lesbian" carries invisibility, ignorance, stigma, social pressures, the 

question of whether or not to come out, incorrect assumptions, and very 

olten awkward interactions with hedth care and social service providers. 

While there is some positive diange, and hope for a future that is 

inclusive and welcoming of diversity, work still needs to be done. The gaps 

(particdarly with regards to heterosexism) need to be med. Many of the 

lesbians in this study are persisting to make their voices heard, and to get 

their needs met. Perhaps the sample in this research is unique, in that it 

showed us the experience of couples. It seems that coupIes who have been 

together for a few years, and who have faced some chdenging issues in their 

relationships aiready, leam to negotiate the system together, and to wate 

seategies to cope. Lesbian padners, and one hopes, lesbians in communities 

cm learn to exchange help and support together as they try to seek care, and to 

stay well together in the process. 

Women took action by sharing their important stories. TeKng il1 

people's storieç in their own words gives voice to an experience that 

medicine, politics, and others codd never describe (Frank, 1995). As Frank 

(1995) suggests, we often deny a voice to those who have been marginalized, 

and I am glad that this study offered even a s m d  venue for some women to 

redaim fheir voices and tell their stories. This study, then, becomes the 



interruption that d ~ w s  participants, the researcher, readers, and future 

researchers to think about lesbians couples' lives a bit differently. The new 

knowledge generated will assist in the creation of policies and practices that 

d bertefi-t iesbians-4- thek k d i e s -  - i r i -khtyre.  

Lirnifs fo the Research 

The Mts to these data must be acknowledged, as this sample was self- 

seleded, and induded the typical people who respond to calls for partiapation 

inresea~&ie,  ehase w h  are weU-educate&midde. ciassr. and-in. this case, 

out about their sexual orientation. While many participants may still struggle 

with some internalized homophobia, or are out only to some people, they are 

dissimilar to very doseted Iesbians. There are very reaI concerns that those 

particular women yiho are closeted both fkom the mauiçtream cornmunity 

d f r a n a t h e r  IPshians. still fkeL the.e££ects.-of extenial. and. intemal 

homophobia, and may avoid seeking necessary health care based on long- 

held fears that they wïIl be discriminated against based on their semai 

orientation. 

Further research on lesbians in couples, and as individuals, indudùig 

efforts to access those who would not Srpicdly volmteer for a study, are 

critical in order to learn more about lesbians' lives, and to improve the hedth 

of lesbian comrnunities. Further study of lesbians who ded with mental 

hedth issues is also warranted. Sirnilarly, there are few studies which 

examine the effects of chronic illness on lesbians' lives a d  relationships. A 

longitudinal study foIIowing lesbian couples coping through health issues 

would conhibute substantidy to our understanding of social support, heaith, 

and health care. 
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Ap~endix A: Interview Guide (Coudesl 

As you know kom the letter of introduction and consent fom, -the 
goal of this study is to hem h-om iesbian couples who have been through a 
serious illness, disability or dironic condition together. I am interested in 
learning about your experiences of coping, and of giving and receiving soad 
support I am going to ask you some questions about the support you provide 
to each other within your retationship, as well as some questions about the 
support kom people you would contider to be- in your informai "support 
network." I will also ask you about what it means to be "well," and about how 
the support you receive from eadi other impacts on your wd-being. 

First of aU, 1 want to remind you of the consent fom you signed. You 
have the right not to ançwer any of the questions I may ask This interview is 
not intended to bring up any issues which one or both of you are not 
cornfortable taiking about. If anything cornes up which does not feeI good to 
talk about, please let me know, and we c m  tum the tape O& Or, I can give p u  
two a chance to pnvately discuss how you want to handIe the didosure 
before we return to the interview. Do you have any questions at this point? 

-> talk bneffy about my position in this researdi: Iesbian, provider of 
soaal support, graduate student 

-> my interest in this research project: lesbian hedth uiterests, how the 
process came about, my hopes for outcornes (Le., social action - workshops, 
publications, etc.) 

1. First of alIf can you tell me a bit about your relationship? How did you two 
meet? H o w  long have you been together? 

2. Collect demographics: age, ethnic background, SES, education, occupation, 
any dulcken? 

3. How long have you each been "out" as lesbianç/gay women/bisexual/two- 
spirit women in a same-sex relationship? 

4. First of all, can you tell me: what does itmean for you to be "well" or 
"healthy" lesbians? 

5. What does it mem to have a "healthy lesbian relationship"? 

6. Can you describe to me briefly what kind of health issue you are coping 
with in your relationship? 



7. What kinds of efiects has the iIlness/disability/chro~c health condition 
had on your relationship? Has it had positive effects? negative effects? H o w  
have things changed? (e-g., emotions, sex, finances etc-) 

Have any issues of power or dependency corne up? 

8. Have any conflids emerged in your relationship, whiIe you try to cope with 
this iIlness/ disabiiity/chronic heaIth condition and re-negotiate your lives 
around it? Do you see each other differently now? Has the illness had any 
effect on your cornmitment to each another? 

9.1s there any advice you would give to other Iesbian couples facing art iIlness 
or health condition together? 

10. Some researcherç have desoibed "socid support? as induding everything 
from emotiond support, to finanaal support, to information giving, to 
feedback on experïences or de~sions, to instrumental tasks like driving or 
making meais. How do you provide support for each other while coping with 
this iiIness/ disabiüty/chronic health condition? 

11. How has your relationship and the support your partner provides 
contributed to your weII-being? 

12. Kow did/ do you negotiate support in your relationship, or "who does 
what," in terms of balanüng. Life wi th this &es/  disability / chronic heal th 
condition? 

13. We have talked a bit about the support that exïsts w i t .  your 
relationship. Now, couid you teII me, who else provides social support for 
you as a couple? 

-> Do you have a network of friends or famiIy who have atso k e n  
around to provide support? Are you satisfied with the size of your network, 
and the types of support they provide? 

-> For example, if you needed a ride to the hospita1 in the middle of 
the night, do you 

have someone who could take you? Do you each have hiends or 
family members who you codd cal1 or visit at any time just to talk, or to get a 
hug? 

-> Are your families of origin in the pibure? Do they support you? 
How? 

14. Has being in the doset to others (Le., friends, family) about your 
sexuaiity/relationship ever dected the amount or quality of support you 
have euperienced? has homophobia? 



15. Have you found that there are some people who were helpfd during your 
illness who you weren't ordindy that dose with? 

-z For example, are there any people, Say, who live out of tom, or 
who you do not have kequent contact with who have turned out to be 
helpfuI with some aspect of caping with your condition? 

16. (To d couples) Do you thutk there are differences between the 
possibility of forming informal social support networks in rural as opposed 
urban settings? Do you feel isolated at dl Living h mral Manitoba? Would 
you prefer tu have a broader social support network? 

17.1s there any advice you would give to those people around them who 
could be supportive, but aren't sure how? 

18. What wouId you Say to otherç about how support hom your parher and 
yoar network helped you both to ded with the experience of an 
ilLness/ disability / chronic health condition? 

19. Do you think that the existence, or the la& of social support in your Efe 
contributes to your earlier de£inition of a well/healthy Iesbian? (remind h e m  
of their dennition..) How does it relate to yaur ewperiences? 

20.1s there anything else you wish to add about anything we've discussed? 



A~riendix B: Interview Guide (Individuals) 

I've tdked to you and your parher together about the experiences of 
soaal support during an illness, disability, or dironic condition. Now 1 wodd 
Like to ask more in-depth questions about your experiences of social support 
and wellness. Some of the questions will be very similar to those asked in the 
"couples" interview, however, 1 am d s o  interested in hearirtg about your 
thoughts LndividualLy Do you have any questions, or comments you want to 
make about the fast interview? 

1. Have you done any more î3ünkïng about what "well-being" means to you? 
Do you want to add anything to what you said Iast t h e ?  

2. When you learned of your/your partnefs iuness etc, did your concept of 
what it means to be "well" change at aiL? Did your perceptions or your 
expedations of your partnefs role in the relationship change at d? How? 

We taJ.ked a Little bit in the £kst interview about how social support can 
impact greatly on a person's wd-beuig. 

3. (to are  giver (CG)) How do you ttiink that you support your paxtrter? 
What impact do you hope this support has on her ability to cope with her 
iIIness, and on her we11-being? 

4. (to CG) What kinds of stresses do you face as a lesbian supporting a 
Iover / partner who is ill/ disabled? 

5. (to CG) How does your partner reciprocate support for you? What happens 
to the balance of support awhile coping with one person's illness? 

6. (to care receiver (CR)) How does your partner support you? What does she 
do that makes her supportive? What does it mean to you to feel "supported" 
by her? What impact does her support have on your well-being? 

7. (to CR) Do you think your ihess places any kinds of extra stress on your 
partner? 

8. (to CR) In what ways can you reuprocate support for your partner? M a t  
happens to the balance of support awhile coping with one person's illness? 

9. What kirtds of conficts can arise in a relationship when dealing with a 
serious health condition? 

10.1s there anythuig more you want to say about how yourfher hedth 
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condition has affected other parts of your relationship, Like your finanual 
situation, intimacy, emotions, or work? 

11. (to CG). Has there ever been an incident when you simply could not 
provide the support your partner needed at a particular the? What 
happened? 

12. (to CR) Has there ever been a time when you redy needed your partner to 
be supportive, and she coddn't be? What happened? 

23. How did you negotiate who would be involved in the informal support 
network? Were there ever any conflicts about the balance of support between 
that provided in the relationship, and support kom others? 

14. How have people in the support network been he1ph.d for you AND for 
your partner in dealing with this ihess/disabilify/chronic health condition? 

15. In generaI, how dws it feel to be a woman supporting another woman 
dealing with a serious iIlness? Do you think gender has an impact - Like, do 
you think if you were two men it wodd be any different? 

16. Findy, I'U ask again: have you corne to m y  condusions about the support 
in your Life how it impacts on your abiliv to cope, and on your feelings of 
general well-being? 



Amendix C: Adverîisin~ Sites 

1. Aboriginal Aids Task Force 
2, Addictions Foundation 
3- AIDS Brandon 
4- AIDS Canada 
5. The Alternative (publication of the WGLRC) 
6. The Aquarian (newspaper) 
7. Augustine United Church 
8. Big Ruby's Restaurant 
9. Brandon Universiv Gay/ Lesbian group 
10. bulletin boards in Wolseley area (a neighbourhood popdated by a large 
number of lesbians) 
11. Canadian Cancer Society 
12- Canadian Mentd Health Association 
13. Canadian Paraplegic Association 
14. Centre PIurÏelle 
15. Coalition of Lesbim on Support and Education) 
16. Deaf Centre Manitoba 
17. Family Cenke of Winnipeg 
18- First Universalist Uni tarian Church 
19. Fort Garry Women's Resource Centre 
20. RA Steen Community Centre 
21. Gay/ Lesbian/ BisexuaI Caucus 
22. Gay Pride Day celebration 
23. Giovanni's Room (gay bar) 
24. Gays/Lesbians of Brandon and Elsewhere 
25. Happenings Social Club (gay bar) 
26. Hanrest CoIIective 
27. Hope Centre 
28. Independent Living Resource Centre 
29- Immigrant Women's Resource Centre 
30. individual feminist counseIIors/ therapists in Winnipeg 
31. Kali Shiva AIDS Services 
3 2  KLuuc CommWty Health Cenke 
33. Lavender Rose W k s  
34. Manitoba Advisory Council on the Statas of Women - Brandon 
35. MedÏation S e ~ c e s  
36. MetropoLitan Community Church 
37. Mk-ïarn Centre 
38. Ms. Purdis Womeds Club 
39. P - FIag (parents/Mends of Iesbians and pays) 
40. Prairie Sky Books 
41. Select famiIy dodors/ dLnics 



42. Seneca House 
43. Sexuality Education Resource Centre Wuuùpeg & Brandon 
45. ÇoQety for Manitobans with Disabilities 
46. Smrr Quod Sum 
47- Sunrise Heaith Food Store 
48. Swewe Magazine 
49. University of Manitoba - Gay and Lesbian Association of Studaits and 
Staff, Womyn's Centre, Women's Studies Program, and selected faculty 
50. University of Winnipeg - Women's Centre, Leçbian/Gay/ Bisenial/ 
Transgendered/ * Centre, main buildings, and selected faculS. 
51. University of Winnipeg Interfaith Pastoral Inçtitute 
52. U of W Students' Association 
53. VÏfIage Clinic 
54. Weetemah (Aboriginal newspaper) 
55. Women's Hedth Clinic 



A ~ ~ e n d i x  D - Posters for Studv 

If so, a lesbian gdw snident in Sociology 
Wniversity of h-@&oha),in paruiersh'i Pnth the Winnipeg 

Gaymsbian &saurce C e m e ,  is interesteciin talkingwith you. 
hterviews will inqqirce ahaut a variety of experiences couples share - 

ranghg from types, af: support pr~uide,ta che arnoiint d 
social suppon avaddiq to what well-h&g means for couples 

dealing with d/ness/disability-chronic conditions. 

Please cal1 Jan at 453-6383 for more information. 
[Confidentiality assured) 

This research is supported by the Prairie Women's Hedth Centre of Excellence 
(womeds Health Bureau, Health Canada) 
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If so, a lesbian graduate student in Socialogy 
(University of M@.mha), in paruiership with tBe Winnipeg 

GayLesbian Resource-(3entre, is interestedia tallung with you, 
In te~ews  will inqqe about a varieîy d expe_rip_nc_es.couples share - 

ranging drom @e a rnnm social support couples receive, to the 
amant- of suppm ayailahle in niral to what wel-being means 

for couples dealing with ilhess/disability/chronic conditions. 

Please cal1 Jan collect at (204) 453-6383 for more 
informatign. 

(Conf identiality assured) 



A~pendix E: Letter of Introduction/ Consent Form 

HeUo! My name is Jan Mitchell and 1 am a graduate student in the 

Department of Sociology at the University of Manitoba. I am currently doing 

a thesis researdi study to gather information hoxn lesbian couples regarding 

their experiences of soaal support in the face of a major illness, disability or 

chronic condition. I am interested, both as a researcher, and as a Iestrian, in 

leaming more about the support that lesbians provide for each other in this 

context 1 would also Like to gather information about the support Iesbian 

coupies receive from infornial social networks (that is, fnends, family, co- 

workers, etc.), and about their experiences of accessing support from formal 

systerns (e-g, the health care system). 1 wodd like to interview lesbian 

couples of various backgrounds in an effort to understand some of the ways 

in which support £rom partners and others acts to provide a buffer when 

coping with a serious illness, disability, or chronic condition. This propused 

research haç been approved by the Department of Sociology Research Ethics 

Review Cornmittee, and has been h d e d  by the Prairie Women's Hedth 

Centre of Excellence, 

Your partiapation in this study is volrrntq. There is no obIigation for 

you to participate, and you will not receive any hinanual reward; however, 

any information that you provide may help other lesbian couples in the 

htw who might be coping witEt a sirnilar situation. 1 will begin by 

interviewing you and your partner together, and this wiI1 take approximately 

2 hours. You have the right to stop the interview at any time throughout the 

process, and the nght not to answer any questions that 1 may ask. You also 

have the rïght to withdraw from the study at any time. The interviews wiH be 

tape recorded. Aü of the information pou provide during the interview will 
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be kept confidentid, and no resdts will be released which couid identify you 

personally. AU of the tapes and other information provided wilI be çtored in a 

tocked filing cabinet at the University of Manitoba. M e r  the data is analysed, 

it will be made a d a b l e  to you so that you can see that your nifamation has 

been accurately portrayed. A copy of the hdings will be made avaiIabIe to dl 

participants at the h e  of compIetïon of the shidy by calling the researcher at 

the Winnipeg Gay and tesbian Resource Centre. 

Any questions or complairtts you may have conceming the project can 

be directed to mer at 779-7191, to the Winnipeg Gay/Lesbian Resource Centre 

at 478-1160, to the Head of the Department of Soaology at 474-9260? or to Dr. 

Karen Grant? my thesis advisor at 474-9912 Thank you very much for your 

tirne and information. I appreciate your partiapation in this study. 

Çincerel y, 

Jan MitCheIl 



I understand that m y  partiapation in thÏs study is voluntary, and that I 

have the right to withdraw at m y t h e ,  without prejudice or consequence. I 

have the right not to mwer ariy questions in the interview, and if 1 have any 

questions or cornplaints, I can oII the researcher, the Ethics Review 

Cornmittee, the WGLRC, or Dr. Karen Grant at any time. The information 1 

provide wilI be kept confïdential, and, at the time of completion of the shidy, 

1 may obtain a copy of the researdi f%dings by calling the researcher. 1 will not 

be renumerated for my time. 

Date: Respondent's Signature: 

Date: Researcher's Signature: 



Appendix F: R e c o m d t i o n s  made to the Prairie Women's Health Centre 
of I h d k n c e  

1. hcrease the education for service providers on the concept of heterosexisut 
and its existence in pohcy and practice, and its effects on patients (eg, having 
to explain about the nature of a relationship to doctors or others, when there 
is a Iarger issue at hanci adds extra sh-ess to patients). 

2. hcrease education and access to resources regarding the use of inclusive 
Ianguage in both practice and policy of health care. For example, the Ianguage 
of intake and history forms could be changed to indude a term such as 
"parher," "same-sex spouse," "domestic partner." Same-sex partners should 
be abwed to wait in emergency rooms, just as other famiIy rnembers are. 

3. Increase research on women's health issues generdy (Le, social, physical, 
mental, emotionaI health), with the incIusion of the speufic hedth needs of 
lesbian and bisexud women. Women's heallth centres such as the Women's 
Health C h i c  should do more education to service providers about the 
unique concems of dBerent groups of women, induding lesbians. 

4. Information and education must be targeted to lesbian communities to 
make women aware of health care providers and support programs that are 
accepting of divertity. Lesbians, Like ail women, must be encouraged to take 
their hedth into their own hands, and persist to h d  positive health care. 

5. It is recommended that further research be done, which attempts to locate 
those lesbians (single, or in couples) who are doseted and unlikely to corne 
fonvard to participate in interview research. 




